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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the current controversy of con-
dominium conversion, a process entailing the conversion of
rental apartment buildings to singly-owned units of property.
Critics of conversion contend there are a number of abuses oc-
curring in the process such as tenant harassment, fraud on
purchasers, inflation of the housing market due to quick turn-
over and speculation in condominiums, depletion of the rental
housing stock, and disproportionate displacement of the elder-
ly, poor and minority households. On the other hand, sup-
porters of condominium conversion claim that it provides
numerous benefits, including an increase in the community's
tax base, improvement of and better maintenance of property,
providing greater control and management of property through
collective ownership associations, and accrual of favorable
tax treatment to owners that are not provided to renters.
Because of the myriad issues and potential solutions sur-
rounding the conversion process, this thesis limits its focus
to two problems, depletion of the rental housing stock and
tenant dislocation, analyzing them from both legal and plan-
ning perspectives, and working from two basic premises:
1) rental housing serves the needs of certain segments of
the population and provides a certain fuidity in the housing
market that warrants its protection from extinction; and
2) the complexity of this issue seems to necessitate a more
comprehensive approach than that provided by the adversial
process of case-by-case litigation in courts.
Thus, the thesis is organized into four subparts. Part I,
the Introduction, briefly describes the focus and areas to be
covered by the thesis. Part II, "The Taking Issue," examines
the legal question of whether ordinances passed by local
governments to restrict conversion violate the Fifth Amend-
ment to the Constitution, which prohibits the taking of
private property for public use without just compensation.
Part III takes a more comprehensive planning approach to the
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problem, examining how housing, economics, social and tax
policies have created an environment conducive to conver-
sion, and how the policies in the same area might be shaped
to deal with the problems of tenant dislocation and deple-
tion of the rental housing market. Part IV examines the
ordinances of four localities -- New York, New York;
Brookline, Massachusetts; San Francisco, California; and
Washington, D.C. -- in light of the analysis of the pre-
vious subparts.
Thesis Supervisor(s): Lawrence Bacow, Department of Urban
Studies and Planning, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
and
Lance Liebman, Harvard Law School
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I. INTRODUCTION
"The converter notifies her that the building is
going condo in 60 days. The apartment where she's
lived for 30 years will be $90,000. That is 20
percent down, or $18,000, plus $2,000 in settlement
and closing fees -- $20,000 in cash. Assuming she
can take $20,000 from savings -- . . she's still
got a $70,000 mortgage.
How many 65-year-olds have the income to pay
nearly $700 a month for what used to be $500 in
rent? But wait. She's got a $450-a-year main-
tenance fee to pay, too, plus taxes. So she ends
up having to pay maybe $1,000 a month.
It's really a calamity." 1/
"I think on balance it is a benefit to the society
and to the communities in which it occurs." 2/
"The condo movement is probably inevitable, and
probably should be applauded. The issue is how
to safeguard the process so you don't kick up too
much of a political fuss and provide a measure of
protection for people being displaced." 3/
The "it" that is being described above as either a
"benefit" or a "calamity", depending on your point of view, is
the growing trend of "condominium conversion", the conversion
of rental apartment units to singly-owned units of property,
similar in tenure to newly-constructed condominiums or co-
operatives. While there is sharp disagreement over whether
the conversion phenomenon is a "good" or "bad" development in
the housing market, and over its causes, and while exact fig-
ures on the number of units converted nation-wide are not
available, both pro-conversion enthusiasts and anti-conversion
advocates agree that the rate of condominium conversions in
major cities of the United States in the last five or ten
years has been tremendous. For instance, estimates of the
number of already-converted units nationwide range from
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100,000 to 145,000 per year, with projections for future con-
version ranging from 130,000 to 250,000 in the next year.4
Several factors are frequently cited to explain the rapid,
recent development of "condomania." Some demographers and
planners note that the "baby boom" generation, which has pre-
viously caused dislocation in the education and employment sec-
tors, has now reached the stage of their life-cycle when they
are setting up their own households and buying property, thus
5/
wreaking havoc now in the housing market.- The dislocation
caused by the sudden surge on the demand side is further
exacerbated by shortfalls on the supply side. New housing con-
struction of both single-family dwellings and rental apartments
have declined throughout the decade of the '70's, and the
latest Labor Department figures indicate that housing starts
for the month of February, 1980 are "far below their levels
of early last year. " Furthermore, the high rate of inflation
and concomitant tightening of mortgage credit have put single-
family homes beyond the reach of most first-time homebuyers,
thus causing them to turn to condos and co-ops (both new and
converted) as affordable substitutes.- Additionally, what
might be termed "life-style" changes have increased pressure
on the tight housing market in many inner cities. For in-
stance, government figures indicate an increase in the number
of households, adults living alone or child-less couples. The
decision of many couples to forego or postpone childbearing
has changed the type of housing demanded -- i.e. the reasons
for purchasing a single-family home in the suburbs (more
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living space and open-space, better public education systems
8/
and recreational facilities for children) no longer exist.-
Indeed, in the latter sense, condominium conversion can be
seen as just one part of the larger "gentrification" move-
ment, which has already been so ably documented.2-/ The
characteristics and patterns of resettlers and those who have
been displaced by them, either through "neighborhood revitali-
zation" or condominium conversion, have been remarkably
similar.- That is, those purchasing condominiums or dete-
riorated housing in run-down neighborhoods to renovate, have
usually been young, upper-middle or upper-class, professional
singles or couples. The persons they have displaced include a
high number of lower-class, poor, minorities, and elderly.l-
While the preceding discussion indicates the myriad number
of possible causes for the increase in condominium conversion,
the consequences of the conversion process, both actual and
feared, are not only as numerous, but are also further compli-
cated by their two-sidedness. The reason that there is so much
debate and controversy surrounding the process of condominium
conversion is that the arguments on both sides of the issue are
sharply drawn, and fairly evenly balanced. Pro-conversion en-
thusiasts argue that condo conversion: 1) increases the com-
munity's tax base, since each unit is subject to property tax,
not just the one apartment building; 2) provides residents of
such units with the preferential tax treatment of owners of
property as compared with mere renters; 3) promotes population
stability because people who own property are less likely to
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move than those who rent; 4) contributes to the improvement
and upkeep of property, both because owners of property are
assumed to have a greater interest than renters in main-
taining the value of property, and because the resources
available from all the owners through the assessment of main-
tenance fees is much greater than the resources of the single
landlord; and finally, that it 5) gives residents greater con-
trol over the management of the property, and perhaps creates
a greater sense of community as a result of shared responsi-
bility. Anti-conversion advocates counter with arguments that
conversion: 1) encourages a stultifying homogeneity of popula-
tion type (i.e. mostly upper-middle or upper class, young,
professional couples or singles buying the property); 2) cre-
ates an inflated property market particularly vulnerable to
quick-money speculators; 3) is just as likely to promote in-
stability in the population/residency patterns due to quick
turn-over in ownership by speculator-purchasers; 4) increases
the likelihood of fraud on purchasers who are unaware of
latent defects in older apartment buildings which are not as
suitable for condominium ownership as newly-constructed con-
dominiums and co-operatives; 5) overwhelms groups who, either
because of necessity or preference, live in rental apartments
(i.e. the elderly, poor, "transients" like students or people
whose careers require flexibility of movement); and 6) it is
a mechanism for circumventing rent control, which in many in-
stances was passed to protect vulnerable groups like the
elderly or low-income people.
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In response to many of the arguments made by anti-conver-
sionists, and alarmed by the extent to which the rapid rate of
condo conversion is permanently diminishing the supply of
rental housing,- many cities have passed ordinances which
are designed to slow or restrict condo conversion either by
imposing a temporary "freeze" or moratorium on conversions when
the vacancy rate of apartments in the community falls below a
certain percentage, or by requiring a certain percentage of
the tenants of the building (e.g. 35%) to approve the conversion
before a permit can be issued.1 1- One question which has not
previously been discussed in the literature dealing with condo
conversion and the restrictive ordinances, and which has only
15/
recently begun to be raised in courts- is that of whether
such ordinances are constitutional, avoiding running afoul of
the Fifth Amendment prohibition against taking private property
for public use without paying just compensation. At first
glance, it seems fairly obvious that an ordinance which gives
tenants possible veto power over conversion is a clear in-
fringement of the landlord's right to use his property as he
sees fit. On the other hand, the property-owner's use and en-
joyment of his property has been restricted in a number of
ways (e.g. zoning regulations restricting types of use,
density, height or set-back requirements; or environmental
regulations, etc.) by government regulation, that have been
16/
upheld by the courts.- While the taking issue is one that
will be examined at greater length in this paper, I mention it
now because it serves as a specific example of some larger
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issues that have led to my interest in the problem of condo-
minium conversion, and which influence the focus of this
paper.
As one trained as both a lawyer and a planner, I initially
found it rather baffling that these two professions which have
sQ much influence in the urban development process seem so
often to be on opposite sides, and/or to display little under-
standing of the other's perspective.-- For instance, re-
garding the problem of condominium conversion, my instinctive
legal reaction was a concern with the "taking" argument, a
view which emphasizes the landlord's property rights, to the
exclusion of other interests, such as those of the tenants.
Perhaps this legal reaction is explained by the fact that
property law is still heavily influenced by its feudal ante-
cedants, which traditionally favored the land"lord" over his
tenant.- However, as a planner, I realized that if the
"taking" argument was carried out to the fullest extent, such
that any ordinance which restricted condominium conversion
would be struck down as an unconstitutional infringement upon
the property-owner's rights, one possible consequence would be
the extinction of the rental housing market, and the con-
comitant economic and social dislocations that would result
from that extinction. In short, (and perhaps rather simplis-
tically), the issue of condominium conversion reveals the
tendency of the legal response to be one focused on the
individual's rights (to the exclusion of larger social
issues), while, in contrast, the tendency of the planning'
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response is to be more comprehensive and concerned with the
generalized societal good (sometimes to the exclusion of ade-
quately protecting the individual's rights).
Thus, what this paper seeks to do, is to chart a middle
course, analyzing the problem of condominium conversion by
drawing on both perspectives, but limited somewhat by the two
following biases or premised:1-9
(1) Although American housing and tax policies
have traditionally favored homeownership,
the rental form of housing clearly meets
the needs of large segments of the housing
market (i.e. the poor or fixed- or limited-
income, the elderly, transients, etc.) such
that it warrants protection from extinction.
(2) The complexity of the issue of condominium
conversion (involving housing, economics,
social policy, etc.), the virtually equal
justifications of landlords and tenants --
all tend to convince me that this is a
sutuation calling for well-drafted legis-
lation that is the product of accommoda-
tion and compromise, rather than for case-
by-case battles in courts.
Thus, Section II, dealing with the "taking" issue, and Section
III, dealing with the rental housing market, are reflective of
premise (1); while Sections III and IV, which analyze various
restrictive ordinances (New York, New York; Brookline,
Massachusetts; San Francisco, California; and Washington,
D.C.--), are reflective of premise (2). It should also be
noted that as a result of this focus, several other inter-
esting questions relating to condominium conversion, such as
the protection of purchasers from fraudulent conveyances, or
the actual steps taken (or "nuts and bolts") of the conver-
sion process, will not be covered.
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II. THE "TAKING" ISSUE
Somewhat surprisingly, the issue of whether ordinances
restricting condominium conversion are unconstitutional
"takings" of property in violation of the Fifth Amendment to
21/ 22/the U.S. Constitution,- has only recently begun to emerge.-
In most lawsuits challenging such ordinances, the plaintiffs
have relied instead on state statutes or the due process or
equal protection clauses of the U.S. Constitution. For in-
stance, in Massachusetts, in two recent cases challenging the
actions of local governments in restricting condominium con-
23/
version, Goldman v. Town of Dennis-- and Grace v. Town of
Brookline, 24 the plaintiffs in each case based their claims
upon sections of the Massachusetts General Laws, and upon due
process and equal protection claims.- -' But since plaintiffs
have not been very successful in overturning regulations on the
basis of due process or equal protection claims,.- there will
probably be an increasing number of plaintiffs like those in
27/
the ongoing case of Chan v. Town of Brookline-- who will
premise their claims upon "taking" grounds rather than due pro-
cess or equal protection grounds. For this reason, this section
of the paper will encompass the development of the concept of
"taking" in American property law, and how it might or might
not be used in the area of condominium conversion. Addition-
ally, although this paper in no way intends to be a detailed
examination of the development of the concept of "taking",
some discussion of the historical development and background
of the concept provides some interesting and useful implica-
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tions for future tenant-landlord relations, especially in the
area of condominium conversion.
A. What is a "taking"?
The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution
provides, in part, that:
No person shall be . . . deprived of . . .
property without due process of law; nor shall
private property be taken for public use without
just compensation. 28/
What this Constitutional provision has come to mean, and how
it has been both correctly and incorrectly interpreted by both
laymen and courts alike is the next area of discussion in this
paper. The conflicting opinions of commentators and the in-
consistent holdings of various courts only serve to underscore
the potential problems for its application to the area of con-
dominium conversion. Indeed, as Fred Bosselman, David Callies
and John Banta note in a study on the taking issue that they
prepared for U.S. Council of Environmental Quality in 1973:
Our strongest impression from this survey
is that the fear of the taking issue is stronger
than the taking clause itself. It is an American
fable or myth that a man can use his land any way
he pleases regardless of his neighbors. The myth
survives, indeed thrives, even though unsupported
by the pattern of court decisions. Thus, attempts
to resolve land use controversies must deal not
only with the law, but with the myth as well.' 29/
and that
Many more people recognize the validity of
land use regulation in general, but believe that
it may never be used to reduce the value of a
man's land to the point where he can't make a
profit on it. After all, what good is land if
you can't make a profit on it. . . .
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The right to make money buying and selling
land is a cherished American folkway, and one that
cannot be lightly ignored. But in an increasingly
crowded and polluted environment can we afford to
continue circulating the myth that tells us that
the taking clause protects this right of unrestric-
ted use regardless of its impact on society? Ob-
viously not, yet we must not let concern for the
environment blind us to the fact that regulations
have real economic impact on real people, and we
must search for solutions that will take their
interests into account. 30/
1. English Common Law and Early American development
of the "Taking" Concept.
Some commentators have traced the origins of the "taking"
clause to the English Magna Carta of 1215.-/ In feudal
England, since all land was considered to belong to the Crown,
and lords held title as vassals by swearing fealty to the king
as overlord, the king was free to levy charges on the land in
order to raise revenue or to literally "seize" the land of
32/those lords who did not comply.- As these charges became
more numerous and more onerous during the reign of King John,
the English lords gathered together, and at Runymede forced
the King to sign the now-famous charter, which contained a
Chapter 39 which stated in part:
No freeman shall be arrested, or detained
in prison, or deprived of his freehold, . . .
unless by the lawful judgment of his peers and
by the law of the land. 33/
Since, as Bosselman et al. note, English lords technically
34/did not "own" land, but rather "held" it through vassalage,--
it is somewhat ironic that a clause which in modern American
property law has become so strongly identified with landlords
and propertied classes, can be traced to a kind of early
- 15 -
"tenant" tax revolt.
Although the Magna Carta was forced on an unwilling
monarch, later English kings and queens reaffirmed sections
of the charter. But, as Bosselman et al. note, this did not
mean that later monarchs stopped regulating or restricting
the use of land. For instance, in Chapter 5 of their book,
The Taking Issue, they describe the Elizabethan equivalents
of density, height, and setback requirements; building codes;
35/health and safety codes; and aesthetic regulations.--
English common law also recognized land use restrictions based
on the notions of nuisance and public necessity. Thus, it
appeared that the English common law safeguards were de-
signed to protect against unjust physical seizure of land,
or appropriation by the sovereign for his personal use. How-
ever, the taking of an individual's property or restrictions
upon his property rights in some way in order to achieve some
36/type of public benefit were recognized by English law.--
As long as these regulations were designed
to promote the public benefit, rather than the
personal benefit of the King, justice was not
offended. 37/
If the previous discussion seems somewhat interesting,
but otherwise tangential, it is important to remember that
many of these English common law notions were carried over
and accepted in the American colonies, and provided the his-
torical background for many of the Constitutional provisions
enacted by the Founding Fathers.
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The colonists also inherited, however, a con-
cept of property which permitted extensive regu-
lation of the use of that property for the public
benefit -- regulation that could even go so far
as to deny all productive use of the property to
the owner if, as Coke himself stated, the regula-
tion "extends to the public benefit . . . for this
is for the public, and every one hath benefit by
it." 38/
The early history of land use regulation in the American
colonies followed much along the same lines as in England.
Early examples of the police power can be perceived in regu-
lations preventing colonists from depleting the fertility of
the soil by continuously planting a cash crop such as tobacco,
or affirmative regulations such as the Virginia House of
Burgesses' requirement that each adult white male over the
age of sixteen grow two acres of corn or be subject to for-
39/feiture of his entire tobacco crop.- There were also regu-
lations similar to those in Elizabethan England requiring
dwellings to be constructed of certain materials, or restric-
ting noxious activities (such as slaughtering of animals) to
particular areas of cities or prohibiting them outright. -0
Thus, restrictions upon the property-owner's right to use his
property as he wished have existed in the United States since
its inception.
2. Origins of the concept of "Just Compensation".
Bosselman, et al. note that Madison's first draft of the
Bill of Rights, including the Fifth Amendment, closely fol-
lowed the language of the Virginia Declaration of Rights,
which in its section relating to the taking of property made
no mention of compensation, but rather, stated that:
- 17 -
men . . . cannot be taxed or deprived of their
property for public uses without their own consent,
or that of their representatives
and that
no man be deprived of his liberty except by the
law of the land, or the judgment of his peers. 41/
When Madison's draft was presented to the first session of
Congress in 1789, it was only then that the idea of "just com-
pensation" to the property-owner was introduced. Surprisingly,
the records of the debates in state ratifying conventions or
debates in Congress provide no explanation as to why Madison
introduced this innovation; and while commentators have noted
this absence of legislative history, they have also provided
42/
some possible rationales.- The important point that emerges
from this historical examination is that the concept of "just
compensation" was not one that was firmly enshrined in Anglo-
American tradition, but rather, was an innovation. In fact,
what was firmly enshrined in the Anglo-American legal tradi-
tion already, was that government had the power to take pri-
vate property or restrict its use when public necessity so
required, and that the private property-owner's rights must,
in some instances, bow to the public good.
3. When does governmental action constitute a taking?
-- the early interpretation of the taking clause
and Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon.
Early decisions by both state and federal courts inter-
preted the taking clause to mean that compensation would be
required only in instances of actual physical appropriation
of, or divestiture of title to, property by government.43-
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For instance, in Pumpelly v. Green Bay Co.-- the Supreme
Court of the United States held that where a state statute
authorizing the construction of a dam had resulted in the
flooding of the plaintiff's land, the property-owner was en-
titled to compensation since the governmental action had re-
sulted in a total physical invasion.
These courts also made it clear that where the property-
owner incurred indirect or consequential damages, and even
where the owner was deprived of all feasible use of the land,
compensation was not required absent such physical invasion or
45/divestiture.- For example, in Brick Presbyterian Church v.
City of New York,--6 the city of New York had initially granted
land to a church to be used for the church building and ceme-
tery. When later regulations prohibited the use as a cemetery,
the Court of Appeals upheld the regulation as justified for
health reasons, and compensation was denied even though there
was no other feasible use for the land. Similarly, the Supreme
Court, in a case involving claims for damages for the erosion
of land along the banks of the Mississippi River caused by
government-built embankments designed to improve the naviga-
bility of the river, Bedford v. United States,4-7 distinguished
48/Pumpelly and another intervening case- by noting that those
two cases involved actual physical invasion of the land,
whereas Bedford was a case of merely consequential damage.
And in Transportation Co. v. Chicago,.- the Court noted:
- 19 -
Acts done in the proper exercise of govern-
mental powers, and not directly encroaching upon
private property, though their consequences may
impair its use, are universally held not to be a
taking within the meaning of the constitutional
provision. 50/
The zenith of this approach to the taking clause was pro-
51/ . .bably reached in a case called Mugler v. Kansas,-- in which
the Court held that the plaintiff, who owned a brewery that
had been rendered worthless by a Kansas state statute prohib-
iting the manufacture and sale of liquor, was not entitled to
compensation. In a similar case the next year, Powell v.
52/
Pennsylvania,-. the Court upheld a Pennsylvania statute out-
lawing the sale of oleomargarine, and dismissed the "taking"
claim that factories that manufactured the margarine had been
thus rendered worthless, as "without merit."5 3  Mugler and
Powell thus stand for the proposition that it is within the
government's power to prohibit an activity that had previously
been permissable, without paying compensation, should the
public health, safety, or general welfare so require. What
this suggests in the area of condominium conversion, is that a
locality could restrict or prohibit conversion without paying
compensation, even if it had previously permitted such con-
version, if it could establish that such a prohibition was
necessary to safeguard the public health, safety or welfare.
Obviously, it is this last point that will be subject to dis-
pute, but I believe that the data that is presented in the
next section of this paper dealing with the diminishing supply
of rental housing and the groups who are disproportionately
adversely affected by such conversions, could arguably justify
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such regulation. And given the deference that courts are in-
clined to give to local governments regarding regulation of
local activities, as evidenced by Mugler and Powell, it is at
least equally likely that such an ordinance would be upheld.
A prohibition simply upon the use of property
for purposes that are declared, by valid legisla-
tion, to be injurious to the health, morals, or
safety of the community, cannot, in any just sense,
be deemed a taking or appropriation of property for
the public benefit. Such legislation does not dis-
turb the owner in the control or use of his property
for lawful purposes, nor restrict his right to dis-
pose of it, but is only a declaration by the state
that its use by anyone, for certain forbidden pur-
poses, is prejudicial to the public interests. 54/
Mugler also discusses very aptly the distinction between
governmental action pursuant to what is known as the "police
power", and governmental action pursuant to its "eminent
domain" power. That is, when government takes private prop-
erty acting from some necessity to safeguard the public
health, safety, morals, or general welfare -- then it is acting
pursuant to its police power, and no compensation is required.
But when government takes property merely to secure some type
of benefit -- then it is acting pursuant to its eminent domain
power, and the payment of just compensation is required.5 5
This distinction between the two types of takings, which,
in theory, as just expressed, seems so obviously clear-cut;
is, in actual practice, much more difficult to determine. The
most diverse types of governmental actions have been sustained
56/
under the police power,,- and what to many has seemed to be
clearly governmental action designed merely to achieve a
benefit, rather than prompted by real necessity, has not always
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been held so.- And the viewpoint put forward by Justice
Harlan in Mugler that the difference between the two types of
takings is a difference in kind,
The exercise of the police power by the de-
struction of property which is itself a public
nuisance, or the prohibition of its use in a par-
ticular way, whereby its value becomes depreciated,
is very different from taking property for public
use, or from depriving a person of his property
without due process of law. In the one case, a
nuisance only is abated; in the other, unoffending
property is taken away from an innocent owner. 58/
has been undermined by an opposing viewpoint, as expressed by
Justice Holmes in Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon,-- that the
difference is only one of degree.
Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, a case decided in 1922
by the Supreme Court, involved a challenge to Pennsylvania's
Kohler Act, which had been passed in response to the problem
of "mine subsidence". The problem basically arose because
improved methods for mining anthracite coal in the early
twentieth century enabled mining companies to excavate and
mine to a much greater extent than previously possible. The
mining companies held mineral or mining rights in areas that
had become quite populous because no danger of subsidence had
previously been posed because of the limited technology
available at the time. As the mining companies began to take
advantage of the improved technology, digging out the coal
and leaving the ground underneath hollow, the surface land was
no longer sufficiently supported, and would collapse. Homes,
farms, sewer and water lines, whole areas of cities and towns
60/
were swallowed up by such subsidence.-- Consequently, in
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1921, the Pennsylvania legislature passed the Kohler Act, which
prohibited the mining of coal in such a way as to cause sub-
sidence of dwellings, public buildings, roads, cemeteries, etc.
In the specific case before the Court, the Pennsylvania
Coal Company, which held mineral rights to the land under Mr.
Mahon's house, sent him a notice to inform him that mining in
his area would quite likely cause subsidence. Mahon, a lawyer,
sued for injunctive relief under the Kohler Act, to prevent
the company from proceeding. The case reached the Supreme
Court, and Justice Holmes took the opportunity to announce a
61/
new "rule" that has since become the standard in land use law.--
While first noting the dangers inherent in a situation where
government would be required to always pay compensation,
("Government hardly could go on if to some extent values in-
cident to property could not be diminished without paying for
every such change in the general law. -62/) , he nonetheless held
that the Kohler Act was unconstitutional because Pennsylvania
had attempted to achieve an eminent domain purpose under the
guise of "regulation" under the police power, and thus not
paying just compensation. He then went on to state the now-
famous "rule":
The general rule at least is, that while prop-
erty may be regulated to a certain extent, if regu-
lation goes too far it will be recognized as a
taking. 63/
which quite clearly viewed the difference between the two types
of taking as being one of degree, rather than kind.
The problem with Holmes's approach, besides being wrong
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64/
as far as the facts of the actual case go,-- is that it is
essentially meaningless, and thus fails to provide any degree
of certainty in this area. That is, just as "reasonable minds
may differ" as to when government action is designed to
achieve a public benefit or a public necessity, they are just
as likely, or even more likely, to differ as to when and where
along a continuum police power regulation suddenly becomes a
taking requiring payment of compensation. The fact that,
generally, the Court has avoided dealing with the police power/
eminent domain distinction, and left such decisions to the
lower courts across the country, only serves to underscore
the uncertainty and lack of utility of the Holmes' rule. In
terms of condominium conversion, what this means is that the
argument of "taking" could always be raised by a landlord or
converter whose conversion is slowed or prevented by a restric-
tive ordinance, but whether he will actually prevail with such
an argument is another matter. Depending on a number of other
factors, different courts in different localities may disagree,
65/
as indeed they already have.--
However, whether one takes the difference-in-kind approach
of Justice Harlan, or the difference-in-degree approach of
Justice Holmes, an inherent weakness of both is that taking
an "all-or-nothing" approach to the question of compensation
probably causes courts to be swayed by such factors as the
importance of the government program involved, the amount of
money at stake, etc. in deciding the taking issue, thus ex-
acerbating the problem of lack of uniformity and certainty.
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While such an "all-or-nothing" approach may have been neces-
sary or justifiable during the time of Justice Harlan or
Justice Holmes, today when land use problems are a complex
mix of economic, social and political issues and interests,
such an approach is no longer viable. Many modern commentators,
responding to this complexity, have argued for less severe
66/
alternatives to the taking problem.-- One such commentator,
John Costonis, recognizing that there is "a class of regulatory
measures that fits neither into the traditional police nor
eminent domain power niches and that escapes the confiscation
objection only by affording burdened landowners fair compensa-
tion in the form of appropriate economic trade-offs,"--
argues for a kind of sliding-scale or multi-tiered approach to
the compensation question, which he terms "accommodation
power."
Offered here is a compromise position: private
litigants should not be permitted to compel
government to compensate for overbroad regulatory
measures; but to deal fairly with landowners and
to enhance the prospect for effective regulation,
government should resort to the accommodation
power whenever it recognizes beforehand that
restrictions it imposes may not be defensible
under the police power. 68/
This alternative seems much better designed to deal with a
situation like condominium conversion, where we would like to
protect the rights of vulnerable groups like elderly or poor
tenants, yet do not believe that government alone or private
citizens (like landlords or developers) alone should have to
bear that cost.
On the other hand, another commentator, Joseph Sax, in
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applying economics concepts such as "externalities", "optimal
69/
resource allocation", etc. to the taking issue,-- asserts
that the real dilemna in modern land-use decisionmaking is to
decide: 1) which of two (or more) equally possible or de-
sirable, but conflicting, uses the property in question should
be put; and 2) who should bear the opportunity cost of that
choice. Thus, in terms of condominium conversion, should the
building be retained as rental apartments to serve the needs
of certain segments of the population, such as low-income or
elderly tenants, who cannot or prefer not to buy property?
Or is it better "resource allocation" to convert the building
to condominiums, thus enabling new owners and the local govern-
ment to gain certain tax advantages that accrue through home-
ownership, and landlords to get out of a business they no
longer want to be involved with? Sax argues that in deciding
the questions of which of two competing uses is optimal resource
allocation, and of who should bear the opportunity cost, we
should not be too quick to let government shoulder the burden.
'Furthermore, a system which compels compensation
in the event of severe diminution in value ignores
the possible incentive function of leaving costs on
private resource users. . . . To bring under the
takings clause governmental restrictions designed
to mediate between conflicting interests is to in-
troduce a doctrinal rigidity inconsistent with the
kind of planning essential to optimal resource al-
location. 70/
(More specific examples of how such theories can be applied in
designing alternative solutions to the issue of taking in the
situation of condominium conversion will be discussed in the
next section, dealing with the rental housing market.)
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Justice Holmes's muddying of the waters of the police
power-eminent domain distinction is not the only court deci-
sion that will affect the outcome of whether ordinances re-
stricting condominium conversion will pass constitutional
muster. Various Supreme Court decisions -- some dealing
directly with the just compensation question, others not --
have produced a framework within which the arguments both for
and against the constitutionality of restrictive ordinances
must fit.
In 1926, in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co. ,--
the Supreme Court upheld the zoning power of municipalities,
which imposed restrictions on use, height, or density as part
of a comprehensive plan. Later decisions, upholding other
72/
restrictions like set-back or minimum-lot size requirements,--
reinforced this power of localities in determining the shape and
character of their communities. Frequently, these restrictions
were upheld although they, as is inevitable in any situation of
line drawing, treated similarly situated landholders dif-
ferently.-- Thus, the argument could be made that ordinances
that restrict condominium conversion are merely another type
of zoning ordinance restricting the use of property. Ordi-
nances which impose a moratorium or freeze on conversions
when the locality's rental housing vacancy rate drops below
a certain percentage, are no more arbitrary or irrational
than zoning ordinances which permit mixed use on one side of
a zoning boundary, and residential use only on the other side
of the boundary.
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In fact, the argument that restrictive ordinances are
merely another type of zoning restriction has already been
raised in two lower courts, that have, of course, held con-
trarily on the same issue. The question which was raised was
whether such an ordinance was truly a restriction on use of
the property, or whether it was, in actuality, a prohibition
of a type of ownership or tenancy. In Goldman v. Town of
74/Dennis,- the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts held,
first, that regulation of condominiums was encompassed within
a locality's zoning power; and secondly, that the prohibition
of conversion of a "cottage colony" to condominiums was
authorized by the zoning by-law relating to "change of use."
Section 2 of c. 40A authorized the regulation of
the use of buildings, structures and land. . . .
Section 5, . . . made zoning by-laws and amendments
inapplicable to "existing buildings or structures"
and to "the existing use . . " . . . but the
by-law or amendment was to apply "to any change of
use."
The legislative body of the town could reasonably
believe that conversion of a cottage colony to single
family use under condominium type ownership would
encourage expansion of use beyond the short summer
season. . . . Here the by-law is explicit in its
limitation of the expansion of a nonconforming use.
Although the limitation is phrased in terms of the
type of ownership, we think it is valid as a regula-
tion of "change of use." 75/
The SJC also dismissed the plaintiff's equal protection claim
by noting that: "Equal protection does not prohibit differences
in treatment where there is a rational basis for those dif-
ferences reasonably related to the purposes which the regu-
76/lation seeks to accomplish."--
However, the appellate court of New Jersey in Bridge
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Park Co. v. Highland Park,-7 a case involving a suit by an
owner of some "garden apartments" in New Jersey challenging
a local ordinance which prohibited their conversion to condo-
miniums, held that such a prohibition was not within the
zoning power of the municipality because it was an attempt to
prohibit the type of ownership or tenancy, not the use of the
land. The court noted that whether the buildings were apart-
ments or condominiums, their use -- as dwellings -- would
nonetheless be the same.
A quick reading of this section discloses no power
granted to a municipality to regulate the owner-
ship of buildings or the types of tenancies per-
mitted. It is obvious that each phrase in the
statute refers either to the type of construction
or the use permitted on real property within the
confines of a municipality.
Defendant attempts to characterize condominium
ownership as a "use" of land -- i.e., since the
property in question is to be "used" as a condominium,
the municipality may regulate or prohibit such "use."
It is apparent, however, that after change of owner-
ship as planned, the same buildings will be on the
premises in question and the use to which they are
put will also remain the same. We conclude that
the word "use," as contained in the statute above,
does not refer to ownership but to physical use of
lands and buildings. A building is not "used" as
a condominium for purposes of zoning. 78/
Although the differing results in the two cases can prob-
ably be explained by differences in the state statutes in-
volved, or the particular fact situations, what these cases
indicate is that looking to the courts for a definitive answer
is not a very promising approach. Additionally, there are
other court decisions that might affect the outcome of a con-
dominium conversion lawsuit. For instance, in 1954, the
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Supreme Court, in Berman v. Parker- held that "aesthetic
objectives" were a goal for which localities could properly
exercise their police or eminent domain powers. Besides some
dicta in the opinion that could be applicable to a condo-
minium conversion lawsuit,- the majority opinion, authored
by Justice Douglas, is notable for the broad scope of author-
ity recognized by the Court for local officials to achieve
comprehensive planning goals.
We deal, in other words, with what has tradi-
tionally been known as the police power. . . .
Subject to specific constitutional limitations,
when the legislature has spoken, the public in-
terest has been declared in terms well-nigh con-
clusive. In such cases the legislature, not the
judiciary, is the main guardian of the public needs
to be served by social legislation. . . .
. . . The concept of the public welfare is broad
and inclusive. . . . The values it represents
are spiritual as well as physical, aesthetic as
well as monetary. . . .
If owner after owner were permitted to resist
these redevelopment programs on the ground that
his particular property was not being used against
the public interest, integrated plans for rede-
velopment would suffer greatly. The argument
pressed on us is, indeed, a plea to substitute
the landowner's standard of the public need for
the standard prescribed by Congress. 81/
Indeed, Justice Douglas specifically noted the limits on the
courts' power in this area, in deference to the legislative
power.
It is not for the courts to oversee the
choice of the boundary line nor to sit in review
on the size of a particular project area. Once
the question of the public purpose has been de-
cided, the amount and character of land to be
taken for the project and the need for a particular
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tract to complete the integrated plan rests in
the discretion of the legislative branch. 82/
The Berman decision is also noteworthy in that after recog-
nizing the validity of what some would characterize as "mere"
aesthetic objectives, it would seem to be difficult for the
Court to invalidate ordinances whose goals (e.g. retention of
housing stock for low and moderate income groups, including
the elderly; planned development and growth; curbing of specu-
lation; etc.) are at least as legitimate as aesthetic objec-
tives.
In the 1970's, the Supreme Court decided several cases
which recognized the legitimacy of localities' attempts to
preserve the "character of the community." In Village of
Belle Terre v. Boraas,- -' the Court upheld a zoning ordinance
of the village of Belle Terre, New York, which prohibited more
than two unrelated persons from living together in single-
family dwellings. This prohibition, the village's exclusion
of "lodging houses, boarding houses, fraternity houses, or
multiple dwelling houses, --- and the village's close proximity
to the State University of New York at Stony Brook, all made
it clear that the town's intent was to prevent a large influx
of students into the population, and to preserve the character
85/
of the village as a suburban family community.- In a
majority opinion again authored by Justice Douglas, the Court
sanctioned these motives as permissible and within the scope
of its previous decision in Berman v. Parker.
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The regimes of boarding houses, fraternity
houses, and the like present urban problems.
More people occupy a given space; more cars
rather continuously pass by; more cars are parked;
noise travels with crowds.
A quiet place where yards are wide, people
few, and motor vehicles restricted are legitimate
guidelines in a land use project addressed to
family needs. This goal is a permissible within
Berman v. Parker, supra. The police power is not
confined to elimination of filth, stench, and un-
healthy places. It is ample to lay out zones where
family values, youth values, and the blessings of
quiet seclusion, and clean air make the area a
sanctuary for people. 86/
Two years later, in Village of Arlington Heights v. Metro-
politan Housing Development Corporation,- the Court held
that a locality had properly acted within its discretion in
denying a zoning variance to a development group that wished to
construct multi-family structures for low and moderate income
groups on a lot that had been designated for single-family
dwellings. The Court upheld the village's action even though
there was evidence in the record of the case to indicate that
the zoning decision had been influenced by racial considera-
tions, and despite the fact that the effect of the decision
was the continuance of a rather stark pattern of racial seg-
gregation in this suburb of Chicago.-S Thus, if the Court
has upheld the right of communities to preserve their existing
character -- often to the detriment of groups such as the poor
and racial minorities -- then why would it not be equally
within a community's discretion to decide that it wanted to
preserve its existing character (including significant pro-
portions of elderly, poor, and racial or ethnic minority
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groups) by prohibiting or restricting condominium conversion
in much the same fashion as the village of Belle Terre pro-
hibited boarding houses and lodging houses?--9/
One final point that needs to be examined in terms of
Fifth Amendment application to the situation of condominium
conversion is the question of how "just compensation" is to be
determined. In a recent Fifth Amendment compensation case,
90/
Almota Farmers Elevator & Warehouse Co. v. United States,--
the Court outlined the rules developed in previous cases for
the determination of what constitutes "just compensation":
And "just compensation" means the full monetary
equivalent of the property taken. The owner
is to be put in the same position monetarily
as he would have occupied if his property had
not been taken. . . . To determine such
monetary equivalence, the Court early estab-
lished the concept of "market value": the owner
is entitled to the fair market value of his
property at the time of the taking. . . .
And this value is normally to be ascertained
from "what a willing buyer would pay in cash to
a willing seller." . . . 91/
However, in the situation of condominium conversion, even if
the determination is made that the landlord or other title-
holder is entitled to compensation, there would be the ad-
ditional complication of trying to determine whether he was
entitled to the fair market value of the building if it sold
as an apartment, or the arguably inflated value of the property
if it sold as individual condominiums. Clearly, a converter
will not be satisfied with what he perceives as reduced
92/
value, but on the other hand, Sax's position- that govern-
ment should not be too quick to assume all the burdens of the
private market is equally compelling.
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mobile homes (which had previously not been permissible),
but allowed only elderly people to occupy the mobile
homes. After first noting the broad scope of locali-
ties' police and comprehensive planning powers, the
court then justified the ordinance on the basis of the
special and particularized needs of the elderly for
housing, citing and discussing several reports that
had documented such needs. (at 1025 to 1031)
90 409 U.S. 470 (1973).
91 Ibid., citations omitted, at 473-474.
92 See text accompanying footnote 70.
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PART III. CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION: The Planning Perspective.
A.
The Introduction to this paper advanced various hypo-
theses as to the possible causes and effects of condominium
conversion. Although, as noted, there has been sharp dis-
agreement on the effects of conversion (or perhaps more
specifically, on whether those effects are negative or posi-
tive overall), there has certainly been agreement that public
policies in many areas -- economics, housing, tax, social
policy -- have together created an environment in which con-
dominium conversion became an inevitable consequence.-
In this section of the paper, I intend not only to enumerate
these various factors, but also to consider some alternative
solutions to the problems of tenant dislocation and erosion
of rental housing, in light of these factors.2- If we are
ever to deal with these two problems in a realistic and non-
simplistic manner, we must first understand how these policies
have created the problems, and then design alternative poli-
cies in response to them. Indeed, one of the failings of
taking a purely legal approach to the problems associated
with condominium conversion, is that it fails to take into
account these larger forces, dealing instead with only the
plight of an individual property-owner. In that sense, a
purely legalistic approach can never "solve" the problems
created by condominium conversion. Finally, this discussion
of policies and alternatives provides a useful background for
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analyzing how successfully the four localities studied have
attempted to grapple with the problems of tenant dislocation
and erosion of the rental housing stock in their conversion
ordinances, which is the subject of the next and final sec-
tion of the paper.
1. Housing and Economics
One factor that has clearly contributed to an environment
conducive to condominium conversions is the extreme vulner-
ability of the housing market to swings in the U.S. economy.
Since the cost of producing or purchasing a home is much
higher than that of other consumer goods, both builders and
buyers of homes must borrow money to finance the expenditure.
Because the amount borrowed to purchase or construct a home is
a greater percentage of the housing borrower's financing and
the period of repayment is longer than that of other borrowers,
builders and purchasers of homes are both more vulnerable to
credit fluctuations and less able to compete favorably with
other potential borrowers during times of tight credit.9 5
Because credit is prominent in the con-
struction and purchase of new housing and in the
transfer of existing units, changes in interest
rates and in the availability of credit affect
the price of housing services more than the price
of most other capital and consumer goods. For
example, an increase in interest rates from 6
percent to 9 percent raises the cost of amortizing
a thirty-year loan by 34 percent. .
Interest rates fluctuate widely around long-
run trends, rising when demand for credit is high
or the supply of credit is low. These short-run
fluctuations may cause large inverse swings in the
rate of housing construction; rises in the price
of housing services lower the amounts demanded,
as a result of which demand for additions to the
housing stock is greatly reduced. 96/
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This vulnerability of the housing market to credit fluctua-
tions is further exacerbated by the fact that the housing
industry is used not just as an economic indicator of the
state of the economy97/ but is also used by the federal
government as a tool to either stimulate or depress the
economy when necessary. Since, as already noted, housing
producers and consumers are so dependent on credit for finan-
cing, any small change in monetary policy by the government,
either tightening or expanding the availability of money and
credit, will result in sweeping changes by producers and
consumers in response. Manipulating the housing industry in
order to manage the economy is also attractive to many govern-
ment policymakers because it will result in changes not only
in the housing industry itself, but also in a number of re-
lated industries as well, such as the timber and lumber in-
dustries, pipe and plumbing, electrical, and the various
skilled labor and trades involved in housing construction.
At the national level, housing production
has often been viewed as a critical instrument
in the arsenal of economic stabilization poli-
cies, since residential and other construction
activities are particularly sensitive to changes
in the cost of borrowing. As national economic
conditions vary, policy makers try to stimulate
or depress housing starts either to dampen in-
flationary pressures or to pump-prime a slack
economy. At times, of course, the pursuit of
stabilization may work against the goal of high-
volume construction, but, in general, the two
concerns have proved mutually reinforcing. 98/
The situation in the rental housing market is even more
acute since, as Michael Stegman points out in an article
entitled "Trouble for Multifamily Housing: Its Effects on
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Conserving Qlder Neighborhoods," " . . . annual variations
in multifamily starts are greater and tend to accentuate
the short-term building cycle more than variations in
single-family starts."--1 This fact combined with other
economic factors, has created a situation in which condo-
minium conversion is almost inevitable. Although the federal
government has created a secondary mortgage market and alter-
native sources of financing to the traditional banks and
savings and loan associations, in order to deal with these
cyclical fluctuations, through such programs and institutions
as the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA or Fannie
Mae), the Government National Mortgage Association (GNMA or
Ginnie Mae), and the Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB), these
mechanisms clearly were not designed to deal with an economy
in which the prime lending rate has risen to twenty percent,
and home mortgage rates are above fifteen percent in most
areas of the country.100/ Certain tax advantages and other
incentives (which are discussed in greater detail below) have
resulted in the continued preference of consumers for home-
ownership, but the tightening of credit has forced them to
look for a more affordable substitute to the traditional
single-family dwelling.101/ Condominiums, both new and con-
verted, provide that more affordable alternative, since, ac-
cording to the Department of Housing and Urban Development's
1975 study on condominiums and cooperatives, condos provide
a larger percentage of units in the lower price range than
either single-family dwellings or townhouses, and the median
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price of condos is lower than that of either of those two
102/forms of housing. The tightening of credit availability
for financing of any type of housing construction, the in-
crease in land acquisition costs, or total unavailability of
suitable land in older core cities, have all prevented the
103/
supply of condominiums from keeping pace with demand.-
These same factors have also prevented the necessary
increase in the supply of multifamily rental housing. But
there is an additional factor dampening new construction of
rental housing. Added to the increased costs of construction,
various sources have confirmed that over the last ten years,
operating and maintenance costs have more than doubled,
causing many developers and builders to view rental housing
as a risky proposition for the capital outlay involved.1 4 /
A major contributor to this staggering rate
of inflation was a 151 percent climb in the cost
of fuel and coal, a 78 percent increase in the
cost of electricity, a 67 percent rise in property
taxes and an 89 percent increase in residential
water and sewer charges. With respect to main-
tenance, the cost of furnace repairs more than
doubled since 1967 as did the price of reshingling
an asphalt roof. . . . The BLS study indicated
that operating expenses climbed by a staggering
104 percent in the past 10 years, with the largest
12-month jump occurring between 1973-1974, when
costs rose by 20 percent. 105/
These increases in operating and maintenance costs, coupled
with the fact that rents have not kept pace with increases
and the loss of certain tax advantages, have also dampened
landlords' enthusiasm. They have been caught in what
Stegman describes as a "cost-revenue squeeze, ,106/ and for
them, condominium conversion is a miraculous way out of a
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troublesome business.
The interplay of these economic forces alone have
created an environment in which condominium conversion would
appear to be a likely consequence. The development of con-
dominium conversion as a response to these factors is even
more understandable in light of developments in tax, housing,
and social policies affecting housing (and rental housing in
particular). A discussion of these developments follows.
2. Condominium Conversion and Tax Policies
In terms of condominium conversion, recent tax policies
are relevant in basically two ways: (1) deductions allowed
to homeowners for property tax mortgage interest paid, and
the failure to tax "imputed rent" have provided incentives
to own rather than rent housing; and (2) recent reforms in
depreciation, "tax shelters" provisions and accounting pro-
visions have created disincentives for landlords to stay in
the rental housing business.
Much has been written already about the various ways in
which the Internal Revenue Code has been used to encourage
homeownership. 07/ Briefly, by allowing deductions to a
homeowner for property tax and mortgage interest paid, which
can be of considerable value to taxpayers of certain income
brackets,1-08/ the government favors homeowners as a group
over renters as a group, since renters are allowed no similar
deduction (even though arguably, their rent pays part or most
of that property tax.)l09/ The gain or benefit that the home-
owner receives from such a system is realized in several ways.
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First of all, if he were to take the same amount of money
that he puts into the purchase of a home and invest it in
any other asset, he would have to pay taxes on any profit or
"reaized duing hat110/
gain "realized" during that year.- But because the tax
system holds that the profit a property-holder/taxpayer gets
from holding property is not realized until he sells that
property, the homeowner receives the following advantages
1) the immediate benefit of a deduction for property taxes
and mortgage interest paid, as an offset against his other
forms of income; 2) a deferral of taxation of benefits de-
rived from holding the property (i.e. appreciation in value,
building up of his equity interest, and of course, the shelter
benefit) until the time of sale, and 3) the more favorable
"capital gains" treatment at the time of the sale. 1ll
Thus, such advantages may work to alter the preferences of
a consumer in his choice of shelter for reasons unrelated to
real needs. And finally, one must remember that the homeowner
accrues all of these advantages when very little of his own
money has in fact been paid out or is "at risk." since most
home purchases are made with borrowed capital. And as
Professor Stanley Surrey of Harvard Law School, a former
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy, has pointed out in his
112/textbook on federal income taxation, such advantages are
of greater value to taxpayers in higher income brackets, and
the "deferral" of the tax until the time of sale of the
property is often equivalent to an outright exemption to
such taxpayers.
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Thus, one method of communication may be to compare
the benefit of deferral with an equivalent subsidy
made directly by the Government in the form of a
grant or a loan. It can then be shown that the
better off the investor is the higher is his tax
bracket, then the more he would receive as a grant
and the larger the loan. . . . if the cost of the
investment is expensed then the result is that (1)
the higher the taxpayer's bracket the less is his
share of the investment and the greater the leverage
accorded him by the government, that is, the less
is the amount of his money at risk; and (2) the
interest-free leverage enables the after-tax rate
of profit on his investment to equal the before-tax
rate. . . .
. . . Essentially, looking at the dollars invested,
deferral of tax considerably lowers the effective
rate of tax on the income from the investment --
and thus increases the after-tax rate of return.
. . . But that same deferral mechanism can be
applied to borrowed dollars, since the benefits
of the tax shelter are equally operative for the
investor whether the money invested is the investor's
own funds or represents borrowed money. 113/
The failure to tax the homeowner's "imputed rent" is
another tax policy that encourages homeownership over rental
of housing. To understand what is meant by "imputed rent"
one need only consider the example of two taxpayers with equal
incomes and equal amounts of capital to invest. Taxpayer A
invests all of his capital in non-real estate investments,
and rents his shelter. Taspayer B invests some of his capital
in non-real estate investments, but uses some of the money
towards purchase of a home. At the end of the year, taxpayer
A must pay taxes on profits received from all of his invest-
ments, whereas taxpayer B pays tax on only gross income re-
ceived from his non-real estate investments.
The personal income tax encourages taxpayers
to buy rather than rent housing by making the tax
bill of homeowners smaller than that of renters
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who invest in other assets. . . . All assets of the
renter yield taxable income. The homeowner holds
$15,000* of his assets as equity in his home. He
receives no cash income from his home, but he could
have invested in other assets and earned $600, or he
could have rented the house for $3,750, netting $600,
after he had paid $3,150 in housing expenses. Ac-
tually, the homeowner is playing two separable roles;
he is a tenant who pays "imputed" rent to the land-
lord, and he is a real estate investor who receives
"imputed" rental income from his "tenant." Since
the same person plays both roles, no cash changes
hands. . . .
A neutral tax system would levy the same tax on
the owner and renter. . . . If the homeowner were
taxed like other investors, he would have to report
as gross income the rent he could have obtained in
his house. 114/
Recent reforms in the areas of depreciation, tax shelter
provisions and accounting provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code have also influenced the development of condominium con-
version. Although these changes in the Code, enacted as parts
of the Tax Reform Acts of 1969 and 1976, instituted some
necessary reforms, they have also had the unfortunate effect
of discouraging landlords from staying in the rental housing
business. After 1969, with some limited exceptions for projects
begun before 1969, section 236 or section 8 housing, and his-
torical property, owners of property were limited to using
either the straight-line method of depreciation, or the de-
clining-balance method so long as it did not have an annual
(* All of the figures in this quotation are based on a hypo-
thetical example posed by Aaron, comparing "the tax lia-
bilities of a renter and an owner, each of whom earns $15,000
per year, occupies housing with a market value of $3,750 per
year, and has $37,500 in assets." 115/)
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depreciation rate exceeding 125 percent.ll6/ This provision,
as well as provisions relating to changes in accounting re-
117/porting methods for tax purposes,- were designed to pre-
vent abuses by high-income taxpayers who would either invest
in new construction products as part of "equity-syndication
schemes" or purchase existing rental property in order to take
advantage of accelerated depreciation as an offset to their
ordinary income.l'8 / While such reforms were clearly neces-
sary to prevent further urban decay as a result of absentee
landlords whose only interest in inner-city dwellings was for
the tax write-off they provided,L19 they have also had the
unfortunate effect of giving other already hard-pressed land-
lords another reason to get out of the rental housing busi-
ness. Such landlords are caught in a "cost-revenue squeeze"
in which operating and maintenance costs have risen dramat-
ically while rents have not kept pace; and the situation is
further exacerbated by the institution of rent control in some
cities, and by the loss of such tax advantages.
Prior to that time, it was the practice of apart-
ment owners to trade properties among themselves
after the benefits of taking double declining
balance depreciation on the property had expired
for the original owners. The new owner could
purchase the property and establish a new depre-
ciation schedule based on the purchase price and
enjoy the maximum benefits. The reforms eliminated
this practice by allowing the purchaser of a used
property to take only 125% declining balance de-
preciation. This reform severely limited the ad-
vantage of purchasing property and had the effect
of reducing the market value for holders of such
property. As it became difficult to sell such
property to investors, the opportunities for
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selling it to converters became attractive since
demands for condominium units in urbanized areas
were growing. 120/
On the other hand, lest too much blame be placed upon the
tax reformers for the landlords' plight, it should be noted
that the reforms do not totally wipe out the tax incentives
of ownership.
It is important to note that even "straight-line"
depreciation (2.5 percent annually over a pre-
sumed forty-year life of a new building) benefits
landlords enormously, since most buildings last
longer than forty years and tend actually to ap-
preciate in value over time because of.inflation
and the housing shortage. Value depends on
income-producing capacity, and as long as a
housing shortage exists even poorly maintained
housing will usually produce considerable amounts
of income. 121/
Furthermore, one might also argue that landlords can hardly be
justified in complaining about the denial of a benefit which
was incorrectly, or at least improvidently, granted in the
first place. The receipt of the benefit in the past does not
entitle them to perpetual benefit. Or as Joseph Sax noted in
the context of his discussion of governmental regulation through
police power or eminent domain:
Furthermore, the question of expectations
must be evaluated in light of the nature of the
governmental regulation. When the government
has vindicated public rights and in doing so has
caused an individual economic injury, the govern-
ment action follows from a situation in which
the property owner has been imposing costs on
others without compensation. . . . the disadvan-
taged owner is yielding something which obviously
was not his to begin with. 122/
It should also be apparent by now that the pressure
towards conversion is not the result of the operation of a
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single tax provision, nor even of all of the recent tax re-
forms. Rather, it is the combination of the factors of tax
provisions which make ownership of housing more advantageous
than rental of housing, the failure of new construction of
housing to keep pace with the demand for housing, economic
factors which have priced many new homebuyers out of the mar-
ket, and the loss of certain tax advantages for the operation
of rental housing, which have created an environment conducive
to condominium conversion. Additionally, some other factors
such as housing policies and social characteristics of renters
must be examined before we turn to a discussion of some pos-
sible solutions for the problems posed.
3. Housing Policies, Rent Control, and Condominium Conversion
The previous discussion has shown how tax provisions have
encouraged consumers to own rather than rent their housing,
but it has not explained why ownership has been preferred
over rental. The concept of physical determinism and the
belief that one's living environment could influence future
development and behavior patterns, led to the expressed com-
mitment in the 1949 Housing Act of "a decent home and a suit-
able living environment for every American family."
1 2 3 /
Although the characteristics of households and their housing
preferences have changed markedly since then,124/ many of
the assumptions which underlay the policies encouraging
homeownership in the 1950's are being used as arguments for
individual ownership through condominium conversion as op-
posed to rental of housing. For example, in a recent study
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conducted by the Community Development Department of the city
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, of former tenants and new owners
of rental units converted to condominiums, the new owners were
asked how long they had lived in Cambridge prior to the time
of purchase, how long they intended to stay in Cambridge, and
what improvements or renovations had been made by the con-
verter, the new owner individually, or by the new owner along
with other owners (perhaps as part of an owners' associa-
tion.)l25/ These questions indicate some tentative hypotheses
that owners may have a greater commitment to the community
(i.e. less transient) than renters, and that they may have
greater interest in improvement and maintenance of the property.
In an article entitled "Selling a Condominium Conversion to
Tenants" prepared by David B. Wolfe, the president of the
Community Management Corporation of Reston, Virginia, for an
American Law Institute-American Bar Association course on
condominium conversions, Wolfe describes as an integral part
of the marketing strategy of a 1600-unit conversion project
the emphasis on "ownership benefits, econdmies over alterna-
tive products, continued freedom from maintenance responsi-
bilities, location, and, finally, environment."; ".
total environments that enable free people to choose from a
multitude of opportunities just how they will express them-
selves and shape the lifestyles that best suit them."; or
"The association; how it protects each person's investment
and how it operates democratically; each person has a vote;
the owners have their own 'company' to operate the community,
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whose board of directors are the owners themselves."
1 2 6 /
The HUD Condominium/Cooperative Study also noted that new
owners cited "convenience" and "pride of ownership" as ad-
ditional motivation for purchasing a condominium.127/ Thus
it would appear that the traditional arguments for home-
ownership -- i.e. better maintenance of property, and the
intangible value of "pride of ownership" and a concomitant
sense of commitment to the community -- are being used to
justify condominium conversion. Therefore, it becomes im-
portant to examine whether such representations or arguments
are in fact borne out. Regarding the argument that conversion
contributes to improvement and better maintenance of property,
the previously-cited Cambridge "Condominium Conversion Study"
indicates "thirty percent of the condominium developers made
no improvements, thirty percent made four or fewer improve-
ments, and thirty percent made five or more different im-
provements."; that many of the improvements made by the de-
velopers were mostly the "cosmetic" ones of "painting, . . .
windows, bathrooms, kitchens, and refinishing of floors and
walls"; and that the substantial improvements such as "roofing,
exterior painting, heating or insulation improvements" were
carried out by the owners through the ownership association
after purchase.1 2 8/ Although one report of this type is cer-
tainly not conclusive, the implications that such findings
have for low-income and elderly residents who will often
not have the financial wherewithal to make such improve-
ments, are relevant. There are also indications that the
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democratic operation of the condominium community and the
"opportunities to express themselves and shape the life-
styles that best suit them,"1 2 9/ are not completely accurate,
as the following excerpts from an article in the Miami
Heraldl3-0/ indicate:
Condominium residents once spent a good
part of their energies fighting developers.
Now some spend a good deal of time fighting
each other -- in shouting matches at meetings,
fist fights in the recreation rooms and with
expensive lawyers in court. .
Consider the evidence:
Incidents of verbal and physical abuse at
meetings, once rare enough to raise eyebrows,
have become routine.
One Dade County attorney who attends hundreds
of condo meetings each year no longer counts the
number of fights. Now he only keeps track of the
number of heart attacks during stormy debates.
His record to date: three heart attacks at
one meeting. . . .
Hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal
fees are being spent on lawsuits involving petty
disputes:
A Miami Beach man went to court when he was
fined $25 by his condo association for violating
safety rules in the parking garage.
He hired attorneys to sue the association.
Since he is a member of the association as well,
he also had to pay for the attorneys who defended
the group he was suing.
At another Miami Beach condo, the association
sued an owner when his dog gave birth to pups and he
decided to keep one, violating a condo rule that
only pets registered by a certain date would be per-
mitted on the grounds.
That owner won in court and kept the dog. Other
condo owners have lost on pet rules, . . .
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At last year's annual meeting in the condo,
the stormy session got underway at 8 p.m. and was
still going strong nine hours later.
The association officers had their attorney
and four assistants and groups of condo owners
were flanked by their legal counsels.
Finally, at 5:30 a.m., the meeting was post-
poned so exhausted combatants could get some
sleep or plan strategy, and the meeting resumed
at 1 p.m.
Another often repeated assumption is that a major con-
tributing factor to the phenomenon of condominium conversion
is the institution of rent control in many major cities.1 3 1 /
Housing experts, landlords and developers are all quick to
point out that rent control boards have been unwilling to
authorize increases that have kept pace with the rapid rise
in operating and maintenance costs. If the landlord, caught
in this "cost-revenue" squeeze, has also already taken the
majority or all of his depreciation allowance on the building,
he may feel that the only way out of a losing proposition is
to sell out to a converter, or to put the units for sale on
the market and continue to manage the property for the new
owners' association. 132/ Although it is impossible within the
confines of this study to embark upon a detailed examination
of the efficacy and efficiency of rent control, or whether
. . 133/it is a cause of an effect of condominium conversion,
all of the sources confirm that it is a major factor in the
conversion phenomenon.1 3 4 / However such a conclusion is not
meant to imply that the solution to the conversion problem is
to merely repeal rent control ordinances, for as an article
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in Business Week notes:
The chief culprit for declining rental
housing, say housing experts, is inflation,
Costs rise faster than rents, yet real
estate operators admit that trying to set rents
at the levels justified by today's construction
and operating costs is squeezing middle-class
groups as well as the poor and fueling the drive
toward rent control and other regulation. 135/
Furthermore, part of the reason that rent control boards have
been loath to increase rents to levels desired by landlords,
and indeed, part of the reason for the institution of rent
control, was the realization in many localities that renters
were paying an increasing percentage of their income for
rent, and even middle-income residents were fast approaching
a crisis point.1 3 6/ Thus, just as landlords are caught in
a "cost-revenue" squeeze, Michael A. Stegman also describes
the "rent-income" squeeze.
. . . more and more core city families are
finding it increasingly difficult to afford the
economic rents of central-city housing . .
Thus, there is both a rent-income squeeze on the
demand side and a cost-revenue squeeze from the
supplier's perspective. . . .
The median housing expense-to-income ratio in-
creased for all renters between 1970 and 1975
to 23 percent, and to 25 percent for both Hispanic
and black renter households. Today, more than one-
quarter of all renters and nearly 30 percent of
Hispanic and black households pay more than 35
percent of their incomes for housing.
In central cities the problem of heavy
housing expense burdens is particularly acute,
especially for minorities. Overall, 18 percent
of all central-city residents occupying unsub-
sidized housing spend at least one-half of their
incomes for rent. Almost 40 percent of all un-
subsidized black central-city renters pay at least
35 percent of their incomes for housing, including
22 percent whose housing costs consume one-half
or more of their monthly incomes. 137/
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Thus it appears fairly clear that a removal of rent control
to ease the landlords' cost-revenue squeeze would only further
exacerbate the tenants' rent-income squeeze, and probably
cause an increase in the number of households seeking as-
sistance in federal rental subsidy programs. Nor is it clear
that the removal of rent control would ease the landlords'
burden enough to deter them from conversion anyway.
4. Socioeconomic Characteristics of Renters
One other matter that should be discussed before pro-
ceeding to an examination of various public policy alternatives
for dealing with the condominium conversion problem, is the
delineation of the groups who are most likely to be adversely
affected by condominium conversion, and for whom assistance
policies should be targeted. In the introduction to this
paper, the statement was made that low-income, minority, and
elderly households were likely to be displaced by higher-income,
white, young professional singles and couples as a result of
the conversion process. This conclusion was based on the fact
that it is the latter group who is in the market to purchase
housing for the tax and equity benefits, and it is the former
groups who are disproportionately represented in the rental
housing market. As Michael A. Stegman noted in a study of
the rental housing market that he conducted for the Department
of Housing and Urban Development:
Despite a national policy of supporting home-
ownership, minority populations continue to
rely disproportionately upon the rental sector
for shelter. While only around 35 percent of
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all non-Hispanic whites were renters in 1975,
57 percent of all households of Hispanic origin
and 56 percent of all black households occupied
rental housing. 138/
And as could be expected, he found that more low-income
households rented housing rather than owning it.
Lower-income households in general are more
likely to rent than to own. . . . Also,
while around one-half of all households in the
nation with incomes below $7,000 were renters,
67 percent of all blacks and 72 percent of all
Hispanic households with similar incomes rented
their housing. 139/
Finally, he also found a higher percentage of elderly in the
rental housing population.
In 1976, 51 percent of all households contained
no more than two persons, which reflects a funda-
mental change in household composition within the
American population and the increasing reliance
of the independent elderly on the rental sector
to meet their housing needs. In 1975, 17 percent
of all renter households were headed by elderly
individuals, 11 percent of whom were living alone. 140/
Although there are some "converters (who) argue that buildings
where most tenants are poor are usually not candidates for
conversion, most of the evidence indicates that these
are the groups who are most detrimentally affected and for
whom assistance policies should be shaped, for the following
reasons. First of all, although it may be true that buildings
where the poorest people live are probably not in high demand
for conversion, conversion is removing some moderate and
low-priced housing from the rental housing market, which,
coupled with the failure to build replacement housing, in-
creases the competition amongst low-income households for the
remaining low-cost housing. Secondly, the removal of such
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housing from the market and the accompanying competition for
remaining housing tends to vitiate any progress made through
Federal government assistance programs, such as Community
Development Block Grants, or Section 236 rental subsidies,
in improving the lot of these groups.142/ Finally, these
groups, particularly the elderly, very rarely have the re-
sources to absorb the shock of such a sudden change in cir-
cumstances.
Lower-income families are affected first,
however. And according to a report nearing
completion by the National Council of Senior
Citizens, the elderly have been "dispropor-
tionately" uprooted because many live in the
old, substantial, centrally located buildings
that have been the prime targets for conver-
sion. 143/
Having enumerated the various factors which have created
the problems of tenant dislocation and erosion of the rental
housing market, which are associated with the condominium
conversion phenomenon, and identified the groups who are most
likely to experience these problems, we can now turn to an
examination of public policy alternatives designed to deal
with these problems.
B. Public Policy Alternatives
The public policy alternatives designed to deal with the
problems of condominium conversion can be grouped in roughly
two categories. Certain policies, such as tax incentives or
purchase assistance, are designed to alter somewhat the
existing framework of the condominium conversion process and
the housing market. Other policies, such as relocation as-
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sistance or temporary moratoriums, reveal a certain level of
acceptance of some of the dislocations caused by conversion.
The conclusion as to which category is preferable or more
feasible, is left to the reader. Also, since many of the
alternatives reveal characteristics of both categories, there
will be no attempt to distinguish them any further; rather they
will be discussed seriatim.
1. Tax Policies -- Disincentives and Incentives
Since tax polides have been a major contributing factor
in creating an environment conducive to conversion, perhaps
they could be used to curb the drive towards conversion. Tax
policies could be used to accomplish this objective in two
ways -- either by creating disincentives to convert, or by
creating incentives for landlords to stay in the rental housing
business and for tenants to remain renters.
Disincentives to convert could be created by removing
favorable tax treatment accorded homeowners, or by instituting
differential tax treatment on the sale of apartments converted
to condominiums -- both of which are politically difficult.
One type of disincentive would be to place a higher tax rate
on the sale of apartments converted to condominiums as com-
pared to that imposed on either single-family homes or multi-
family dwellings that remain apartments. Such a policy would
probably provoke a challenge on equal protection grounds,
but since the tax code is replete with examples of dif-
ferential treatment, such an approach might withstand attack.
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A closely related tax disincentive would be to subject the
sale of condominium conversions to tax at the ordinary income
rate rather than the more favorable capital gains rate. It
should be noted that this is a suggestion that has been made
by many conversion critics, most notably, Representative
Benjamin Rosenthal of New York.!A4k' This suggestion would
probably be more difficult to sustain in the face of an equal
protection challenge than the previously mentioned disincen-
tive, as well as being politically unpopular. Finally, one
could attempt to curb conversions by removing the favorable
tax treatment accorded homeowners -- i.e. repeal the existing
deductions, and/or tax the imputed rent of homeowners. The
problem with this approach is that besides being obviously
politically unpopular, it is also a very indirect method of
dealing with the problems associated with condominium con-
version.
Given the probable political unpopularity of the tax
disincentives, a more acceptable approach might be to utilize
tax incentives instead. Such incentives would accrue to both
landlords and tenants. For instance, tax credits could be given
to landlords as an offset for rising maintenance and operating
costs. However, one criticism of such a suggestion would be
that existing tax advantages (i.e. depreciation and deductions)
were designed to accomplish exactly that purpose, and that
further tax relief should not be granted. Secondly, there
would be the difficulty of establishing that landlords were
in fact incurring the increased costs to justify the allowance
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of a tax credit. Of course, the rebuttal to these criticisms
would be that if existing tax advantages were designed to
accord landlords such relief, they are obviously not func-
tioning adequately; and secondly, the difficulties of proof
and justification are true of all tax relief mechanisms.
Tax credits could also be granted to landlords for
housing a certain percentage of the target groups such as
low-income or elderly renters. Again, the criticism would be
that existing tax and housing policies (e.g. Section 236 rental
subsidies) already extend such benefits. But perhaps larger
tax credits or allowances should be considered in an attempt
to curb "condomania."
Finally, tax relief might be afforded to tenants by
granting deductions that would be equivalent in value to those
accorded homeowners. This would again be an indirect method
of dealing with the problems posed by conversion because it
is premised upon the belief that by doing away with certain
tax advantages of homeownership, you would curb one of the
major incentives to own, and therefore decrease the pressure
to convert. Secondly, besides being vulnerable to the criti-
cism that it is not designed to deal directly enough with the
problem, the likelihood that such reform will be instituted
is not very high.
. . . David Marlin, director of the National
Council of Senior Citizens' legal research
office, who testified recently before Senator
Williams's housing subcommittee . . . like
many experts, believes that new Federal tax
policies are required to meet the pressures
in the marketplace that encourage conversions.
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"The political sex appeal of such tax reforms
is very low." Mr. Marlin noted ruefully.
2. Relocation Assistance
Another possible policy alternative would be to provide
relocation assistance to the target groups like low-income
or elderly tenants who experience greater difficulty in re-
locating after a conversion. Such relocation assistance
could be provided either by the landlord or converter, as
some restrictive ordinances already require, or by govern-
ment (federal, state or local). The criticisms of such a
solution are numerous. In addition to the equity argument
that landlords should not be required to shoulder this public
policy burden or governmental function, experience with re-
location payments, both as a result of landlord payments in
the situation of conversion, and payments by the federal govern-
ment after urban renewal displacement, indicates that such
payments are usually inadequate in amount and inefficient in
operation.1 4 8/ Secondly, many would object that such a solu-
tion implies that low-income, minority, and elderly groups
are lower on society's priority list, and can be "pushed out"
in favor of other groups at any time. Finally, relocation as-
sistance may provide some short-run relief to the problem of
tenant dislocation, but in the long-run, it is not an adequate
solution if the failure to construct more low-income housing
results in a situation where target groups are unable to find
replacement housing no matter how much in relocation payments
are made. 4 9 /
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3. Purchase Assistance
If one views the primary evil of tenant dislocation
caused by condominium conversion as being one of displacement
of target groups such as minorities and the elderly, and be-
lieves that a public policy solution to such a problem should
be designed to retain such groups in their existing housing
and neighborhoods, then perhaps purchase assistance rather
than relocation assistance should be provided to such groups.
Purchase assistance could be provided through several mecha-
nisms. One way would be to expand existing housing programs --
such as Section 235 housing assistance, or "sweat equity" pro-
grams -- to include tenants in danger of displacement by con-
version. Problems with such an expansion might be that appro-
priations for additional housing assistance are not likely to
be forthcoming in today's tight economy; and secondly, "sweat
equity" or exchange of maintenance services for lower purchase
price would clearly not be feasible for elderly tenants, and
possibly not for some low-income tenants as well.
Another method of purchase assistance would be the re-
quirement that the converter set aside a certain number of
units for low-income groups at a lower purchase price, or
contribute to a fund for the construction of low-income re-
placement housing, or even prohibit conversion of low-income
housing -- all of which San Francisco provides in its con-
dominium conversion ordinance. 1 5 0  Although such alternatives
appear extremely promising, only time and examination of San
Francisco's experience with such provisions will indicate
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whether they are in fact workable.
A final form of purchase/relocation assistance speci-
fically targeted for the elderly would be the provision of a
"life-tenancy" to elderly tenants of a certain age. Some de-
velopers already offer such options irrespective of any govern-
mental requirement, and many cities require it in their con-
151/
version ordinances.- It might also be noted that in terms
of equity, such an allowance of a life-tenancy would be an
equivalent benefit to elderly tenants that elderly homeowners
already have through the mechanism of special tax treatment
accorded to elderly persons selling their principal place of
residence.1 5 2 / Secondly, the option of "life-tenancy" would
deal with the objections of many elderly residents that they
have neither the reason or the inclination to own property at
this stage in their life.
4. Temporary Moratoriums on Conversion Couples with a "Vested
Right" Savings Clause
Since Part IV of this paper focuses specifically on re-
strictive ordinances in various localities, some of which
have utilized the "moratorium" or "freeze" approach to the
problem of condominium conversion, I mention such an alterna-
tive now as part of a more unique approach. That is, locali-
ties might consider the institution of a truly temporary freeze
on conversions until either the vacancy rate of rental housing
rises again above a certain rate (e.g. 5%), or until the
passage of a certain amount of time (e.g. six months), which-
ever comes first, and with converters getting the go-ahead on
a kind of filing priority basis, and justified by analogizing
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to the "vested rights" concept. Such an approach would
eliminate converters' criticisms or fears that a "temporary"
moratorium is, in fact, a permanent one in disguise.
Finally, it might be noted that all of these alternatives
are available to the decision maker either singly or in com-
bination. Indeed, combination of several options might deal
with the problems associated with condominium conversion in
the most satisfactory and equitable fashion.
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IV. An Analysis of Existing Ordinances on Condominium
Conversion*
As noted in the Introduction, this fourth and final part
of the paper presents an analysis of existing ordinances
dealing with condominium conversion in four localities across
the country. The four localities are: 1) New York City, New
York; 2) Brookline, Massachusetts; 3) San Francisco, Cali-
fornia; and 4) Washington, D.C. Each of the ordinances will
be examined according to the following criteria:
1. What TYPE of ordinance is it? -- i.e. is it
an absolute prohibition for a limited period
of time (moratorium), or is the type of or-
dinance that seeks to cut down the number of
conversions by placing a number of procedural
obstacles in the way of the developer in order
to discourage conversions.
2. Which of the various CONCERNS or problems
posed by condominium conversion does it primarily
address? -- e.g. fraud on purchasers, harassment
of tenants, relocation assistance.
3. What are the STRENGTHS of the particular approach
taken? -- i.e. workable, acceptable, sufficiently
clear, sufficiently detailed, provides for dif-
ferent possibilities, etc.
4. What are the WEAKNESSES of the particular
approach taken? -- i.e. too extreme, leaves too
much discretion to appointed officials, is not
the optimal choice in view of the concerns ad-
dressed, doesn't provide for all the eventualities,
etc.
A. The New York Ordinance
In order to understand the New York City condominium con-
version ordinance, it is necessary first to examine the ordi-
* See the appendices for copies of the actual ordinances
involved.
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nance in effect in the surrounding counties of Nassau, West-
chester, and Rockland, since the New York City ordinance
incorporates most of the provisions of the county ordinances,
and merely refines in further detail some of the other provi-
154/
sions.14 The New York ordinance is not of the absolute
moratorium-type; rather, it requires the converter to file
a "prospectus" of the plan to convert with the attorney general
155
of the state,55/ in which he opts to proceed under either a
"non-eviction plan," fifteen percent of the tenants in the
building must have consented to purchase a unit,.158/ and the
converter is prohibited from evicting so-called "non-pur-
chasing tenant(s)" from the premises for failure to pur-
chase.159/ In order to regain possession of the premises for
sale, under the non-eviction plan the converter must wait
until the non-purchasing tenants' leases expire.160/ If the
converter proceeds under an "eviction plan" he is required to
get the agreement of thirty-five percent of the tenants to
purchase, and he is allowed to evict non-purchasing tenants
in order to regain possession of the premises, but only after
the expiration of two years (counting from the time of the
approval of the plan by the attorney-general) .61/ Both the
counties' ordinance and the New York city ordinance grant
non-purchasing tenants aged sixty-two or older, and their
spouses, the right to remain in their unit under a life
tenancy, although the city ordinance defines the eligible senior
citizens more restrictively.1 6 2/
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The primary focus of the New York statute appears to
be the protection of tenants from coercion to buy or to move
out. Thus, various provisions of the ordinance ensure that
non-purchasing tenants (both senior citizens or otherwise)
are to receive the same services as purchasing tenants, are
not to be subjected to "unconscionable" increases in rent, and
have a right of action against any person who forces him to
vacate by interfering with his right to "quiet enjoyment. ,163/
The prevailing attitude or assumption of the New York statute
therefore appears to be one of acceptance of the phenomenon
of conversion, and merely attempts to protect non-purchasing
tenants and the elderly from harassment and coercion. The
statute makes no attempt, as the San Francisco ordinance
164/does,14 to counteract the long-run effect of depletion of
the rental housing stock. Nor does it make any provision for
relocation assistance, seemingly assuming that non-purchasing
tenants relocation problems can be solved by allowing a lengthy
amount of time for relocation (i.e. two years or expiration of
tenant's lease). Finally, the New York statute is concerned
only about protecting the target group of the elderly, making
no provision for low-income or minority groups.
B. The Brookline Ordinance
The Brookline, Massachusetts ordinance imposes an ab-
solute moratorium on condominium conversion by prohibiting
eviction of any tenant in a rent-controlled building unless
the eviction is for the recognized instances of tenant mis-
conduct (e.g. non-payment of rent, violations of agreement of
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tenancy, causing a nuisance, using the premises for illegal
purposes, etc.),65/ or the landlord is attempting to regain
possession of the premises for use and occupancy by himself
orhsrltvs 16 6/!
or his relatives,! or the landlord intends to demolish the
structure.l67/ The ordinance was justified as an exercise
of the town's police power, a response to a perceived threat
to the "public health safety, and welfare of its citizens, par-
ticularly families of low and moderate incomes and elderly
persons on fixed incomes"; in the form of a "substantial and
increasing shortage of rental housing accommodations," which
is exacerbated by "a rapid and increasing rate of conversion
of rental housing to condominium ownership . . .. 168/
Although there is language in the ordinance that indicates it
is intended to be a temporary moratorium on conversions while
the phenomenon is subjected to more intensive study,1 69! the
failure to provide some date at which the ordinance would have
to be reconsidered and/or reaffirmed might fuel fears that an
ordinance designed to be temporary would become permanent in
effect. Such an apprehension is even more compelling in light
of the fact that the ordinance is not drawn with sufficient
forethought and specificity to prevent certain abuses if it
became semi-permanent in operation. For instance, the fact
that the landlord can only evict a tenant for breaches of the
lease agreement or equivalent misconduct; coupled with the
fact that, unlike the New York ordinance, there are no provi-
sions to prohibit harassment or coercion of tenants, a land-
lord might be tempted to induce breach by the tenant through
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harassing conduct, or to utilize some minor violation as
grounds for eviction, in order to regain possession. Or the
landlord might attempt to evict, claiming that the premises
are going to be used by various relatives, when that was not
in fact the case. Of course, the requirement of "good
faith" 1 7 0  or proof of the contrary at a summary process ac-
tion would probably eventually prevent such abuse, but the time
and resources that would be expended in establishing that fact
could be tremendous. More careful and comprehensive drafting,
similar to that of the San Francisco ordinance (a discussion
of which follows), could easily prevent such abuses.
C. The San Francisco Ordinance
As can be determined by even a cursory examination of the
ordinance, the San Francisco ordinance is by far the most
detailed and comprehensive of any of the four localities' con-
dominium conversion ordinances. Although there are a number
of provisions of the San Francisco subdivision code (such as
the requirement of soil and geological surveys and environ-
172/
mental impact studies)l7 which may be attributable to a kind
of geographic uniqueness which is readily distinguishable from
the other three localities studies -- perhaps the most striking
provision of the San Francisco ordinance is the requirement
that the developer either 1) set aside 10% of the units for
"low and moderate income occupancy," or 2) agree to construct
an equivalent number of units within "eighteen (18) months
after filing of the final or parcel map, . . ." or 3) pay
"an amount equal to ten percent (10%) of the difference
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between the aggregate total of the proposed market rate sales
prices, . . . and the aggregate total of the sales prices if
the units were to be sold at moderate income sales prices,
." into the city's "Housing Development Fund."1 73/ This
is the first instance in which a locality has addressed the
problem of condominium conversion's depletion of the rental
housing stock in an affirmative fashion, rather than in a
prohibitory or restrictive fashion. It is the only ordinance
that attempts to deal with the long-run problem of severe de-
pletion or extinction of the rental housing stock, and the
options provided to the converter/developer are sufficiently
flexible to promote compliance. A second unique feature of
the San Francisco ordinance are the sections requiring the con-
verter to provide relocation services and moving expenses to
displaced tenants:
(g) If one or more of the units in the project are
occupied by tenants of low or moderate income .
the subdivider shall contract with the Central
Relocation Service to provide permanent relocation
services for such tenant or tenants, and the sub-
divider shall bear the cost of that service and
the actual moving expenses of such tenant or
tenants to the extent approved by the Central
Relocation Service. 174/
and
(a) The subdivider shall bear the cost of moving
expenses of any tenant who relocates from the
building to be converted. The tenant, at his or
her option, shall be reimbursed either for the
actual moving expenses up to a maximum of one
thousand dollars ($1,000), or for the fixed
amount allowed by the moving expense schedule of
the Central Relocation Services agency. 175/
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Section 1309(e) and (f) of the Subdivision Code define "low-
income" and "moderate" income, respectively, in accordance
with a percentage of the median household income for the
San Francisco standard metropolitan statistical area as set
by the Census Bureau and HUD. Despite the specificity of these
provisions, the code surprisingly makes no suggestion as to
how the converter shall determine such information in a manner
that would not offend the tenants' sense of privacy. Nor does
the code seem to envision or prevent the possibilities of col-
lusion or misrepresentation.
In addition to providing for relocation assistance to
low-income and moderate-income tenants, the code in section
1385(f), also targets such assistance to the elderly, the
handicapped, and "any tenant with more than one minor child
living with that tenant." Finally, in addition to providing
extremely detailed requirements regarding deadlines and fees
for filing of plans and documents,l76/ for notice, public
hearings, and agency review, -- the San Francisco ordi-
nance is unique in requiring that a conversion, like any other
subdivision, must be consistent with the city's Master
178/
Plan,18 and that "The sales program shall promote af-
firmative action in housing."1 79/ With a few exceptions,1 8 0/
the San Francisco ordinance is laudable both for its compre-
hensiveness and the unique and innovative approaches taken
to such problems as relocation assistance and replacement of
rental housing stock depleted by conversion.
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D. The Washington, D.C. Ordinance
As one can readily perceive by an examination of the
District of Columbia's "Condominium and Cooperative Conversion
Stabilization Act,"18/ like the Brookline ordinance, it was
designed to be a temporary moratorium on conversions of rental
apartments to condominiums or cooperatives, which explains its
brevity. The one aspect of this ordinance which is notable
is the provision of a kind of "vested rights" approach or
savings clause provided to projects which had already been
purchased or substantially planned as of a certain date.1 8 2 /
The biggest problem with the D.C. ordinance, is that al-
though it was originally planned to be in effect for only one
hundred eighty days,183/ in actual practice this absolute
freeze has been in effect for over two years. Each time the
180-day period has expired, it has been re-enacted. Of course,
in addition to being subject to the criticism that it is short-
sighted and poor planning technique, this approach has also
provoked several lawsuits which allege violations of due pro-
cess, or that the action is arbitrary and capricious. 184/if
the city intends to blunt such criticisms and overcome such
court challenges, it will have to issue detailed findings or
studies justifying such action, and enact a more comprehensive
ordinance.
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. . . who have resided in the building . . .
as their primary residence for at least two
years prior . . . who have an annual income
of less than thirty thousand dollars and who
have elected within ninety days . . . to
become non-purchasing tenants."
163 See, re provision of services, §352-eee3. and §352-eeee4.
Re increases in rent, see §352-eee2.(c) (ii) and
§352-eeee2. (a). Re interference with quiet enjoyment,
see §352-eee4. and §352-eeee5.
164 See discussion of San Francisco ordinance, infra.
165 See Appendix 2, Brookline ordinance, "Section 9.
Evictions" (a) (1) , (2) , (3) or (4).
166 Ibid. , §9 (a) (8).
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167 Ibid., §9(a) (9).
168 Ibid., preamble to Amendment to Brookline By-Laws.
169 Ibid., e.g. preamble:
"WHEREAS the Town, after preliminary investi-
gation of the issues, has appropriated a sum
of money for an outside professional study of
the effects of condominium conversion; . . .
. . . for the purpose of obtaining relief from
the aforesaid condition so that there is time
for the community to study and consider long-
term solutions for this housing problem
170 Ibid., §9(a) (8).
171 See, Appendix 3, San Francisco Subdivision Code and
accompanying materials.
172 See e.g. S1323(b), (c).
173 San Francisco Subdivision Code §1341; and amendments,
§1341(f), and (g).
174 Ibid. , §1384 (g).
175 Amendments to S.F. Subdivision Code, §1392(a).
176 See, e.g. §1315(a), §1321, §1322, §1323.
177 See, e.g. §1313(a), (b); S1326; S1328; S1384 and amend-
ments to §1384.
178 §1332.
179 §1342.
180 For instance, §1385(f) provides non-purchasing tenants
with only thirty days or until the expiration of their
lease, whichever is longer, for permanent relocation.
181 See Appendix 4.
182 See "Condominium and Cooperative Conversion Stabilization
Act of 1979," Section 4(a) (1), (2), (3), and (4).
183 Ibid., section 6.
184 The New York Times, October 21, 1979, p. 18.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis has examined the very broad issue of the con-
dominium conversion controversy in a very specific framework.
That is, although there are numerous issues, problems, and
allegations revolving around this recent development in housing,
this thesis has focused particularly on how the legal system and
the planning process have, through various policies, created an
environment conducive to condominium conversion. It has also
delineated how both those professions have already responded
to some of the dislocations caused by conversion, and how they
might still respond.
Regarding the two basic premises with which this thesis
began -- 1) that the rental housing market meets the needs of
certain segments of the housing market (i.e. the elderly, minori-
ties, and low-income) and therefore needs to be protected from
extinction; and 2) that the problems posed by condominium conver-
sion are of such complexity that they necessitate a well thought-
out and developed response like well-drafted legislation rather
than case-by-case adjudication in the courts -- a few concluding
remarks need to be made,
Regarding the first premise, it should be noted that it is
not my intention to suggest that because the elderly, low-income,
and minorities are disproportionately sheltered by rental housing,
either that such should always be the case, or that they are
adequately served thus. Nor is it my intention to imply that the
only or primary value of rental housing lies in its servicing of
these groups. Rather, the premise was a starting point for the
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analysis that these are the groups who are most likely to be
detrimentally affected by conversion, are often the least able
to cope with the problems and dislocations caused by conversion,
and therefore are the ones for whom assistance policies should
be shaped.
As for the second premise, during the examination of the
many factors that have created an environment conducive to con-
version, it has become clear that perhaps even well-drafted
legislation is not the answer. Condominium conversion involves
both short-run and long-run problems and solutions. What response
a locality chooses to make depends on which problems it chooses
to address and which tools it has available. The examination
of the four localities' ordinances displayed such a difference
in priorities and methodology. The examination of the existing
ordinances also revealed a tendency to focus on only one or two
of the problems posed by the conversion process. However, if a
locality wished to address the problems of conversion in a more
comprehensive fashion, it would seem that a multi-level or multi-
phase approach needs to be taken. For instance, when the rental
vacancy level drops below a certain point, a locality might im-
pose a temporary moratorium, while at the same time providing
relocation assistance to those already displaced, and lobbying
for changes: in tax and housing policies at the federal level
which create incentives for homeownership and conversion.
Finally, the contrast drawn in the Introduction between
the response of lawyers and planners to the problem of condomi-
nium conversion also needs to be modified somewhat. In posing
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that contrast I did not mean to imply that all or even most
lawyers would have a view more sympathetic to landlords or de-
velopers, and that planners would always have a view more
sympathetic to displaced tenants. Clearly, there will be lawyers
who will be representing displaced tenants or defending local
governments' restrictive ordinances in court. Similarly, there
are planners who applaud the benefits of increased tax revenue
or improvement of housing stock that conversion sometimes brinas.
However what that contrast was meant to introduce was the issue
or conclusion that the analysis of the taking issue demonstrated
that is, that the legal process can address only very narrow
or specific issues. A lawyer in court, whether representing a
tenant or a landlord, can only be concerned with his client's
problems and the remedy available to that particular person or
in that particular situation. He cannot and will not be concern-
ed with issues of tenant dislocation or depletion of the rental
housing stock in the aggregate or larger issues of housing, tax
or social policies. It is those issues which are of concern to
a planner, and which demand his expertise. Thus each profession
has a role to play in easing or preventing the dislocations
caused by the conversion process.
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APPENDIX 1 -- New York Ordinance
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THE NEW YORK STATUTE
General Business Law
§ 352!1eee. Conversionsto cooperative or condominium ownership
1. As used in this section, the following words and terms shall lv.
the following meanings:
(a) "Plan". Every plan submitted to the department of law for Ilhe
conversion of a building or group of buildings or development trom rental
status to cooperative or condominium ownership. other than a plan
for such conversion pursuant to article two, eight or eleven of the
private housing finance law.
(b) "Non-eviction plan". A plan whioh may not he declared effective
until at least fifteen percent of those tenants in occupancy of all dwell-
ing units in the building or group of buildings or development shall have
consented to purchase under the plan pursuant to an offering Imade in
good faith without fraud and with no discriminatory repurchase agree-
nient or other discriminatory inducement.
(c) "Eviction plan". A plan which may not be declared effectiie
until at least thirty-five percent of those tenauts in occupancy of all
dwelling units in the building r group of buildings or developlent shall
have consented to purchase under the plan pursuant to an ofTering
made in good faith without fraud and with no diserininatory repurchase
agreement or other discriminatory inducement.
(d) "Purchaser under ihe plan". A person who owns the shares il-
located to only one dwelling unit or who owns such dwelling unit itself.
(e) "Non-purchasing tenant". A person who has not purehased under
the plan and who is a tenant entitled to possession at the time the inlan
is declared effective or a person to whoi a idwelling 1unit is rented suh-
sequent to the effective dahte and ie spouse of any such person. A
person who sublets a dwelling uinit front a puirchaser under the plan
shall not be deemed a non-purelhasing tenant.
2. The attorney general shall refuse to issue a letter stating that
the offering statement or prospectus reeiptired in subdivision one of'
section three hundred fifty-two-e of this chapter has been filed N heln-
ever it appears that the offering statetient.or prospectius ofters for sale
residential cooperative apartnen ts or condontinim units pu rsunat to a
plan unless:
(a) The plan provides that it will be deemed abandoned, void and of
no effect if it does not becotie effective within twelve months fromt the
date of issue of the letter of the attorney general stating that the of-
fering statement or prospectus has been filed and, in the event of such
abandonment, no new plan for the conversion of such building or group
of buildings or deve!opnent shall be submitted to the attorney general
for at least eighteen months after such abandonment.
(b) The plan provides either that it is an eviction plan or that it is
a non-eviction plan.
(c) The plan provides, if it is a nonl-e'vietion plant, as follows:(i) no eviction proceedings will be comnnienced at any timte against
non-purchasing ter.ants for failure to purchase or any other reasonI ap-
plicable to expiration of tenancy; provided that such proceedings may be
commenced for non-paynent of rent, illegal use or occupancy of the
prenises, refusal of access to the owner or a sintilar breach by the
non-purchasing tenant of his obligations to the landlord;
(ii) the rentals of non-purchasing tenants who reside in dwelling
units not subject to government regulations as to rentals and coatintued
occupancy and non-purchasing tenants who reside in dwelling units
with respect to which governinent regulation as to rentals aniid coitilluted
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ocicllpatnev is eliminated or becomes inIiphen ble after the lan ltis he
come eff'eetive shall not be subject to unnonscionabhe increases heyond
ordinary rentals for comparable apartments durting the period of their
occupaney. In determining qompanahility, coisideration shall Ie given
to Aueh factors as building services, level of maintenance and operating
expenses;
(iii) the plan may not he amended at any,time to provide that it sl ini
ho il eviction plan
(d) The plan provides, if it is an eviction phm, as Follows:
(i) no eviction proceedings will be commiieti-ed aguinst. n0n1-pairc has-
ing teiIIIts for a period of two years aftir I he 1 n1 is deia red effevel v;
provided that no eviction proceedings will he colnieilnce(d at anly fiuine
tgaiist nion-purchasing tenants who are sixty-two years of age or older
oi the date the plan is declared effective anrid that the 1.rnft Is of' anY
such non-purchasing tenants who reside in diwvellin iig lits inot siuibjiec
to government regulation as to rentials and coni tinnedl oei1nan ,y nd ln
Stuch non-prI'cihIsirig tenants who reside' in dw% Ielliig un iits Wit Ih respe'c
to which government regulation as to rentals and cotntined orenpnny
is eliminated or becomes inapplicable after the plan has herome effecti v
slhnli not he subject to unconscionable incren s's beyond ordinn ry reitntIS
for comparable apartments during the period of their oerupany; pro.
vided further that such proceedings may be commecied for ion-paymit
of reit, illegal uiste or occupancy of the premises, refusa of' Recess to tilt'
owntier or a similnr breach by the non-purchasing tednan t of his obligat iois
to the landlord;
(ii) at any timate that tie plan is amenldeud to provile that it sIhllt b
a n1ot-eviction plan, any persont who his atgr'eiI to pircliaise undtier i the
plan prior to such amendIment shall have a period of' ihirty days at1et
Teceivinrig written not ice of such aniiitedt to iisoke his agireteimet to
Iu rchlanse iuder Ile plan.
(e) The plait provides that ionm-rittehtasinng itiants w% ho reside in
d wel ling units subject to government regrithi iiti s to reniiLs anil on -
finnited ovenpnney shall con tinni e to be subject. Ihereto.
(f) The plan proviiles that the rights granted under the 1111m1 to plr
chasers iiller the pn and to nn-pirchasiig tennits may iot he bro-
galed or reduced regardless of any expiration of or aimiendm nct to this
section.
(g) The nftorntiy general finds that fnit excessive titiiintr of, loig-tetrm
Vae4inne'ji'H did riot exist oti the dile lthat the offering sinemeit or Pro-
fipretIus wais firt hiti tteil to the deairtment t of law. "Long-term va-
('niteneit'" shall mem l wellinig niits not lieastd or oernpiil by bonta tide
iiants for more thatt five itonfths prior to the dt fe of' sneh su bittissioni.
"IxcKessive" shall imtean a vaeantcy rate iin exe(ss of tenl percenit provilel
that Suich vacauiey rete is double the niormal average vacancy rate for
the building or group of buildings or developmient for two years prior to
the January preceding the date of Such submission.
(h) The attorney general finds that each tenant in, the building or
grouip of buillings or developmltent wias provided following the sIbitis-
sion of the proposed offering statement or jirospectnis to the departient
of law with a written notice statiig that sneh piroposed offerinig state-
imient Or prospeits has been snbmitted to thin! dlepairtiimenut of law. Such
notice shall be iaccolpanied by i copy of the proposed offering state-inent or lrospectus or shall incllude a detailed srnimary thereof and a
statermient that the proposed offering statement or prospectus is availa-ble for inispectiol and c.opiyinig at the office of the department of law
whero the submission Was itade and at the office of the offeror or a
selling agent of the offeror. Such notice shall be sent on the date the11lan,1 is fli-st, sbntited to the department of hiw to each tenanit thea illoccupiney. I he attorn-tey generil shall iot issue a letter stating thatthe olf ring has been filed for at least fifteen days thereafter.
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3. All dwelling units owned by non-purchasing tenimni shall ie numiii
aged by the same nanaging agenf who manages all ofther <h1-1i us
in the building or group of huildings or developomein. Sitphl tni
aging agent shall provide to io;i-pu relasing fenant s ill ser ivis and In
eilities repuired by law -on a non-discrjminatory basis. The of lor-
or shall guaraintee the obligition of' the inii ng:ring agentll i to lrovmide,
all such services and facilities in il sn'h time as lie offevor sir renders
con trol of the board of directors or board oTl managers.
4. Any tenant who has vacated his dwelling unit or is about to ,I
Cato his dwelling unit because any person is engaged in any conrse of'
conduct (including, but not limited to, interruption or disconfinuiaine
of essential services) which substantially interferes with or distulrbs irhe
comfort, repose, peace or quiet of such tenant in his us( or oceiipaey
of his dwelling unit or the facilities relafed thereto may al'11Y to fle
attorney general for a determination that such conduct does exist or
has taken place and in such ease the attorney general InI I IIII toi a
court of competent jurisdiction for an order rest raining sueh condut1
and, if he deems it appropriate, an order restraining ithe owner frtoim
selling the shares allocated to the dwelling iit or the (ellin unit it.
self.
5. Nothing herein shall he construed i limit ft jmiismictitiol of anly
local governing body to adolpt. local laws or of any agencvy. ofFicer r;I
public body to prescribe rules and regu lat ions with r'spivet to the con -
tinued ocrianicy by tenants of dwelling aeconmmodations u lu110h are sIPh
ject. to regilation as to reutials milpd continted ocpnnilrlislni to the
emergencipy teniant protection ne. of inie'teeni seventy-fi'I our Pp or ithe em11'rp
gency iousing rent contr ol law.2
6. 1, ny provision of a lease or other reiial agerevieei which'l IpIuporpts
to wai e a tenant's rights under this section or' ruiles and reguitlationls
proitilgated pursuant hereto shall be voil as contrai'ary jo liihe policv.
7. The provisions of' this sec tion shall only be aj hi iabie Inl the ci4its,
towns and villages located in the cotnties ofi Naissai, Westehester anid
lRocklaid which by resolution aido)ted by the respective locial legislative
body of' such city, town or village, elect that, Ihe iovisionus he'reof shall be
applicallo therein. A certifled copy of' sneh resoluti on sliall be fi led iII
tho office of the attorney general at Albany and shall heome effective
o1 the date of such filing.
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§ 352-eeee. Conversions to cooperative or condominium ownership in
the city of New York
1. As used in tbis section, t he followinigz word s ind tnIermnis shall ha ve
the following" nealings:
(a) "Pitn". Every plan submitted to flte depaitient of law f or the
conversion of a building or group of' buildings or developmeit. From rent-
al status to cooperative or tcomldominliimn owiersh ip, other thii da pin U1For
such conversion pursuant to itrticle two, eigh t or eleveni of tle private
housing finance law.
(b) "Eviction pli". A plan lwih, pursun it to the provisions of tiny
law or regulation governing rent Is aIn coltining oenancy, en1 Ir:-
stilt ill the eviction of a non--purelhasinug ttim it by reaisoni of' the ternait
failing to purchase pitursut it thereto.
(c) "Non-purehasing tenant'. A personi who lt.s not I urchail sed ui inler*
the plda and who is a tenant entitled to possession it the time the plant
is deeltired effective Or a1 persont to whom a dwelling.z miit is rentid sith
sequeit to flit t'fective dalte. A person who sublets ii dwelling uttit froim
ia pureliaser uider the pl:11n shall not be demled ait li -Il rchasin wtemt
(d) "Ammal in'onme". The combin ii come from all sources of' all
teniit's of1 tle dwelling unit for the income t x year immediatly pre-
eding lte year ini whi-li flite plan is ieepted l'or filin by the attornev
general. IMiloome tax yeari shall Iittean the Iwelve Itmonith period for whih1
tlio tenant or tenants filed a fe-deral persolit iineoie tax returniii or-, if
no such return is filed, tie enendar year.
(e) "Eligible Selior eitizents". Non-pircthsin tenints who are sixty-
two yetrs of age or older on the dte the tiftorney general has neielited
tle l ani for Filing and fit spouses of any suihl telinits, oil silh dtet,
who have resided in tle bibling or grolp of' buldilgs Or development
its their primary residence fo lit least two yiar s prior to tlte tdnte the
attorntey geieralI has necepted the phm tit i for iling, who a n tillnnitul
income of' lss tan th irity thouisai it idolliars 1i whto li t'ive lteted, witi-
in ninety inys of the dite flit attoriey gtenteral his netedil the d1ar
for filing, on fo-ns prond i gatied by the ititorney getieral aind presented
to sutell tenants by thle offeror., to become n-prhsng tenants un1der
Ithe Irovisions of' this section ; provided tI hat, stuch election siall not pre-
thide aiy stl tenaniit fromti sitbsequently becoming ai pulriebiaser.
2. TIh l torney 'general shlt!l refuse to issue it letter stittinig thIt tlit
offeirinug statiiltent or' prospectlus required ini Siubdtlivisio One one tf section
threo IIIIttuned fifty-two-c of, this article has been Filed whelnever it a;p
teairs that flit ofTering statemiiient or prospectus offeris for sile ref-siden-
tial coopera tive apairititits or conlotinit uniits puisiant to nli evie-
tioni plant, unless:() Tei phli provides that Ito evielion proeedintiis will he cotnimned
at, tiny time against eligible senior citizens aid that the rentals of eligible
sentior titizens who reside ini dwelling units not subject to govermnent
ieuilationi as to reitals and on tinued octiutny aid eligible seiiior tcifi-
zents who reside in dwelliig in its with respect to whiih government regu-lattion as to reuit als und continued occupancy is eliminated or beconis ini-
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n.pplienble after the plane has heromee effeetive shall not h- 1uh1jet It)
unconscionable increases beyond ordinary rentals for omparahle a1part
ments during the period of t heir o'euccuancy; provided that mruh proe 't i
ings may be commenced for non-pivment of rent, illeral use or 04(11
pancy of the premises, refisal of access to the owner or a similar breac h1
by the eligible senior citizen of his obligations to the landlord.
(b) The plan provides that eligible senior citizens who resile inl Ihll-
ing units subject to governient, regulation as to rentals and contironed
occupancy shall continue to be subject thereto.
(c) The plan provides that the rights granted under the plain to elii-
blo senior citizens may not be abrogated or reduced regardless if .ny
expiration of or amendment to this section.
3. The attorney general shall refuse to issue a letter stating- that the
offering statement or prospectus required in subdivision one il section
three hundred fifty-two-e of this chapter has been filed whenever it ap-
pears that the offering statement or prospectus offers for sale reside'ntl il
cooperative apartments o-eondoninium units pursuant to ia plan n less:
(a) The attorney general finds that an excessive number of lon--terie
vacancies did not exist on the date that the offering staitenmen t or pros
pectus was first submitted to the department of lawl'. "LonI rv t -em vn
e'nnires" shall iean dwelling iits not leased or occipied by bonii Uide
tenants for more than five inonths prior to the diate o such siliiiion.
o"Exeessive" sha1 Ill mean a vaanicy rate in excess of fien pierenit prmbiht
that Much vacancy rate is double-the norinail averi'z viieti y il. li1or
the building or groulp of buildings or developentli f.or ti ytealrs pi1o1r
to the January preceding the diate of such submission.
(b) The attorney general finds that each tenant. in tile huilbliin': or
group of buildings or developnient was provided followirng thIe suibmniS
sion of the proposed offeriig stateiment or prospectus to the deprt-
ment of law with a written notice stating that such proposed offerin.
statement or prospectus has been subrmitted to the departieent of haw.
Such notice shall be acconipanied by a copy of the proposed offering,
statement or prospectus or shall include a detailed suniiary thereof and
a statement that the proposed offering statement or prospectus is avail-
able for inspection and copying at the office of the delparteent of law
where the submission was nde and at the office of the offeror or a
selling agent of the offeror. Such notiie shall be sent orn the date ihre
plan is first submitted to the department of' law to each tenant then ire
occupancy. The attorney general shall not issue a letter sInting flint the
offering has been filed for at least fifteen days thereafter.
4. All dwelling units occupied by non-purchasing tenants shall be
managed by the same managing agent who iranages all other dwelling
units in the building or group of buildings or developmnent. Such ian-
aging agent shall provide to non-purchasing tenants all services and fa-
cilities required by law on a non-discriminatory basis. The offeror
shall guarantee the obligation of the managing agent to provide all suele
services and facilities until stech time as the offeror surenders control
of the board of directors or board of managers.
5. Any tenant who has vacated his dwelling unit or is about to va-
cate his dwelling unit because any person is engaged in anly course of
conduct (including, but riot limited to, interruption or discontiinnee of
essential services) which substantially interferes with or disturbs the
comfort, repose, peace or quiet of such tenant in his use or oeccpancNy
of his dwelling unit or the facilities related thereto may apply to the
attorney general for a determination that such conduct does exist or
has taken place and in such case the attorney general may apply to a
court of competent jurisdiction for an order restraining such conduli'
and, if he deems it appropriate, an order restraining the owner fromt sell
ing the shares allocated to the dwelling unit or the dwelling unit itself'.
6. Nothing herein shall be construed to limit the jurisdiction of any
local governing body to adopt local laws.or of any agency, officer or
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public body to prescribe rues um rnin atons with respect to ihe een-
finued oeiemnney by tenants of dwelling units which are subject to re'n-
lation as to rentals and continued occupancy pursuant to law; provided
that (i) any such local laws, rules or regulations shall provide that tihe
minimum number of purchasers who imist agree to purchase before nit
evi'tion plan may be declared effective shall be computed on the hasis
of tenants in occupancy on the date the plan is accepted for filing by
the attorney general, (ii) eligible senior eitizens residing in dwellint.1
units subject to the rent stabilization law of nineteen hunadred sixtv-
nino shall not be inelided ina the base for compiting Ihe aininuanunt
nunmber of purchasers required before the plan may be declared eFective
anti (iii) one-half of the eligible senior citiziens Tesiding in housin'i Il-
coat nodiations subject to the city rent. anad realibilitilat ion hiiW sli1all not he
ineladed in the base for cotm puting the min ain nu at tm her of aurchiiiasits
required before the plan nuiy be declared efect ive.
7. Any provision of a lease or other renti inagreemenit whiih pur-
ports to waive a tenant's rights under Iis section or iules and regulb
tions promigated pirsuanti. hereto shlil he void 1S 1on r to publaic
policy.
8. The provisions of this section shall olv be lipplilinble in 0the city
of New York.
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APPENDIX 2 -- Brookline, Massachusetts
Ordinance
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AMENDMENT TO BROOKLINE BY-LAWS
adopted 'May 7, 1979
WHEREAS a serious public emergency with respect to a substantial
and increasing shortage of rental housing accommodations, as
declared in Chapter 843 of the Acts of 1970 and in Article
XXXVIII of the Brookline Bylaws, continues to confront the Town
and its citizens, threatening the public health, safety, and
welfare of its citizens, particularly families of low and
moderate incomes and elderly persons on fixed incomes;
WHEREAS a rapid and increasing rate of conversion of rental
housing to condominium ownership is exacerbating this shortage
and causing severe hardship to rental housing occupants by
reducing the supply of rental housing and raitsing the cost of
housing so converted;
WHEREAS the loss of rental housing because of conversion to
condominium ownership has created and will continue to aggravate
the problems of housing its citizens, particularly familes of low
and moderate incomes and elderly persons on fixed incomes; and
WHEREAS the Town, after preliminary investigation of the
issues, has appropriated a sum of money for an outside pro-
fessional study of the effects of condominium conversion;
NOW, THEREFORE, Article XXXVIII of the Brookline Bylaws is
hereby amended for the purpose of obtaining relief from the
aforesaid conditions so that there is time for the community
to study and consider long term solutions for this housing
problem, as follows:
By amending paragraph (8) of Section 9(a), striking out
the existing language and inserting in place thereof
the following:
"(8) the landlord seeks to recover possession in good
faith for use and occupancy of himself or his children,
parents, brother, sister, father-in-law, mother-in-law,
son-in-law, or daughter-in-law, except that no action
shall be brought under this paragraph to recover
possession of a condomiuium unit from a tenant who has
occupied the unit continuously since a time prior to the
recording of any master deed for the condominium;"
upon the condition that in the event this amendment is
determined to be invalid, for any reason, the existing
provision of paragraph (8) of said Section 9(a), which is
amended hereby, shall continue in full force and effect.
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Section 9. Evictions. (a) No person shall bring any action
to recover possession of a controlled rental unit unless:
(1) the tenant has failed to pay the rent to which the
landlord is entitled;
(2) the tenant has violated an obligation or covenant of
his tenancy other than the obligation to surrender possession
upon proper notice and has failed to cure such violation
after having received written notice thereof from the landlord;
(3) the tenant is committing or permitting to exist a
nuisance in, or is causing substantial damage to, the con-
trolled rental unit, cr is creating a substantial inter-
ference with the comfort, safety or enjoyment of the landlord
or other occupants of the same or any adjacent accomodation;
(4) the tenant is convicted of using or permitting
a controlled rental unit to be used for any illegal purposes;
(5) the tenant, who had a written lease or rental agree-
ment which terminated on or after this by-law has taken
effect in the Town of Brookline, has refuled, after written
request or demand by the landlord, to execute a written
extension or renewal thereof= for a further term of like
duration and in such terms that are non inconsistent with or
violative of any provisions of this by-law;
(6) the tenant has refused the landlord reasonable access
to the unit for the purpose of making necessary repairs
or improvements requred by the laws of the United States,
the commonwealth, or any political subdivision thereof, or
for the purpose of inspection as permitted or required by
the lease or by law, or for the purpose of showing the rental
unit to any prospective purchaser or mortgagee;
(7) the person holding at the end of a lease term is a
sub-tenant not approved by the landlord;
(8) the landlord seeks to recover possession in good
faith for use and occupancy of himself or his children, parents,
brother, sister, father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law or
daughter-in-law, except that if the unit is a condominium
unit occupied by a tenant who was in possession thereof at
the time the landlord acquired ownership, then the board
shall not issue a certificate of eviction hereunder for a
period of six months from the date when the board determines
that the facts attested to in the landlord's petition are
valid and in compliance herewith; and if the board determines
that a hardship exists, then the board may extend the period
between the determination of validity and compliance here-
under and the date for issuance of the certificate for an
additional period of up to six months;
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(9) the landlord seeks to recover possession to demolish
.r otherwise remove the unit from housing use; and
(10) the landlord seeks to recover possession for any
other just cause, provided that his purpose is not in conflict
with the provisions and purposes of the rent control hy-law; and
provided that the recording of a master deed for a condominium
in conformance with the provisions of Chapter 183A of the
General Laws, the sale or offering for sale of any unit therein,
or any condition incidental to such recording, sale, or
offering for sale shill not be deemed just cause hereunder.
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Ordinance
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O SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING 100 LARKIN STREET - SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102
SUMMARY OF THE SUBDIVISION PROCESS,
AS RELATED TO DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING*
OD93NY4V I NVS 0
A. Introduction
The Subdivision Code, enacted in Mlay 1975, was amended by the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors under Ordinance No. 337-79, effective July 6, 1979. (Copies of
the Code aid amendments are available in Room 351, City Hall, for $3.00 and $1.00,
respectively, and should be consulted for more complete information.) The Code
regulates subdivisions of land (creating new lots), condominium subdivisions (in-
volving new buildings), and condominium or cooperative conversion subdivisions
(involving existing rental buildings), carrying out requirements of the Subdivision
Map Act of California.
The Department of Public Works (DPW) is given the principal responsibility under
the Code to administer the process (George Woo and Ray Wong, Room 352, City Nall,
558-4972). The Department of City Planning (DCP) and the City Planning Commission
(CPC), as part of the process, are required to make various findings related to the
Subdivision Code and the Master Plan, and to ensure compliance with the City Plan-
ning Code. (Alec Bash, Jim Miller and Joe Fitzpatrick for condominiums and for five
or more lots, and Franz Von Uckermann for four or fewer lots, 100 Larkin Street,
558-3055.) When a subdivision is found to be not consistent with the Master Plan,
it must be disapproved by the Director of Public Works. The action of the Director
of Public Works may be appealed to the Board of Supervisors.
B. Summary of Requirements
Subdivisions involving fewer than five units or lots are generally processed as
"Parcel Maps" with limited substantive review. Subdivisions involving five or more
lots or units require a "Tentative Map", which involves substantive review and a
public hearing by the CPC (however, new condominiums of fewer than 50 units general-
ly require such a hearing only on request by an owner of abutting property). All
subdivisions require an affirmative action sales program and landscaping (typically,
installation and maintenance of street trees and landscaping in open areas). Sub-
divisions of land previously subdivided, but requiring resubdivision because of
common ownership of the parcels, may be handled expeditiously through a "Parcel Map
Waiver" process. In projects involving 50 or more lots or newly-constructed condo-
minium units, the subdivider must make available 10% of the units for low and
moderate income occupancy, provided that governmental subsidies for such occupancy
are available (mortgage subsidies may be available through the California Housing
Finance Agency).
Subdivisions of land generally require a lot area of 2500 square feet and a
minimum width of 25 feet. Exceptions include (1) properties within an RH-1(D)
(House, One-Family Detached Dwelling) district, which require a lot area of 4,000
square feet and a minimum width of 33 feet, and (2) properties within 125 feet of a
typical street intersection, which may have an area of 1,750 square feet. The
Residence Element of the Master Plan, in its policies for New Residential Develop-
ment, calls for such items as a lot pattern which relates to surrounding properties
and avoidance of disruptive intrusions into well-defined interior block open space.
Subdivisions of five or more lots require submittal of an environmental evaluation
form to DCP before they can be processed.
Condominium subdivisions are new buildings, and their construction is subject to
Residence Element New Residential Development policies. These include ensuring that
new housing relates well to the character and scale of surrounding buildings, en-
couraging construction of a variety of unit types suited to the needs of households
of all sizes, and promoting development of well-designed housing. A Housing
Opportunities policy of that Element calls for economic integration, which might be
accomplished by including units of different prices and quality within one develop-
ment.
Condominium and cooperative conversion subdivisicns generally involve a change
in tenure of a residential building from rental apartments to ownership dwelling
units. The Planning Code does not distinguish between apartments and condominiums;
consequently, a legal rental apartment building does not require any modifications,
such as additional parking, to be a legal condominium building (although it does
require public approval as a subdivision and must be brought up to code standards
for a building of its age). If existing parking is at a less than "n-o-e"
ratio to dwelling units, the parking must be kept as "Common Area" in order not to
* Additional requirements or procedures may be in effect at other public agencies
involved in the process.
reduce the fractional share of a parking space that each unit theoretically possess-
es.
The Subdivision Code requires that the City Planning Commission review a con-
version for consistency with the Master Plan. The Code requires that the City
Planning Commission disapprove for cause any project where vacancies have been in-
creased, elderly or disabled tenants displaced or discriminated against, or
evictions have occurred for purposes of preparing the building for conversion, or
where rents have been increased excessively over the preceding 18 months (except
for rent increases related to code-required capital improvements). The Code also
requires that the Commission determine whether any units to be converted are part
of the City's low or moderate income housing stock, and, if so, that such units sell
for a low or moderate income sales price (for more explanation on this point, see
"Low and Moderate Income Housing and the Condominium").
The recent amendments to the Code provide various benefits to tenants and allow
for more tenant involvement in decisions to convert rental buildings. An applica-
tion for conversion may not be filed unless 40 percent of the tenants have either
signed intent to purchase forms or indicated eligibility for and interest in a life-
time lease. Tenants aged 62 or older, or permanently disabled, are guaranteed a
lifetime lease, and other tenants are given the option of a one-year lease after the
final City approval. The subdivider must reimburse all tenants for up to $1,000 in
moving expenses, and provide assistance in finding relocation housing. Tenants must
be given most of the application materials within 5 days after the application is
filed, get a copy of the approval conditions, and have their rent frozen at pre-
application levels while the application is pending. Following conversion, tenants
have a non-transferable contract right to purchase their occupied unit, at the
sales price submitted with the application, and the offering for their units must
occur within one year of State approval of the conversion.
In addition to the 40 percent tenant intent to purchase, two other provisions
relate to the overall City housing issue. First, a subdivider must provide a 10
percent low or moderate income housing stock "setaside", either as (1) 10 percent
of the units in the building to be converted (or retain the number of existing low
or moderate income units, whichever is greater), (2) units in new construction
totalling 10 percent of the units to be converted, or (3) an "in lieu" payment to a
City Housing Development Fund equal to 10 percent of the difference between the
sum total of proposed sales prices for all units in the building and the prices set
for those units if they all sold for moderate income prices. Second, no more than
1,000 units may be converted in any one year (a number never reached in any previous
year).
The above requirements apply to conversions of two units or more, except that
two-unit buildings where both units are owner-occupied are excluded. Further, no
public hearings are required, and there is no requirement for a 10 percent low or
moderate income setaside, for conversions of four units or less.
Finally, the Code provides that a subdivider cannot re-apply for six months from
the date of withdrawal of %--. application, one year from the date of denial, or 18
months from the date of denial by the City Planning Commission for cause as speci-
fied above.
C. Filing Procedure
The initial filing of maps (prepared by a Licensed Land Surveyor) and related
materials (e.g., Application Packet) is made at DPI, using application forms in-
cluded within their "Procedures Governing Condominium Conversion and Creation of New
Condominiums" (available at Room 351, City Hall, for $1.00). Parcel maps for four
or fewer lots or units are referred to DCP for administrative action. Tentative
maps for five or more lots or units are referred to DCP for a public hearing on
consistency with the Master Plan, except that a public hearing is often not required
for new condominiums. The CPC and DP'J actions on Tentative Maps may be appealed to
the Board of Supervisors.
The State Department of Real Estate (Subdivision Section, 185 Berry Strcet, Room5816, San Francisco 94107, 557-0486) will issue a Preliminary Subdivision PublicReport ("pink slip") following City Tentative flap approval, and a Final Subdivision
Public Report ("white slip") following City recordation of the Final Map. Sales
cannot begin until issuance of the Final Report.
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Low and Moderate Income Housing and the Condominium*
The Subdivision Code in Section 1385 states the following: "The City Planning
Commission shall determine whether any units to be converted are part of the City's
low or moderate income housing stock. If the Commission determines that any unit
to be converted is part of the City's low or moderate income housing stock, then
the price of the unit upon conversion shall not be such as to remove it effectively
from said low or moderate income housing stock..."
The Subdivision Code in Sections 1308(1) and (m) defines low and moderate
income housing stock as rental units for which the rent does not exceed 25 percent
of the gross monthly income of low and moderate income households, respectively.
Those Sections establish a relationship that a studio can accommodate a one-person
household, a one-bedroom unit can accommodate a two-person household, a two-bedroom
unit can accommodate a three-person household, and so forth. Section 1385 states
that the price upon conversion of low and moderate income units shall not exceed
two and one-half times the highest income level for low and moderate income house-
holds, respectively. In Sections 1309(e) and (f), the Code defines low income as
not exceeding 80%, and moderate income as ranging from 80% to 120%, of the San
Francisco area median household income as established by the U. S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Low and moderate income levels for households
of different sizes are currently derived from the HUD figures for "Lower Income"
Income Limits for the Section 8 Housing Program, issued July 30, 1979.
The table on the reverse of this page indicates household incomes, equivalent
dwelling unit types, the maximum levels of rents for the low or moderate income
housing stocks of the City, and corresponding levels of purchase prices that would
not remove units from that housing stock.
If a condominium conversion is found to involve low or moderate income housing
stock, and it is determined that the proposed sales prices would remove it from
that stock, the Department would exercise either of two options: (1) make a finding
that the subdivision is not consistent with the Master Plan, or (2) establish as a
condition the maximum sales price for which the condominium unit might be sold
following conversion.
This supplements "Summary of the Subdivision Process as Related to the
Department of City Planning".
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LOW AND MODERATE INCOME RENTAL THRESHOLDS
AND MAXIMUM SALES PRICES
Type of HUD-Defined
Dwelling Unit Annual Income*
Studio $11,600
1-Bedroom $13,250
2-Bedroom $14,900
3-Bedroom $16,550
4-Bedroom $17,600
4-Bedroom $18,650
5-Bedroom $19,650
5/more-Bedroom $20,700
Rental
Threshold**
$242
$276
$310
$345
$367
$389
$409
$431
Maximum
Sales Price***
$29,000
$33,125
$37,250
$41,375
$44,000
$46,625
$49,125
$51,750
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8+
Studio
1-Bedroom
2-Bedroom
3-Bedroom
4-Bedroom
4-Bedroom
5-Bedroom
5/more-Bedroom
$17,400
$19,875
$22,350
$24,825
$26,400
$27,975
$29,475
$31,050
$363
$414
$466
$517
$550
$583
$614
$647
$43,500
$49,688
$55,875
$62,063
$66,000
$69,938
$73,688
$77,625
* For Low Income, equivalent, to HUD "Lower Income" Income Limits for Section 8
Housing Program of 7/30/79, which is based upon 80% of the median income figure
established for 1978. For M4oderate Income, extrapolated from Low Income and
set at 120% of median income. ~~iote: These figures and, therefore, this table
are subject to change approximately on an annual basis.)
** Established by Subdivision Code at 25% of HUD-defined income, taken monthly.
*** Established by Subdivision Code at 2.5 times HUD-defined annual income, may be
adjusted to actual sales date by Housing Component of Consumer Price Index.
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INCOME
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Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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E:ACTI:.0 CHArrER XIII OF PART It CF THE SAN FRANCISCO MUNICIPAL CoE,
TO BE K AS THE SU3DIVISION CODE OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRAl
CISCO, ES:AZLISHI:0 PRCECDURES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONTROL AND
A.NAL C? SUEDIVISIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THS STATE SUBDIVISION MAP
ACT, I:CL'DIP: PROCEDURES AnD REQUIREXEhTS FOR CREATION OF CONDOMINIUM!
CO:Z:'TY APARTENTS, STOCK CocPERATIVES AND CONVERSIONS; AND REPEALIN(
CERTAIN PRC*.'ISIONS Or THE ADHINISTRATIVE CODE AND THE PUBLIC WORKS
CODE =.AT11:0 TO SUBDIVISIONS.
Se it ordained by the People of the City and-County of San Franciscot
Section 1. The provisions of this ordinance shall be included
in and designated as Chapter XtIII, Part II, of the San Francisco
.unicipal Code and shall be known and referred 'to as "THE SUBDIVISION
Soction 2. Chaptcr 26 (Sections 26.1 through and including 26.5)
tf the San Francisco Administrative Code and Sections 735, 736 and 737
of Part 11, Chapter X of the San Francisco Municipal Code (Public Vork
Code) are hereby repealed.
Section 3. Chapter XIII is hereby added to Part II of the
San Francisco Municipal Code, reading as followse
ARTIC12 1-
0EKKRAL PROVIS$0N
SEC. 1300. Tite. This Chapter shall be known as the "Sub-
division Code of the City and County of San Francisco".
SEC. 1301. Authority and Mandate.
(a) This Code is adopted pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act of
California, Title 7, Division 2 of the Government Code, commencing
with Section 664.10 (hereinafter referred to as SMA).
(b) Any amendmonts to S?'A, adopted subsequent to the effective
date of this Code, shall not invalidate any provisions of this Code.
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Any amendments to SMA that may be inconsistent with this Code shall
govern.
(c) This Code shall govern in relation to all other ordinances
of the City and County of San Francisco and rules and regulaticas
pursuant thereto. In the event of any inconsistency or conflict
between the provisions of this Code and other provisiorns of the
Municipal Code, the most restrictive shall prevail.
SEC. 1302. Purposos.
(a) This Code is enacted to establish procedures and requir4-
ments for the control and approval of subdivision developmcnt within
the City and County of San Francisco in accordance with S1A. -
(b) This Code is enacted to encourage and ensure ti develop-
ment of subdivisions consistent with the objctives of the San Fran-
cisco Master Plan, particularly the following:
1, Improve the choice, quality, and nuaber of housing units,
especially for low and moderate income fa-ilies;
2. Promote the residential stability and diversity of the '
conmunity by encouraging neighborhocd maintenar.ce,
preventing major displacements of people, and facilitating
of
inhabitant ownership er/residontial units, while at the
same time recognizing the need for adequate ren:al housing
in the high density urban settins,
(c) Recognizing that, by their unique character ar.4 retuirementso
Conversions specifically differ from other subdivisions and apartcen:s*
it is hereby found that the implemencati:n of subsections (a) and (b)
of this Section requires the adoption of special requiremeats for
Conversions.
SEC. 1303. Scooe.
(a) This Cedo supplements SPA, prescribing rules, regulations
and procedures authorised therein.
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(b) The necessity for Tentative Maps, Final Maps and Parcel Maps
shall be governed by this Section and SMA.
(c) For subdivisions creating five (5) or more parcels or units,
a Tentative Hap and a Final Map or Parcel Map shall be required pursu-
ant to this Code and SMA.
1. A Tentative Map and a Final Map shall be required for all
such subdivisions except those coming within the exceptions
set forth in Section 66426 of SMA.
2. A Tentative Map and a Parcel Map shall be required for all
such subdivisions coming within the exceptions set forth
in Section 66426 of S.A.
(d) For subdivisions creating fewer than five (5) parcels or
units, no Tentative Map shall ba required, but a Parcel Map contain-
in, the information specified by Section 1359 of this Code and SMA
s'all be required. Said Parcel Map shall be filed with the City
Engineer and recorded according to the procedure set forth in
Sections 1360 through 1364 of this Code.
(e) No Tentative Map, Final Map or Parcel Map shall be required
for those specific types of subdivisions exempted by Sections 66412
and 66428 of SM.
SEC. 1304. Enforcement.
(a) It is unlawful for any personfirm, corporation, partnership
or association to offer to sell or lease, contract to sell or lease,
or sell or lease any subdivision or any part thereof until a Final
Map or a Parcel Yap thereof, in full compliance with the provisions
of this Code and SMA, has been duly recorded in the office of the
Recorder.
(b) All departments, officials and public employees of the City,
vested with the duty or authority to approve or issue permits, shall
conform to the provisions of this Code and shall neither approve nor
I.
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issue any permit or license for use, construction, or purpose In
conflict with the provisions of this Code. Any such permit or
license issued in conflict with the provisions of this Code shall be
null and void.
~ (c) Any subdivider, agent of a subdivider, successer in interest
of a subdivider, tenant, purchaser, builder, contractor or ether
person who violates any of the provisions nf this 'Code or any condi-
'ions imposed pursuant to this Code shall be deeeed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in an aount
not exceeding Five Hundred Dollars ($500) or be imprisoned for a
period not exceeding six (6) months or be both so fined and inprisoned,
Each day such violation is cocmmitted or per:icted to contirue shall
constitute a separate offense and shall be punishable as such here-
under.
(d) The Director of Public Vorks shall have the authority to
enforce this Code against violations thereof by any of the following
actionst
e The Director may serve notice requiring the cessation
or correction of any action in violation of this Cede upon
the subdivider, agent of the subdivider, successor in
interest of the subdivider, tenant, purchaser, builder,
contractor or other person who courcits or assists in such
violation;
2 The Director may call upon the City Attorney to maintain
an action for injunetion to restrain or abatement to cause
the correction of any such violation; and
3. The Director may call upon the District Attorney to
institute criminal proceedings in enforcement of this
Code against any such violation.
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I SEC.. 1305. Severability.
2 (a) If any Article, Section, subsection. paragraph, sentence,
I clause or phrase of this Code, or any part thereof, is for any reason
4 held to be unconstitutional or invalid or ineffective by any court of
j ccnpetent jurisdiction, or other competent agency, such decision shall
not affect the validity or effectiveness of the remaining portions
j of this Code or any part thereof. The Board of Supervisors hereby
g declares that it would have passed each Article, Section, subsection,
9 paragraph, sencence, clause or phrase thereof, irrespective of the
It fact that any one or more Articles, Sections, subsections, paragraphs,
It senter.ces, clauses or phrases be declared unconstitutional or invalid
Ii or ineffective.
13 (b) If the application of any provision or provisions of this
14 Code to any person, property or circumstances is found to be unconsti-
9s tutional or invalid or ineffoctive in whole or in part by any court
16 'of cornpetent jurisdiction, or other compotent agency, the effect of
I1 such decision shall be limited to the person, property or circumstancei
L i=ediatcly involved in the controversy, and the application of any
such provision to other persons, proporties and circumstances shall
3s not be affected.
29 (c) This Section shall apply to this Code as it now exists and
as it may exist in the future, including all modifications thereof
hnd additions and amendaents thereto,
24 ARTIC.E 2
DEFINITIONS
2s SEC. 1306. Cenerr.l. Officials and agencies referred to in this
3 iCode and in SVA are officials and agencios of the City and County of
- 1 San Francisco, unless the contrary is either stated or implied.
SEC. 1307. Covernment Agencisa.
(a) "Advisory Agency" and "Director" mean the Director of Public
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(b) "Bureau of Building Inspection" and "B21" :man the 3ureau
of Building Inspection of the Department of Public Works.
(c) "Bureau of Engineering" means the Bureau of Engineering of
the Department of Public Works.
(d) "City Planning" means the Department of City Planning.
(e) "Clerk" means the Clerk of the Board.
(f) "County", "City", "City and County", "Municipality" and
"Local Agency" mean the City and County of San Francisco.
(g) "County Surveyor", "County Engineer" and "City Engineer"
mean the City Engineer and his staff.
(h) "Coverning Body", "Legislative Body" and "Board" mean the
Board of Supervisors.
SEC. 1308. Subdivisions.
(e) "Conmon areas" shall moan an entire project excepting all
units therein granted or reserved.
(b) "Conunity Apartment" shall mean an estate in real preperty
consisting of an undivided interest in conr..on in a parcel of reat
property and the improvements thereon coupled vith the ri;ht of ex-
clusive occupancy of any apartment located therein.
(e) "Condominium" shall mean an estate in reat pro:,erty con-
sisting of an undivided interest in cor~con in a partion of a parcel
of real property together with a separate interest in spaca in a
residential, industrial, or commereial building an such rcl preperty,
such as an apartnent, office, ar atore. A Condociniu may include
in addition a separat interest in other portions of such real
property. Such estate may, with respect to the duration of its
enjoyment, be either (1) an estate of inheritance or perpetual estate,
(2) an estate for life, or (3) an estate for years, such as a lease-
hold or subleasehold. This definition is intended to conforn to
geevv~v'oas6
i Section 783 of the California Civil Code and any'other section of
2 California law.
(d) "Conversion" shall mean a proposed change in the type of
4 ownership of a parcel or parcels of land, together with the existing
8 attached structures, to that defined as a Condominium project,
£ Co:munity Apartment project or Stock Cooperative, regardless of the
1 present or prior use of such land and structures and of whether sub-
1 *stantial iLprovements have been made to such structures.
I (e) "Project" shall mean the entire parcel of real property
1e divided or to be divided in any of the methods defined as a subdivi-
I sIoen.
12 (f) "Stock Cooperative" shall mean a corporation formed or
0 availed of primarily for the purpose of holding title to, either in
14 fee simple or for a term of years, improved real property, if all
er substantially all of the shareholders of such corporation receive
to a right of exclusive occupancy in a portion of the real property,
title to which is held by the corporation, which right of occupancy
is transferable only concurrently with the transf& of the share or
I9 shares of stock in the corporation held by the person having such
3 right of occupancy.
(g) "$ubdivider" shall mean a person, firm, corporation,
partnership or association who proposes to divide, divides or causes
to be divided real property into a subdivision for himself or for
others. City agencies, including the San Francisco Redevelopment
Ager.cy, are exempted from this definition.
29 (h) "Subdivision" shall mean the division of any improved ok
k uni:proved land, shown on the latest equalized county assessment roll
as a unit or as contiguous units, for the purpose of sale, lease or
29
.raneirg;, whether immediate or future. Property shall be considered
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as contiguous units even if it is separated by roads, streets,
utility easements or railroad rights-of-way. This defir.i:ion shall
specifically but not exclusively include Condominiums, Corznity
Apartments, Stock Cooperatives and Conversions.
(i) "Unit" shall mean the elements of a project which are to
be owned individually and not in common with the owners of other
elements of the project.
* SEC. 1309. Teminoloev.
(a) "Affirmative Action -in Housing" shall mean irforrational
and promotional activity for the purpose of eliminating discrir.ina-
tion in housing accommodations because of race, religion, nazional
origin, sex, or any other basis prohibited by law.
(b) "Application Packe:" 5hall mean the Tentative Map together
with all documents, statements and other matters that are required
as attachments thereto.
(c) "Final Hap" shall mean a map prepared In accordance with
Chapter 2, Article 2 of SMA and this Code, which rap is designed to
be placed on record in the office of the Recorder.
(d) "Improvement Plan" shall mean an engineering plan cr a set
of engineering plans showing the location and constructica details
of improvements.
(e) "Low income" shall mean the income of households, as defined
by concept 79.1 of the 1970 U.S. Census "User's Cuide", whose irediate
household income does not exceed eighty percent (83.) of the redian
household income for the San Finneisco Standard Notropolitan Scatisti-
cal Area as determir-d by the U.S. Department of Hausing ard trban
Development and adjusted according to the determination of that repart-
ment pursuant to the Housing and Community Develop.ent Acc oi 197.
(f) "Moderate income" shall mean the income of households, as de-
fined by concept 79.1 of the 1970 U.S. Censua "User's Guide", whose
immediate household income is greater than eighty percent (80.) buc does
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not exceed one hundred twenty percent (120%) of the median household
incore for the San Francisco Standard Metropolitan Statistical Ares
as determined by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
and adjusted according to the determinations of that Department pur-
suant to the H..:stng and Cor.munLty Development Act of 1974.
(g) "Parcel Xap" shall mean a map prepared in accordance with
Chapter 2, Article 3 of SMA and this Code9 which map is designed to
be placed on record in the officu cf the Recorder.
(h) "Soil Engineer" shall mean a registered civil engineer,
experienced in engineering geology, responsible for the soil enginebr.
ing work outlined in this Code, including supervision, analysis and
interpretation of field investigition and laboratory tests fot a
specific project; preparation of geological and soil engineering
reepz=andations and specifications: and supervision of grading con-
struction work.
(i) "Standard Specifications" shall mean the Standard Specifica-
tions of the Bureau of Engineering.
(j) "Subdivision Regulations" shall mean the detailed technical
and administrative requirements adopted by the Advisory Agency to
supplement this Code, including amendments thereto.
(k) "Tentative rap" shall mean a map made for the purpose of
showing the design of a proposed subdivision and the existing condi-
tions in and around it; such a map need not be based upon an accurate
or detailed final survey of the property.
ARTICLE 3
CENEMAL PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 1310. Advisory Agency,.
(a) The DIrectoy of rb}$ Workq bery entpu f
Advisory Agency.
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(b) All maps, plans and rwprts required by this Code shall to
Ifiled with the City Eng!:.eer.
SEC. 1311. Subdivisinn Regulations.
(a) The City Engineer, with the assistance of other City agme.:1 ,
shall prepare and publish the Subdivision Regulations, including amend
ments thereto, needed to supplerent this Cod*.
(b) Such Regulations, including amendments thereto, shall be.
adopted by the Director after holding a Public Hearing. The decision
of the Director in adopting the Subdivision Regulations, including
amendments thereto, shall be final.
SEC. 1312. Exceptions.
(a) Upon application by the subdivider, the Director r.y author-t
Ize exceptions to any of the substantive requirements set forth is
this Code and in the Subdivision Regulations.
(b) Before granting any such exception in whole or in part, the
Director shall hold a Public Hearing on the reguested excepcion.
Furthermora, he must find:
I. That there are unusual circumstances or conditions affect-
Ing the property;
2. That the exception is necessary for the preservation and
enjoyment of a substantial property right of the applicant;
3, That the granting of the exception will not be macerialt-
detrimental to the public welfare or.injurious to other
property in the area in which said property is si:cated;
and
That the granting of such exception has been detarmined
by the City Ranning Conssion $9 be Fonsisten with he
master ]pla nt * a 4 Soa;04e. # p s p pubIe
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(e) In granting any such exception, the Director shall designate
the conditions under which the exception is granted.
SEC. 1313. rublic Yearinrs: Proceduro.
(a) Whenever a Public Hearing is held by the Director or the
City Planning Cormission pursuant to the Code, notice of the timo ana
place thereof, including a general description of the subject matter,
shall be given at least ton (10) days before the hearing. Such notice
shall be given by publication once in the Official Newspaper of the
City and by posting in the offices of the Director, and in public
places within three hundred (300) feet of the proposed subdivision
with copies to the 3oard and any interested agnncies, organisations,
or individuals. The cost of such notice shall be borne by the sub-
divider.
(b) When the Public Hearing deals with a subdivision the
notice shall give a general description of the location of the sub-
division or proposed subdivision. Within the time limits set forth
in the preceding subsection (a), copies of said notice shall be
.-aLled to the subdivider; to each owner of property, as shown on the,
latest city-wide assessment roll in the office of the Tax Collector,
located within three hundred (300) feet of the subdivision boundaries;
and to each resident in the subdivision or proposed subdivision. The
cost of such notice shall be borne by the subdivider.
SEC. 1314. Pyblic Hearines: When Required.
(a) Public Hearing. Whenever a property to be subdivided will
be divided into twenty-five (23) or more lots or units, the Director
shall hold a Public Hearing prior to reporting on the Tentative Hap
far said subdivision.
(b) Subdivision Conference. Whenever a property to be subdty d
will be divided into feer ;Oag twenty-fyp ($? uni ha 04
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Engineer shall hold a Subdivision Conferezsa in lieu of the Publie
Hearing required in subsection (a) of this Section.
SEC. 1315. Fces.
(a) Fes, payable to the Department of Public Works, s-hall be
charged for checking and processing the mps, plans and reports filed
under this Code. Said fees shall consist of an initial payment of
one hundred dollars ($100), paid at the time of filing a Tcnta:ivj 'ap,
plus any required additional sum needed to equal the actual cos: of
checking the maps, plans and reports, together with the ir.xstiations,
inciden::al thereto. All such fees shall have been paid prior to
approval by the Board of the Final Map and by the City Er:ineer of the
Parcel Map.
(b) Payment of fees charged under this Code does not waive the
fee requirements of other ordinances and rules and regulations pursuant
thereto.
ARTICLE 4
TENATIVE APS
SEC. 1320. Pre-filin? Conference. Prior to filin, a Tentative
4ap, tho subdivider may elect to sub-nit to the City Engineer prelicin-
ary maps, plans and other data concerning a proposed subdivisier..
Within fourteen (14) days after the receipt of said esaterial, the City
Engineer will hold a conference with the subdivider, City P1arfning and
any other interested agencies to discuss the proposed subdivision.
This procedure is optional and does not waive the require-encs for fil-
ing a Tentative Man.
SEC. 1321. Anolication Packet. The initial action in connection
with the making of any subdivision for which a Tentative VAp is required
shell be the preparation of the Application Packet. Sections 1422 aad
132) of ;his Code coyep fho p~rparatioa f$ s" poso pars o$ #fpeg4
I
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I ApplIcation Packet.
SEC. 1!22. TC-1tative Map.
(a) The Tentative Map shall be propared by a registered Civil
41. enZineer or a registered land-surveyor.
£ g (b) T*.c Tentative Yap shall contain the follcwing data, in
sufficient detail to enable the Director and other agencies td evalt-
7 late the proposed subdivision:
3 1. Title;
9 2. Explanatory Notes; and
N9 3. Topographic Map of the proposed subdivision and adjacent'
lands showing the existing conditions and the proposed
12? changes.
( c) The Tentative Hap shall conform to the Subdivision Regula.
4 tions regarding detailed format and contents.
I S tEC. 1323. Tentative ap Docup-ents.
(a) Statement. A written statement shall contain the followidg
t infermation:
. Existing use or usos of the property, including whether at
not there are existing tenancies and the conditions and
20 terms thereof;
2, Description of the proposed subdivision, including the
4nunber of lots or units, their sizes and intended use,
nature of the development, and the total area of the
25 development represented by each use;
3. The Limprovements proposed to be constructed or installed
and tO tentative schedule for the start and completion
thereof;
4. Whether the subdivider intends to file a Final Map or a
Parcel Map;
- S. Description of variances and exceptions that are
13
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braness and reservations of record affecting the property.
- ,.U1. il.a.
(a) The Application Packet, together with the initial too paymet
shill be filed with the City Engineer.
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req..estedg;and
4. Certification that the subdivider or his agent shall not
retain any right, title or interest in any coimon area or
areas or facilities of the subdivision and its amenities,
except -tee those common areas in which the subdivider
retains an individual interest by virtue of his ownership
of one or :more of the units.
(b) knvironmental Evaluation Data. Data shall be supplied on
the appropriate City Planning forms for an Environmental Impact Eval-
uation.
( c) Soil and Coologic Reconnaisance Report. A report, properod
by a scils enlineer or a registered engineering geologist and basod
upon a recontcaisance of the site and a study of geologic, soil and
topographic caps anA reports of the area, shall contain the following
i infornationt
1. General geologic and soil conditions within and immediately
adjacent to the proposed subdivision;
-. The effect of the geologic and soil conditions on ther
design and layout of the subdivision%
I . Delineation of areas subject to existing or potential
slides and geologic hazards; and
4. Recoer~cndat ions on appropriate general corrective measures
to be taken.
(d) Onership Statement. A statement from a competent title
cozpany shall contain the names of the owners of record of the real
VA SOrt ro osed forP bdi 1 1 d I dt
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(b) The date of filin shall be the date when a complete
Application Packet har been accepted by the City Engineer.
(c) Upon date of filing the Applicant Packet shall beco:e a
Public Rucord.
SEC. 1325. Referral to Other Acencies. Within three (3) workin:!
days after the Application Packet has been filed with the City En3in.er,
the City Engineer shall forward copies to City Plannirg, tha Burea-a
of Engineering, the Bureau of Building Inspection, the -;,an Rights
Commission and other appropriate governnont agencies for their review.
SEC. 1326. Time Limit for A;enc Review.
(a) The time limit for agency review shall be thirty (30) days
from the date of receipt by said agency of a copy of the Application
Packet.
(b) The time limit for agency review r-ay be extended by :utual
consent of the subdivider and the City Engineer.
SEC. 1327. Aeoncv Report. Each reviewing agency shall raport,
in writing, to the City Engineer, with a copy to the su'bdivider, its
findings on and recormendations for approval, conditiona a;poval
or denial of an Application Packet. City Planning's report shall
include a finding on consistency with the Mastcr Plan. The 3.roau
of Sn'lding Inspection's report shall include a findin; cr. the
necessity of a Preliminary Soil Report.
SEC. 1328. Subdivision Confererce. Within six (6) days after
all agency reports have been received or after expiration of the
review time limi.s, and if c Pishlic Hearing is not required by this
Code, the City Engineer shall hold a Subdivision Conference to
discuss the reports submitted. Written notice of such Conference
shall be sent to the subdivider, to all agencies who have su'mitted
a report, and to other persons and ottanisations who had expressed
4g
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SEC. 1329. Citev Entincer's Consoidated Report.
(a) Whenever a Subdivision Conference is required, the City
Engineer shall submit to the Director a written report on the findirigs
-Sad recorer.dations discussed in the conference, attaching thereto
copies of the reports from other agencies. A copy of said report shal
be sent to each participant in the Subdivision Conference. gad
report shall be submitted io the Director within four (4) days after
the Sibdivilston Conference.
(b) 7henever a Public Hearing is required, the City Engineer
shSall submit to the Director, with a copy to the subdivider, a written
report on the findings and recommendations received from the rkvieving
&;acmcies, attaching thereto copies of thd reports froce said agincies,
Said report shall ke submitted within. five (5) days after expiratioA
- of the review tire lisits.
SEC. 1330. Fublic Heartng. When a tublie Hearing is required
by this Code, ai4 hearing shall be held within seventeen (17) days
after the expiration of the review time limits'.
SEC. 1331. Advisory Agencv's Roport.
(a) Vithin fifty (50) days after the filing of the Tentative
2ap, unless the t:Lro has been extended by mutual consent of the sub-
divider and the Director, the Director shall report in writing on said
t $p to the subdivider, Isd report shall approve, denditionallt
approve or disapprove the Tentative Map. If the Map is disapproved,
the report shall also state the reasons for disapproval.
(b) Copies of the Director's report shall be sent to all agencie
that submitted a report and to the Board.
SEC. 1332. Corsistency with Naster Plan,
(a) Whenever a property is to be subdivided, the City Planning
Comission shall hold q pu o eartng og th# u.?gion of gopsistehe
t-11
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of the subdivision with the Master Plan. Notice of said hearing s.all
2 be given pursuant to Section 1313.
3 (b) The Director shall disapprove the proposed subdivision when
4 City Planning finds that the proposed subdivision is not consistent
* with the Master Plan.
6 .(c) When City Planning finds that a proposed subdivision will
I be consistent with the Master Plan only after certain proposed condi-
I tions are complied with, the Director shalt incorporate said condition
in his conditional approval of the proposed subdivision.
lb SEC. 1333. Appeal.
(a) The subdivider may appeal to the board from any action of~
ai he Director conditionally approving or disapproving the Tentative Hap.'
!i as set-forthin-SAr
(b) At least twenty percent (20%) of the tenente4-aJ property -
owners within three hundred (300) feet of the subdivisien iway appeal
to the Board from any action of the Director approving or conditien-
I ally approving the Tentative Map. If any property located within
three hundred (300) feet of said subdivision is owned by the City and
County of San Francisco, the State of California or the Urited States
Covernment, or any department or agency thereof, such property shall be
3 excluded in determining the property affected unless such ourer shall
3 itself be a subscriber of the appeal,
(e) All appeals under this Section shall be heard and atted ugeq
br the board according to provisions of S'A and this Code,
ARTTCLE 5
SUBDIVISIOU RuaQU1E rgS
SEC. 133$. Public Facilities.
(a) Coneval, Public facilities listed tn this Section- shat
meet the design #nd conspruotto standar4d $q pe updvislon Rg0W.
tions.
i
I
j .
I (b) Streets.
I* Dedicated Public Streets. A subdivision shall have direct
access to a dedicated public street. Title to a new or
4 widened dedicated public street shall be conveyed to the
£ City by proper deed prior to approval of the Final Map.
a 2. Private Streets. Easements for government facilities Lin
private streets shall meet the requirements of Section
5 1339 of this Code also.
t (C) Pedestrian Ways. 'A pedestrian way through A block shall be
It required when the length of that block exceeds the criteria in the
1 Subdivision Regulations.
2 (d) Sanitary and Drainage Facilities. The subdivider shall
13 provide sewerage and drainate facilities, connected to City faciiit 4
1 to serve adequately all lots, dedicated areas and all other area e ck 1
tprisin the subdivision.
F() Tire Protection. The subdivider shall provide for the
:*installation of fire hydrants, gated connections and other appurten.
It anes and facilities needed for adequate fire protection, inojuding
*'a street fire alarm box system.
(f) Street Li;hting. The subdivider shall provide street light
29 ing facilities along all streets, alleys and pedestrian ways for the
purposes of traffic safety and crime deterrence.
SEC. 1336. Utilities. The subdivider shall provide a domestic I
water systen, connected to the San Francisco Water Department's water
.distribution system. He shall also provide electric, gas and couseuni-
,ction1O services connected to the appropriate public utility's distri-
bution system.
SEC. 1337. Beautification.
(a) Undergroundipg of Utilities, All new utility lines sha;1 ps
-undergrounded as :pecified in AMticla 1 of $Ir f4bl Worke Co4p?
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(b) Street Trees and Landscaping. Trees planted along a putblic
street, within the right-of-way, and al landscaping within said
right-of-way shall conform to the requirements of Article 16 of the
Public Works Code. In the case of all newly constructed su;sivisior.s,
the subdi.ider shall provide street trees and landscaping cofotrig to
the policies of the Master Plan. Maintenanee of said trees and land-
seaping shall be the responsibility of the abutting property outers.
(e) Open Areas. Whert required pursuant to the Master Plan, the
subdivider shall provide for the landscaping of open arets and the
maintenanco thereof. Such open areas shall be restricted to such use
by recorded covenants which run with the land in favor of the furure
owners of the property within the subdivision. No such cova..ant shall
be terminated without the conbac.t of the au rd.
SEC. 1338. Recren.on Facilities. Recreation facilItIes prc-.!dcd
in the subdivision for use by the residents shall be restricted to
recreational use by recorded covenants as described in Section 1337(c)
qf tOis Coda, Provisions shall be included in said covenants for
maintenance of said facilities.
SEC, 1339. Eascrents. Easements for sanitary and drain.ag.e
facilities, fire protection facilities and City-owned street lighting
facilities shall be for the exclusive use of such governmca:al fsciI1$tfx,
withy the right of iramediate access to the fpcilities by the City.
SEC. 3,Monurents.
(a) The location and installation of survey conments shall
conform to the standards in the Subdivision Regulations. Waa sujch cnT
uments are "tied" to thn City or State monuments, for which ccordinate
of the California Coordinate System are available, the correspor.ding
coordinates for such wonuments shall be determined and rtcord.)d.
(b) All survey monuments shalt be installed prior to filing of
the Final Hap or rarest lip wtth the City !cr4ne I, t" thereo
i a onument bond shall be filed at that time,
2. SEC. 1341. Li and bderate Income Occupancy. In projects with
3 fifty (50) or more units the subdivider shall make available ten
a percent (10".) of the units for low and moderate income occupancy
S provided that the City Planning Conmission finds that governmental
6 subsidies for such occupancy ara available to the subdivider. This
7 requiraeen shall not limit the authority of the City otherwise to
5 encourage the provision of low and moderate income housing, or of the
9 subdivider to make available additional low and moderat income housing.
to SrC. 1342. gales Program. The sales program shall promote'
affirmative action in housing. The following aspects shall be included
12 in the sales program:
13 (a) All sales and sales-related personnel for the project shall
1 be trained in affirmative action sales policy and fair housing laws.
is. (b) An adequate part of the sales program shall be advertising
Is designed to attract qualified minority buyers.
(c) If a waiting list is used, there shall be a public written
statement of procedure as to how it is used.
(d) The sales program and sales procedures shall not have the
effect of excluding or discriminating against any person on the basis
it of race, religion, national origin, sex or any other basis prohibited
4& b la .
(a) Adequate records shall be maintained by the subdivider and
24 cade available to the Director of the Human Rights Cosmnission during
2$ the period the subdivision is controlled by the subdivider, in order
24 to show that such an affirmative action sales program is being carried
V out. Said reports shall be made io accordance with the gubdivision
Rfagulations. --
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ARTICLE 6
'.OVEENT REQUIREM!TS
SEC. 1345. General.
(a) The subdivider shall provide for the construction and
installation of all improvements in the subdivision.
(b) The subdividor shall file an improvement bond whenever all
suih work has not been completed prior to the filing of the Final
Hap.
SEC. 1346. Imorovement Plans.
(a) Prior to filing of the Final Hap, the subdivider's engineer
shall submit any required improvement plans to the City En;;ineer *or
approval.
(b) Improvement plant shalt be prepared under the direction df a
registered civil engineer.
(c) Improverant plans shall conform to the Subdivision Regulatlons
'regarding format, size and contents.
(d) Any specifications supplementing the Sta.dard Specifications
shall be considered a part of the improver.ent plans.
(e) Within fourteen (14) days after submittal by the subdivider's
engineer the City Engineer shall return to the subdivider's engineer a
set of the submittal improvement plans noting thereon his aproval,
disapproval or conditional approval of said plans. This time limit
*9A"V im flII
0 4 A I
-
zay be extended by mutual agreement.
SEC. 1347. Con.struction.
3 (a) Vo construction shall commer.ce until the improvement plans
4 have been submitted to the City Engineer and have been approved by him
* (b) Construction of improvements which are to be accepted by the
City for maintenance shall be subject to inspectionr by the City
A Er.eor.
a m (c) Any work done by the subdivider prior to approval of the
S preen: plars, including chan3es thereto, or without the inspectioi
to and testin3 required by the City Zngineer is subject to rejection.
1i S-:ch wt-rk shall be deem-ed to have been done'at the risk and peril of
2 the subdivtder.
as (d) Instaliacion of Underground Facilities. All underground
14 facili:ies including sewerage and drainage facilities and excepting
to 1Jav* -onuments installed in streets, alleys or pedestrian ways shall
M! be constructed prior to the surfacing of such street, alley or pedoes-
I triar way. Service connections for all underground utilities and sewei
18 shall be laid to such length as will obviate the necessity for disturb.
19 in; the street, alley or fedestrian way improvements when service
29 connections are cortpleted to properties in the subdivision.
0 SE. 13.9. Failure to Com1ete Improvements oithin Agreed Time.
The provisions of Section 206(b) of the Public Works Code apply to thij
SIAvstaeo esgardlag aSseqsi*ns 41 time and ltquidated dahsges den f
4 irprovements are not completed within the agreed time.
SEC. 1349. Inscection and Testine Fees.
(a) The costs of inspecting the construction of improvements
- under Section 1347(b) of this Code shall be paid by the subdivideri.,
(b) The costs of testing the materials incorporated in the
f inprovements under Section 1347(b) of this Code shall be paid by t.t
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subdividor.
SEC. 1350. Fees for Construction of Planned Faciliti-s.
(a) As a condition for approval of a Final Yap, fees shall be
required to defray the actual or estim.ated construction or reconstruc-
tion costs of the following planned facilities to serve the ganeral
area in which said subdivision is located:
1. Sanitary and drainage facilities;
2 Bridges; and
3. Major thoroughfares.
(b) Such fees shall equal the subdivision's pro-ratel share of
the actual or estimated construction costs of said facilities.
ARTICLE 7
FIAL MAPS AD PARCEL VAPS
SEC.
aftet the
extdnded,
Engineer.
SEC.
(a)
(b)
1.
1355. Time Lirit for S-.:ittal. Within eigh:een (13) :aitha
approval of the Application Packet, unless such ti- has been
the Final Map or the Parcel Map shall 'be filed with the Cit:
1356. Final Man.
The Final Map shall consist of Title Sheets and Mao Sheets.
The Title Sheets shall contain the following data:
The title, consisting of the nam~e of the subdivision and
the location;
2. A genaajt deseeviption ot all the propetty being suibdivideA
by reference to recorded deeds or to recorde4 maps;
3. Certificates, affida"$ts and acknowledgements; and
4. General inforwtion including a key map when there is mare
than one Map Shoot.
(c) The Map Sheets shall contain the following data, in suffi-
ciont detail so that the sale, transfer and description of real
property may be. accomplished by reference to the Final Map and that
..~Swse )2 I
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all public facilities, properties and easements may be determined as.
to location, extent and condition:
1. Title;
2. Ex;lanacory and Description Notes; and
3. xap.
(d) The Final Hip shall conform to the requirements of Chapter 2,
Article 2 of SIA ar.d to the Subdivision Regulations regarding detailed
.ormat and contents.
SEC. 1357. Certificates on Final Map.
(a) In additicn to the certificates required by SMA, the followh
ling certificates shall be on the Final Mapt
1. City A:corney's Certificate;
2. Aevisery Agency's Certificate;-,
3. Departrent of City Planning's. Certificate of Consistency
with the Master Plan;
S 4.. A Certificate signed by the Superintendert of Building
Inspection either vaiving the required Preliminary Soil
Report or certifying that the Preliminary Soil Report is
on file at BBI; and
3. A Certificate of Agreement. Whenever the conditional
I approval of the Application Packet includes conditions
vhich are to be met after the recordation of the Final
Hap, a Certificate sir.ed by the subdivider agreeing to
perform said conditions, which are listed on the
Certificate, is required.
SEC. 1358. Preli-nir.arv Soil Report.
(a) A Preliminary Soil Report, prepared by a soils engineer or,
a registered engineering geologist, and based upon test borings and
excavations done at the subdivision site, shall contain the following
elements :
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1. The specific geologic and soil conditions within and
irm.nadiatoly adjacent to the su'bdivisicn;
2. Indication and delineation of critically expansive soils
or other soil problems which, If not correcced, rAy lead
to defects in structures, buildings and other improve:ents;
3, Report on the suitability of the earth caterial for he
construction of stable embanknents and excavatica slopes,
togethor with recommended construction procedures nreaded
to obtal.n the required stability; and
4. Report on slides, springs and seepage condicio:s, faults
and erosion problems, together with reco=eneatiors for
correction of any problems ot hazards preserced by such
conditions.
SEC. 1359. Parcel Mipn.
(a) The requirements of subsection (c) of Section 1356 of this
Code shall apply to Parceal aps.
(b) The Parcel Kip shall conform to the require-.ncs of Chapter 2.
Article 3 of SMA and to the Subdivision Regulations regarding detailed'
format and contents.
SEC. 1360. Check Prints.
(a) Prior to filing of the Final Yop or Parcel Map, the subdivider's
engineer shall submit to the City Enginuer:
1. Prints of the Final Map sheets or the Parcel Map sheets;
2. A preliminary title report;
3. Traverso shoots, showing the mathe..atical closure of the
exterior boundaries around the subdivision, of each lot
boundary in the subdivision, and of boundarLes of easements
and of dedicated rights-of-way; and
4. The Preliminary Soil Report, unless it has been waived.
* SEC. 1361. Ma, Check.
3 (a) The City Engineer shall check the prints of the Final Map
3 or the Parcel Map to determine if it substantially conforms to the
4 approved Tentative Map, this Code and SMA.
I (b) If the prints do not substantially conform to the approved
* :er.tative Yap, the City Engineer shall refer a set of said prints ko
I City Planning for its review and recommendation.
a (c) The, City Engineer shall send copies of the Preliminary Sil
* ;Report to 331 for evaluation.
- 33s (d) Within fourteen (14) days after submittal or twenty-eight
I I(28) days if referral to City Planning is required under subsection (b)
12 of this Section, the City Engineer shall return a set of the submitted
Is prints, noting therein any required corrections, to the subdivider'e
4 engineer.
IS S.C. 1362. Filing.
t -I (a) After the check prints have been approved by the City
? Engineer, the subdivider shall file with the City Engineert
ol 1. The Final MAp or Parcel Map, corrected to its final form.
* Itogether with the copies specified in the Subdivision
- Regulations;
* 2. The bonds that may be required;
3. When applicable, deeds conveying all streets in the
subdivision to the City and deeds granting easomants for
24 sewars, drains and pedestrian walkways which are not
dedicatod on the Map;
25 ~ 4. Evidence of title;
' S. The recording fee and evidence that all fees required by
this Code have been paid; and
6. The corrected Preliminary Soil Reportg ihen required.
3s
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SEC. 1363. Submittal to Board.
(a) After obtaining the required.certificates on the Final Map,
or on the Parcel Map when dedications are included thcreia, the
City Engineer shall submit said Map and the other doce::ments to
the Director.
(b) After determining that all requirea.nts of SMA ar.d this
Code have been met, the Director shall endorse the Map ard file
the same, together with the other documents, with the Clerk.
SEC. 1364. Recordation.
(a) After approval of a Final Map or Parcel Map by tha Board,
the Clerk shall file said Map with the Recorder.
(b) After signing a Parcel Hap, when no dedicarions are
included therein, the City Engineer sh.all file said !ap with the
Recorder.
(c) No Final Map or Parcel Hap for a subdivision governed by this
Code shall be recorded unless said Hap has been approved by the City
Engineer or by the Board as required herein.
ARTICLE 8
BONDS
SEC. 1370. Imirovement Bonds.
(a) As a guarantee of good faith to furnish, install and
construct the required improvenents, the subdivider shall f-.rnish
a corporate surety bond o other socoptable security deposiLt for
an amount not less than fifty percent (507.) of the esticated cost
of said improvements.
(b) As a guarantee of payment for the labor, materials,
equipment and services required to furnish, istall and construct
seAse I PMSVM 26
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ARTICLE 9
CONVERSIONS
-*1
SEC. 1380. General. The Sections of this Article 9 modify
the applicable. provisions of Articles 3 through 8, inclusive,
of this Code in the case of Conversions.
SEC. 1381. Additions to Application Packet.
(a) Application Packets for Conversions shall contain the
following information in addition to that required by previous pro-
visions of this Code:
1. A Building History detailing the date of construcetion
major uses since construction, major repairs since
construction, current ownership of buildings and,
underlying land, and the proposed ownership upon .
Conversion; and
2. A Rental History detailing for each unit the -
site, the ourrent or last rennsl rate, .the
's
'I
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said improvements, the subdivider shall furnish a corporate surety
bond or other acceptable security deposit for an amount not less
than fifty percent (50%) of the estimated cost of said improvements.
SEC. 1371. Monument bonds. As a guarantee of good faith
to furnish and instali the required survey monuments and to pay
the subdivider's engineer or surveyor for said work, the sub-
divider shall furnish a corporate surety bond or other acceotable
security deposit for an krmount equal to one hundred percent
(100%) of the estimated cost of such work. Such work shall.
consist of satisfactorily furnishing and installing the said
survey monuments and of 6curately fixing exact survey points
thereon.
-
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monthly rental rate for the preceding five (5) years,
the monthly vacancy over the preceding three (3) years,
and the names of the current tenant or tenants for
each unit.
(b) When neither new buildings nor major additions to
existing facilitiec are indicated in the Tentative Map, a Statement
of Known Soil and Geologic Conditions may be substituted for the
required Soil and Geologic Reconnaissance Report. Said Statemant
shall be prepared by the engineer or surveyor who prepares the
Tehtative Map and shall contain the following information as
taken from tho latest U.S. Ceologic Maps:
1. Sdil Deposits;
2. Rock Formations;
3. Faults;
4. Cround Water; and
5. Landslides.
SEC. 1382. Exceptions from Apolication Packet.
(a) Application Packets for Conversions shall have
deleted the following information required by previous pro-
visions of this Code:
1. Except as otherwise required by other Sections of
this Article 9, the statements required by Section
1323(a), paragraphs 1, 2. and 3 shall be
deleted.
2. The cnvironrental evanade'n data required by Sec. 13:3 (b)
SEC. 1383. Additional Submittals. shall be deleted.
(a) In addition to that information required by previous
provisions of this Code to be submitted before the final Y.ap
or Pareal Map is approved, the following shall be submitted for
E~WV WPY~M
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any Conversion:
. A buildina'inspector's report made by either the
Bureau of Building Inspection or a certified
en;ineer or architect acceptable to the Bureau of-
Building Inspection; with said report to contain
any Housing Code v'iolations and incipient or
potential deficienees including electrical#
plu=bing and boiler requirement;
2. A state-ent of repairs and improvements the sub-
divider plans to make before conveyance bf the
units by, the subdivider;
3. A sumraary of the range of sales prices for each
unit and a summary of the proposed sales program,
particularly plans to promote affirmative action
in housing; these summaries to be used solely
to assure com-liance with the requirements of
this Code and SMA;
4. A summary of tenant contacts including all meetings
held with tenants and all information provided to
them about the project and their own options; a
list of all tenants who have-expressed agreement
in principle to buy their own units; proposed
methods of dealing with those tenants who do not
plan to buy, especially those over ago sixty-five'
(65), those totally disabled, an'd families with
children; and any proposed program for relocation
services;
5. A copy of the turchase agreement t be used forhe
project; an4
p
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6. Copies of all Management Documonts submitted to the
California State Depart.ent of Real Estate.
SEC. 1384. Procedural Additions.
(a) In addition to the notice of Public Rearing required by
Section 1313, notice of the Public Hearing by the Director shall be
sent to each tenant of the property proposed for Conversion in accord-
ance %tith the provisions of Section 1313. The cost of such notice.
shall be borne by the subdivider.
(b) In addition to the requirements of Section 1331 of this
Cod4 regarding the Advisory Agency's Report, the Director shall rail
a notice to each tenant which shall inform the tenant of the following:
1. The Director's decision;
2. The right of tenants to appeal the Director's decision; and
3, The availability for examination of a copy of the Advisory
Agency's Report at the Director's office.
The cost of such notice shall be borne by the subdivider.
(c) Section 1333 of this Code is modified to provide for an
appeal by the tenants of any project to be converted, from the final
action by the Director on any application for Conversion. Any such
appeal. shall be taken by filing a written notice of appeal, subscribed
said
by at least twenty percent (20.) of -ehe/tenants, with the Clerk within
fifteen (15) days after the Director's action. The Board shall hear and
act upon the appbal in accordance with $MA and this Code.
(d) Within ten (10) working days after the approval or condi-
tional approval bp the Director uf a Tentative Map, the sub.ivi4ar
shall notify each tena..% of the intention to convert and of the rights
establishod on behalf of the tenant by Section 1385 of ::is Code.
SEC, 1385, AdditI'-'al Requigrrents. Conversions shall meat the
following roeeirronts in addition o those goarsied iU previous
provisions of this Codea
~~3.
f.t )
U
I;
(a) The project shall conform to the applicable standardi of the
S gan Francisco Housing Code before the sale of any unit or units, or,
'if .ot, the plans to bring the property into conformity with said Code
4 after final approval must be judged reasonable by the Director.. If
1 - there will be conformance after final approval, the plans shall be
- *,e-nbc ed as a guarantee by the subdivider in each purchase agreement;
I or, if the proposed purchasers so desire, the proposed purchasers may
S,.present their own plans to bring the property into conformity for
approval by the Director.
- (b) The City Planning Commission shall determine whether any unit
-! to be converted are part of the City's low or moderate income housing
is stocks. If the Comvtission determines that any unit to be converted is
13 part of the City's low or moderate income housing stocks, then the
14 -price of the unit upon conversion shall not be such as to remove it
is .effectively from said low or moderate income housing stocks.
Is (c) When the City Planning Comission determines that vacancies
I 'in the project have been increased for the purpose of preparing the
Tentative Map
s' t Iproject for Conversion, the/applIeation shall be disapproved and the
It subdivider may not re-apply for eighteen (18) months from date of
30 dental. In evaluation of the current vacancy level under this sub-
It !section, the increase in rental rates for each unit over the preceding
1 give 0) jeart end the average monthly vacancy rate for the project
6 33 over the preceding three (3) years shalt be considered.reasen-ler-
24 d-pprve-.
(d) The present tenant or tenants of-any unit to be converted
%shall be given a nontransferable right of first refusal to purchase
the unit occupied at a price no greater than the price offered to the
t general public. The right shall extend for at least sixty (60) days
3 'from the date of recordation of the Final Map or areal Map, providing
e that the tenant may cancel the purehase agreement if the unit is not
I -wu" 31 '
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conveyed to that tenant within six (6) months.
(e) If temporary relocation of any. tenant is necessary for
renovation of a unit between the date of submission of the Tentative
Hap and the date established for permanent relocation by sabseccions
(f) and (g) of this Section, then the subdivider shall find equivalent
substitute housing for that tenant for the period of renovation, and
shall pay to that tenant any additin-at cost of the substitute housing.
(f) For permanent relocation each tenant not remaining in the
thirty (36)
project shall be allowed/ene-hnndred-twenty-(itO) days past the date
of recordation of the Final Map or Parcel Map, or un:il the expiration
that tenant's lease, whichever is longer; provided that, if the tenant
is eligible for relocation services within Section 1385(g). that tenant
shall not be evicted until he or she has been permanently relocated
or until the tenant has arbitrarily rejected adequate relocation
housing as provided in Section 1385(g); and provided further that any
totally
tenant over age sixty-five (65), any tenant/perca.cetiy disabled, or
any tenant with more than one minor child living with that tenant
thirty (30) days
shall be allowed for permanent relocation/eighteen-(iS)-r.enthe past
the date of recordation of the Final Map or Parcel Nap.
(g) If one or more of the units in the project are occupied by
tenants of low or moderate income as defined in this Code, ti'e sub-
divider shall contract with the Central Relocation Service to provide
permpaneqt reigeation services for such snant of tenanas, and the
subdivider shall bear the cost of that service and the actual moving
expenses of such tenant or cenants to the extent approved by the Central
Relocation Service. If there are any such tenants of low or moderate
income in the project, the subdivider shall notify the Central Reloca-
tion Service of such tenant or tenants within tea (10) working days
after approval er conditional approval of tha Tentative Map.
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(h) In addition to the above requirements, no conversion of A
project containing fifty (50) or more units or of a portion of a
development containing fifty (50) or more unite shall be approved
unless a number of tenants in such project or in such development,
equal to or exceeding thirty-five (35%) of sll the units in the pro-
ject or development shall have consented in principle to the proposed
conversion. For the purposes of this requirement, edch unit shall
have one vote and only tenants who were in occupancy at the time of
the filing of the Tentative Map shall vote. Each tenant voting shall
subscribe his or her namb to a list to be filed with the Advisory
Agency. Tenant consent to conversion in principle shall not be ob-.
tained by either:
, I. Representations to the tenant which violate SMA or Real
Eatate Commissioner Regulations prohibiting offering units
for sale prior to issuance of the State Subdivision Report;
or
3. By offering to the tenant a discount on the purchase price,
or other inducement to consent, which will not be offered
to all other tenants or other non-tenante.
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APe:i11:0 CflAPT'?f1 XIII OF PA l? 11 0P TII BAN VitAUCIUCO MUIICIPAt. 00D
(L:'mD':talti .-oxE) irt A!!1WIDI:O DCT0I1I 1315 THItVlCOP. MiLAT1110 TO THS
V425 CtLL-;-CT:D POR C1DVCXTOG AND PROCESSING TIES UBDITIS101 MAPS
Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San Franoisoot
Section 1. Chapter XIII of Part II of the San Franoisoo,
Munteipal Code (Subdivision Code) is boreby amended by amnending
Section 1315 thereof to read as follows:-
Seetion 1315. .eel.
(a) Pens. payable to the Deprtment of Publie Works, shall be
char4:ed 'or ohookinw an processine the maps, plans and reports tiled
uMer this Code. Said fees shall consist or an initial payment or
one hundre4 dollars (4100.00). paid at the time of filing a Tentative
hap, plus any required additional sum needed to equal the actual oost
of eh~ekdr the maps, plans and reports, toCather with the invoesti.
eatior.s Incidental thereto. For Parool Maps which do not require the
filing of a Tentative Map, a flat fee of fifty dollars (450.00) shall
be *harged f-r cheeking and procssing. All such foes shall have
been paid prior to approval by the Board or the Final Map and by the
City Enginser of the Parcel Map.
(b) Payment of Fees charged under this Code does not waivethe
tee requirements of other ordinanoes ad rules and regulationd
pureuant thereto.*. 
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(o) Thor* is hereby oreated a Subdivision Fund wherein all
funds received under the provisions of this Zootton shall be
deposited. All expenditures from the Fund shall be for er,;inesrirn
or technical Investigations and equipment directly related to the
ehookin and prooessing of the maps, plans ar reports filed under
this Code, and all suah expenditures are hereby appropriated for
said purposos.
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R A FAncL xAP tUNDER CENITAN CONDITIOvS
the people of the City and county of San
napter XIII, Part 1I, of the San. Frpcisco
b"4divion Code) is hereby amended by aending
of to read as follows.
. 3. 1333. SPea.
(a) To;s Code cupploents SA, prescribing rulo, regulations
and prcseu.rez author:ied treroin.
(b) .4 nOct-s1ty for to'r.tative Maps, Final Maps an* Parcel
Na;s al.all be Coverned by tisa Section and S'A.
(o) 7pt oubdivisions creating fiv- (5) or nore parcels or
.it:, & Tentative Xap and a Final Yap or. ?arcel Rap thall be
regulred pursuaen to this Cod* and s:-IA.
i, A To:ntative K.p and a Fin Map shall be required for
all tuch sutdivisiens u'ccpt thcc co.ing within the
acptivons .et forth in Seotion 60'26 of sVA. .
I* A Tontatvo Mtn and & ra?4el Nall ehall be requilod fWt
all such buh'viziona comin3 within 'the excepions not
Certh in Cection 66426 of S.M'A9
(d) For subdiviclans croatinS fower than five (5) parcels
o.. aitas. no Tentative Xcp shall be required, but a Parcol Yap
errtai.±re th.o inforaviom spocir'iod by Section 1359 of this coda
.nd --A s all Le re rod..''
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aiud Parcel rap anall be filed with the City .n3reer ard recorded
according to the procedure sot forth in Sections 135O thrzu-h 3fAi
of thic 'C440.
(u) No Tentative map, Final Map or Parcel r3p sr'ill te rccu:red
for thoce zpectrio types of oubdivision exemrted ty Zections C..12
ar.d 66428 of A.- .
(f) 'Ihe Director of Pubic Works3 shall- ! MO-*-ner9-tr-.
wr.ivo the requireoront of a Fcrcel Yap :or any !tproved or irzcoe
land anown on the latest equali:ed county assessrr.; roll as
contiiuous units or parcela unere the urit:s or parels 1.ave b.-er.
aubdivided c;;ally and codPli.es with the ruquare=ets as to lot
width and area, improvement and deaign, flood waer d..r.a e cotrl1
appropriLto improved public roads, -an.t'r-r diposZl facilities,
watar supply availability and enviropaer.ta protectioan.-
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& -vto it ordained by the porlu of the City and County of Sar F..ancioco;
P ' set~ c 1. Chapter XIII, art II, of the San Francioco .unicipaj
. Code) io herety arnendcd by amending 3cction 1315
I hore:.f to read as follow3:
to (a) 7ees, payable to the Departnent of Public Works, shall te
I .-
II 2 ch?:-d for h2ccir.-; a.! proces*ing the naps, plans and reports filed
11 "..:..r t*i: Code. Said fcs sl.a1l consisct of an ir.itial payert of one'
'13 h.-1r' dellars (p1.O), paid at the tire of filing a Ter.tative l4ap,
14 ;:,Z a-.- requirad additional cura needed to equal the actual t:ont of
,s n the n.!s, plans and reports, tocothcr with the inventicatlons
S.,,ral t'-.ccto. For Parc1 1-aps which do not require the C.lir
i of' a Tontati-.-o .ap, a riat :e.3 f.lfty dollars (:?50.00) shall be
:1 charged for chec.:ing and procesainC. A fco of t1:enty five dellars
it (:5.C0) shall b3 charged for processir. a Parcel M.np waiver. All
2s ct fees shall 'oe paid at the tie of filinG.
21 (b) 2.y-ent of Fees charged under this Code does not waive the
20 requir:e.ts of other ord-Iances and rules ard regulations pursu.-
- ( e) There Is hereby created a Subdivision Fund wherein all funds
* received under the provision of this Section $hall be deposized. All
2& expenditures from the Fund shall be for engineering or techni al
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AMENDENTy OF THE WHOLE
Adopted in Board 7-2-79
ORDINANCE NO. 33 2
AMENDING PART II, CHAPTER XIII (SUBDIVISION CODE), SAN FRANCISCO
MUNICIPAL CODE BY AMENDING ARTICLE 1 CONCERNING THE PURPOSES Of
THE SUBDIVISION CODEI ARTICLE 2 CONCERNING THE DEFINITIONS OF
TENANT, SUB-TENANT, AND LOW AND MODERATE INCOME HOUSING STOCKI
ARTICLE 3 CONCERNING THE REQUIREMENT OF PUBLIC HEARINGS; ARTICLE 4
CONCERNING THE REQUIREMENT FOR A TENTATIVE MAP APPLICATION,
DISCRETION OF CITY ENGINEER TO HOLD SUBDIVISION CONFERENCE WHERE
PUBLIC HEARING IS NOT REQUIRED, REQUIREMENT AND DISCRETION OF THE
CITY PLANNING COMMISSION TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARING ON THE CONSISTENCY
OF CONDOMINIUM SUBDIVISIONS OTHER THAN CONVERSIONS OF MORE THAN
FIFTY UNITS WITH THE MASTER PLAN; ARTICLE 5 CONCERNING LOW AND
MODERATE INCOME OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS AND A HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
FUND; ARTICLE 7 CONCERNING REQUIREMENTS FOR FINAL AND PARCEL MAPS1
ADDING ARTICLE 9, SECTIONS 1380 THROUGH 1396 CONCERNING REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR CONVERSION TO CONDOMINIUM WHICH INCLUDE REQUIREMENTS
FOR AND EXCEPTIONS TO THE APPLICATION PACKET, CONFORMITY TO
HOUSING, BUILDING AND PLANNING CODES, PRESERVATION OF LOW AND
MODERATE INCOME HOUSING, CIRCUMSTANCES FOR DENIAL OF THE TENTATIVE
MAP, RIGHT OF TENANTS TO CONTRACT FOR PURCHASE OF UNIT,
REQUIREMENT FOR TENANT INTENT TO PURCHASE, PROVISION FOR
TEMPORARY RELOCATION OF TENANTS, RENT INCREASES TO BE LIMITED FOR
CERTAIN TIME PERIODS TO BAY AREA COST OF LIVING INDEX, NOTICE OF
INTENT TO CONVERT AND NOTICE OF EVICTION TO BE GiVEN, EETENSION
OF LEASES TO ALL TENANTS, EXTENSION Of LIFETIME LEASES TO ELDERLY
N
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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AND PERMANENTLY DISABLED, PROVISION OF MOVING EXPENSES AND
RELOCATION ASSISTANCE BY SUBDIVIDER, TIME LIMITS FOR
RE-APPLICATION FOR CONVERSION, SALE OF UNITS, AND LIMITATION ON
1,000
NUMBER OF APPROVED CONVERSIONS TO-GG0-UNITS PER YEAR; AND
REPEALING ARTICLE 9 SECTION 1380 THROUGH 1385. AN EMERGENCY
ORDINANCE.
Be it ordained by the People of the City and County of San
Francisco:
Section 1. Part II, Chapter XIII of the San Francisco Muni-
cipal Code (Subdivision Code) is hereby amended by amending
Article 1, Section 13021 by amending Article 2, Section 13081 by
amending Article 3, Section 1314; by amending Article 4, Section
1323, 1328 and 1332y by amending Article 5, Section 1341: and, by
amending Article 7, Sections 1357 and 1359, to read as follows:
ARTICLE 1
GENERAL PROVISIONS
SEC. 1302. Purposes.
(a) This Code is enacted to establish procedures and
requirements for the control and approval of subdivision develop-
ment within the City and County of San Francisco in accordance
with SMA.
(b) This Code is enacted to encourage and ensure the
development of subdivisions consistent with the objectives of the
San Francisco Master Plan.
A mLy N ggTs
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such real property, such as an apartment, office, or store. A
Condominium may include in addition a separate interest in other
portions of such real property. Such estate may. with respect to
the duration of its enjoyment, be either (1) an estate of
inheritance of perpetual estate, (2) an estate for life, or (3)
an estate for years, such as a leasehold or subleasehold. This
definition is intended to conform to Section 783 of the
California Civil Code and any other section of California law.
(d) 'Conversion' shall mean a proposed change in the type
of ownership of a parcel or parcels of land, together with the
existing attached structures, to that defined as a Condominium
project, Community Apartment project or Stock Cooperative,
regardless of the present or prior use of such land and struc-
tures and of whether substantial improvements have been made to
such structures.
(e) 'Project" shall mean the entire parcel of real property
divided or to be divided in any of the methods defined as a
suodivision.
(f) 'Stock Cooperative" shall mean a corporation formed or
availed of primarily for the purpose of holding title to, either
in fee simple or for a term of years, improved real property, if
all or substantially all of the shareholders of such corporation
receive a right of exclusive occupancy in a portion of the real
property, title to which is held by the corporation, which right
of occupancy is transferable only concurrently with the transfer
of the share or shares of stock in the corporation held by the
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page 5
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person having such right of occupancy.
(g) "Subdivider" shall mean a person, firm, corporation,
partnership or association who proposes to divide, divides or
causes to be divided real property into a subdivision for himself
or for others. City agencies, including the San Francisco
Redevelopment Agency, are exempted from this definition.
(h) 'Subdivision" shall mean the division of any improved
or unimproved land, shown on the latest equalized county assess-
ment roll as a unit or as contiguous units, for the purpose of
sale, lease or financing, whether immediate or future. Property
shall be considered as contiguous units even if it is separated
by roads, streets, utility easements or railroad rights-of-way.
This definition shall specifically but not exclusively include
Condominiums, Community Apartments, Stock Cooperatives and
Conversions.
(I) "Unit" shall mean the elements of a project which are
to be owned individually and not in common with the owners of
other elements of the project.
(j) "Tenant" shall mean a person or persons entitled under
a lease rental agreement or other agreement with the property
owner or his or her agent to occupy a dwelling unit to the
exclusion of others. For purposes of this definition, 'Tenant'
shall mean 'Subtenant" or defined in Section 1308(K) where the
subtenant occupies and resides in the unit in agreement with and
to the exclusion of the tenant and with the consent of the owner.
(k) 'Sub-tenant' shall mean a person or persons whose
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Page 6
p.
or a Parcel Rapt
S. Description of variances and exceptions that are
requestedy and
6. Certification that the subdivider or his or her
agent shall not retain any right, title or interest in
any common area or areas or facilities of the
subdivision and its amenities, except those bommon
areas in which the subdivider retains an individual
interest by virtue of ownership of one or more of the
units.
(b) Environmental Evaluation Data. Data shall be supplied
on the appropriate City Planning forms for an Environmental
Impact Evaluation or in appropriate format to satisfy require-
ments for environmental review under the California Environmental
Quality Act.
SEC. 1328. Subdivision Conference. Within six (6) days
after all agency reports have been received or after expiration
of the review time limits or any mutually agreed extension
thereof, and if a public hearing is not required by this code or
deemed necessary by the Director, the City Engineer at his or her
discretion may hold a subdivision conference to discuss the
reports submitted. Written notice of such conference shall be
sent to the subdivider, to all agencies who have submitted a
report, and to other persons and organizations who have expressed
an interest in the proposed subdivision.
SEC. 1332. Consistency with Master Plan.
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(a) Whenever a property is to.be subdivided, the City
Planning Commission shall hold a public hearing on the question
of consistency of the subdivision with the Master Plan except for
condominiums other than conversions, where the property to be
subdivided will be divided into fewer than fifty (50) units; a
public hearing shall be held in such cases, however, upon request
by one or more owners of contiguous property within ten (10) days
following the mailing of notice to those owners of the filing of
an application for a condominium subdivision, or upon a
determination of the Department of City Planning that a public
hearing is warranted on the question of consistency of the
subdivision with the Master Plan. Notice of such hearing shall
be given pursuant to Section 1313.
(b) The Director shall disapprove the proposed subdivision
when the Department of City Planning finds that the proposed
subdivision is not consistent with the Master Plan.
(c) When the Department of City Planning finds that a
proposed subdivision will be consistent with the Hastex Plan only
upon compliance with certain conditions, the Director shall
incorporate said conditions in his or her conditional approval of
the proposed subdivision.
SEC.
(a)
or units,
1341.
In all
except
ARTICLE 5
SUBDIVISION REQUIREMENTS
Low and Moderate Income Occupancy.
subdivisions involving fifty (SO) or mre lots
for condominium or cooperative conversion
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the Director or his or her designee. In considering the
reasonableness of a rent increase, the Director shall consider
whether the rental revenues are sufficient to adequately maintain
the building in safe and sound condition, and in conformity with
any applicable sections of the San Francisco Housing and Building
Codes. The Director may allow rent increases greater than the
proportionate increases in the residential rent component of the
"Bay Area Cost of Living Index, U. S. Department of Labor*, in
order to allow the building to be maintained in safe and sound
condition. The rental increase provisions of this section shall
apply only in the absence of other applicable rent increase or
arbitration laws.
(e) Units made available for purchase by households of low
or moderate income shall remain within the low or moderate income
housing stock pursuant to the recapture provision of Section (c)
above. Units made available for rental shall remain as rental
units for no less than twenty (20) years, provided, however, that
such rental units may be converted to condominiums during such
twenty (20) year period if offered for sale according to the
sales price formula of section (c) above.
(i) As an alternative to the provisions of subsections (b)
and (c) above, the subdivider shall make a bona fide agreement,
satisfactory to the Department of City Planning, to construct or
cause to be constructed within a period commencing eighteen (18)
months prior to the date of filing the application for conversion
and ending eighteen (18) months after filing of the final or
BOARDBOARD OF SUPVISORS Page 14
parcel map, or to provide through other means, the same number of
units and under the same conditions as would be required for low
or moderate income occupancy under the provisions of subsections
(b) and (c) above, in areas approved by the Department of City
Planning as being non-impacted with assisted housing.
(g) As a further alternative to the provisions of
subsections (b), (c), and () above, the subdivider shall pay to
the City and County of San Francisco an amount equal to ten
percent (10%) of the difference between the aggregate total of
the proposed market rate sales prices, as indicated on the price
list supplied with the application packet, and the aggregate
total of the sales prices if the units were to be sold at
moderate income sales prices, as determined by the sales price
formula of Section 1385 and subsection (c) above. This payment
shall be made within two years of the recordation of the Final
Map.
(h) Funds collected pursuant to subsection (9) above, shall
be deposited Into the Housing Development Fund, which fund is to
be used to provide assistance in the development of new housing
resources for persons and households of low or moderate income.
SEC. 1343. Policies and Procedures for use of the Housing
Development Fund.
1. Purpose of the Fund
(a) To reduce the cost of construction of new
residential structures so that dwelling units in
such structures are affordable by persons of low
Page 13 BOARD or SUPERVISORS
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Department for the use of monies from the Fund to be applied to a
specific residential development or for creation of a loan
program or co-ownership or equity partnership program.
Applications shall specify how monies from the Fund would
make units affordable by persons or households of low or moderate
income and shall specify how units assisted by the Fund would
remain in occupancy by low or moderate income households. If the
application is for a loan program or co-ownership or equity
partnership program, the application shall specify the
eligibility standards, the maximum amount of any loans to be
made, the terms and conditions of any loans or equity partnership
agreements, and all other requirements necessary to make the
proposed program conform to the purposes of this section.
Applications shall be reviewed by the Loan and Grant Committee,
whose decisions on such applications shall be final. Monies may
be disbursed from the Fund only on the recommendation of the Loan
and Grant Committee.
S. Reporting on Program Status
The Real Estate Department shall report quarterly to the
Board of Supervisors on the current status of the Fund, the
amounts approved for disbursement, the number and types of
projects assisted, and shall make recommendations for any changes
deemed necessary to improve the effectiveness of the Fund in
achieving its purpose.
0 or SU SaAPERVISORS
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ARTICLE 7
FINAL MAPS AND PARCEL MAPS
Sec. 1357. Certificates on Final Map.
Sec. 1359. Parcel Map.
SEC. 1357. Certificates on Final Map.
(a) In addition to the certificates required by SMA, the
following certificates shall be on the Final Map:
1. City Attorney's Certificatel
2. Advisory Agency's Certificate: and
3. A Certificate of Agreement. Whenever the
conditional approval of the Application Packet includes
conditions which are to be met after the recordation of
the Final Map, a Certificate signed by the subdivider
agreeing to perform said conditions, which are listed
on the Certificate, shall be required.
SEC. 1359. Parcel Map.
(a) The requirements of subsection (c) of Section 1356 of
this Code shall apply to Parcel Maps.
(b) The Parcel Map shall conform to the requirements of
Chapter 2, Article 3 of the SMA and to the Subdivision Regula-
tions regarding detailed format and contents.
(c) In the case of conversions where a Tentative Map is not
required, the requirements of Article 9 on the conversions shall
apply, provided that public hearings as provided in Section 1332
shall not be required, and the ten percent (10%) los and moderate
income occupancy as provided in Section 1341 shall not be
.1
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disabled who have resided in the building over the past
three (3) years to the extent that such information is
known or can be made known to the subdivider.
4. A building condition and sales program report
including:
(a) A building inspector's report made by either
the Bureau of Building Inspection or a certified
engineer or architect acceptable to the Bureau of
Building Inspectionj with said report to contain
any Housing Code violations and incipient or
potential deficiencies including electrical,
plumbing and boiler requirementer where a
building to be converted to condominiums is two
(2) years old or less, a Certificate of
Completion issued by the Bureau of Building
Inspection may be accepted in lieu of a building
inspector's report;
(b) A statement of repairs and improvements and
projected cost of same the subdivider plans to
make before conveyance of the units by the
subdividery
(c) A list of the proposed sales prices for each
unit including an indication as to whether the
unit will be sold in fee simple or a leasehold
interest, the estimated condominium association
dues, the rentals it a leasehold interest is
.4
proposed, and a statement of the proposed sales
program, particularly plans to promote
affirmative action in housingy this information
to be used to assure compliance with the
requirements of this code and SMA. The sales
prices listed for each unit shall remain in
effect and shall not be increased by the
subdivider until the unit is sold to the tenant
or until the tenant has waived his or her right
of first refusal and the unit is made available
to the general public, provided that the sales
price may be increased by the following amounts:
(1) the percentage increase in the Housing
Component of the "Bay Area Consumer Price Index,
U. S. Dept. of Labor," above the price index
in existence as of the date the application is
filed: and (2) the pro rata actual cost of any
repairs or improvements made by the applicant in
addition to those set forth in the application,
pursuant to section 1381(a)(4)(b). During this
period of time, any reduction in price of any one
unit from the price level indicated on the state-
ment shall not be made without comparable reduc-
tions to the prices of all other units.
(d) A summary of tenant contacts including all
meetings held with tenants and all information
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existing facilities are indicated in the Tentative Nap, a State-
ment of Known Soil and Geologic Conditions may be substituted for
tne required Soil and Geologic Reconnaissance Report. Said
Statement shall be prepared by the engineer or surveyor who
prepares the Tentative map and shall contain the following
information as taken from the latest U.S. Geologic Maps:
1. Soil Deposits;
2. Rock Formations#
3. Faults:
4. Ground Water; and
S. Landslides.
SEC. 1382. Exceptions From Application Packet.
(a) Application Packets for Conversions shall have deleted
the following information required by provisions of this Code:
1. Except as otherwise required by other Sections of
this Article 9, the statements required by Section
1323(a), paragraphs 1, 2, and 3, shall be deleted.
2. The environmental evaluation data required by
Section 1323(b).
SEC. 1383. Conformity of Housing, Building and Planning
Codes. As a condition of Final Map approval, the subdivider must
demonstrate that all applicable provisions of the City's Housing,
Building and City Planning Codes have been met and that all vio-
lations of such codes have been satisfactorily corrected or, upon
the approval of the Director, and prior to Recordation of the
Final Nap or Parcel Nap, funds have been adequately escrowed or
aOARD or SUPERVISORS
bonded to assure completion of such corrective work prior to the
closing of escrow of any unit in the project.
SEC. 1384. Procedural Additions.
(a) In addition to the notice of Public Hearing required by
Section 1313, notice of any Public Hearing by the Director shall
be sent to each tenant of the property proposed for Conversion in
accordance with the provisions of Section 1313. The cost of such
notice shall be borne by the subdivider.
(b) in addition to the requirements of Section 1331 of this
Code regarding the Advisory Agency's Report, the Subdivider,
subject to review by the Director shall mail a notice to each
tenant which shall inform the tenant of the following:
1. The Director's decision, along with a statement of
any conditions which may have been incorporated in a
conditional approval of a Tentative Mapl
2. The right of tenants to appeal the Director's
decision; and
3. The availability for examination of a copy of the
Advisory Agency's Report at the Director'l office.
The cost of such notice shall be borne by the
subdivider.
(c) Section 1333 of this Code is modified to provide for an
appeal by the tenants of any project to be converted, from the
final action by the Director of any application for Conversion.
Any such appeal shall be taken by filing a written notice of
appeal, subscribed by at least twenty percent (20%) of said
Ij
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the subdivider may not reapply for eighteen (18) months from date
of denial. in evaluation of the current vacancy level under this
subsection, the increase in rental rates for each unit over the
preceding five years and the average monthly vacancy rate for the
project over the preceding three years shall be considered. In
the evaluation of the displacement of elderly tenants any such
displacements over the preceding three years, and the reasons
therefore, shall be considered.
SEC. 1387. Right of Tenants to Contract for the Purchase
of Unit.
(a) The present tenant or tenants at the date of filing of
the application for a Tentative Map of any unit to be converted
or, in the event of a voluntary vacation, or eviction for cause,
the tenant or tenants in occupancy at the date of issuance of the
State Department of Real Estate's Final Subdivision Public Report
shall be given a non-transferable contract right to purchase the
unit occupied at a price no greater than the price offered to the
general public.
(b) The right of contract for purchase of the unit shall
extend for sixty (60) days from the date the unit is initially
offered to the tenant in writing by the subdivider. The period
of acceptance of the offer may be extended if such an agreement
is executed in writing by the subdivider and tenant, provided
that the tenant may cancel the purchase agreement if the unit is
not conveyed to that tenant within sia (6) months of the agree-
ment to purchase.
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(c) The offer of sale may not be extended by the subdivider
to the tenant until the recordation of the Final Map or Parcel
Nap, and until the issuance of the State Department of Real
Estate Estate's final Subdivision Public Report.
SEC. 1388. Tenant Intent to Purchase. No application for
conversion shall be approved unless there are substantial nusoers
of tenants who have indicated their intent to purchase their
rental unit. This intent shall be evidenced by the submittal in
writing by no less than forty percent (40%) of the tenants of
intent to purchase forms, as provided by the Department of Public
Works. In obtaining or soliciting intent to purchase forms from
tenants, subdividers shall comply with any restrictions set forth
in the California Business and Professions Code and Regulations
of the Real Estate Commissioner. In calculating the total number
of units necessary to satisfy this provision, there shall be
included in the forty percent (40%) requirement any units in
which the occupant qualified for and has expressed an intent to
obtain a renewable lifetime lease pursuant to Section 1391(c).
Any tenant intent to purchase forms obtained by way of an
inducement of the subdivider to provide benefits to that tenant
beyond those established by this Code shall be so identified and
the specific representations of the subdivider shall be set forth
in detail. All such intent to purchase forms shall become a
matter of public record and the subdivider shall be required to
comply with his or her representations as conditions of approval.
The intent to purchase forms, once signed by a tenant, shall
W,
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the date of approval of the Final Napi the rental charge and
rights and obligations of the parties during said period shall be
in accordance with subsection (c) of this section.
(b) Upon expiration of all such time requirements and upon
satisfaction of any conditions required for conformity with the
Master Plan, including the recordation of the Final Map or Parcel
Map, the tenant shall also be entitled to the statutory period
for notice of eviction as provided in California Civil Code
Section 1946.
This provision shall not affect the requirement that a
tenant receive relocation services and reimbursement for moving
expenses provided that the tenant request and be eligible for
said services as provided in Section 1392 and Section 1393, and
provided that the time for relocation assistance not extend
beyond the 120 day period of the notice of intent to convert or
any lease extension as required in subsection (a) of this section.
(c) No subdivider or subsequent condominium unit owner
shall refuse to renew a lease or extend a rental agreement to any
non-purchasing tenant aged sixty-two (62) or older at the time of
Recordation of the Final Map or Parcel Map, or any tenant perma-
nently disabled. Any extended leases or rental agreements made
pursuant hereto shall expire only upon the death or demise of
such tenant or the last surviving member of the tenant's house-
hold, provided such surviving member is related to the tenant by
blood or marriage and in aged sixty-two (62) or older at the time
of death or demise of such tenant, or at such time as the tenant
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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voluntarily vacates the unit after giving due notice of such
intent to vacate. Each lease shall contain a provision allowing
the tenant to terminate the lease and vacate the unit upon 30
days notice. Rent charged during the term of any extended lease
or rental agreement pursuant to the provisions of this section
shall not exceed the rent charged at the time of filing of the
application for conversion, plus any increases proportionate to
the increases in the residential rent component of the "Bay Area
Cost of Living Index, U. S. Dept. of Labor," provided that the
rental increase provisions of this section shall be operative
only in the absence of other applicable rent increase or
arbitration laws. This section shall not alter or abridge the
rights or obligations of the parties in performance of their
convenants, including but not limited to the provision of
services, payment of rent or the obligations imposed by Sections
1941, 1941.1 and 1941.2 of the California Civil Code. There
shall be no decrease in dwelling unit maintenance or other
services historically provided to such units and such tenants.
SEC. 1392. Subdivider to Provide Moving Expenses.
(a) The subdivider shall bear the cost of moving expenses
of any tenant who relocates from the building to be converted.
The tenant, at his or her option, shall be reimbursed either for
the actual moving expenses up to a maximum of one thousand
dollars ($1,000), or for the fixed amount allowed by the moving
expense schedule of the Central Relocation Services agency. In
the event the unit is occupied by a sub-tenant under an agreement
Page 34
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year or for action after all previously accepted applications
have been acted upon and less than 1000 units had been approved
for conversion. The Board of Supervisors shall review this
section within one year from the date of approval of this
ordinance.
Section 4. Emergency Provision. This ordinance is hereby
enacted as an emergency ordinance pursuant to Charter Sections
2.300 and 2.301. The basis for said emergency is as follows:
"An increase in condominium conversions coupled with a low
vacancy factor and increasing rents has precipitated a rental
housing crisis in San Francisco. The number of condominium
conversion applications has greatly increased during the last
twelve months, straining the ability of the Department of Public
Works, City Planning Department ond the Board of Supervisors to
process applications within the time limitations established by
the State Subdivision Map Act. In anticipation of the enactment
of tnis ordinance, applications continue to be filed at an
increasing rate. Because of the large number of pending
applications, the City and County may be prevented from properly
reviewing those applications within the required time
limitations, resulting in the automatic approval of such
applications, thus creating an actual emergency."
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
Gm7- AGNOST, CITY ATTORNEY
Deputy Ciz~y ]ttorney
BOARD OF SUPERVISOBS Page 37
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Passed as an emergency tnsasure-Board of Supervisors. San Francisco,........................
Ayes: Supervisoreiok DolaanmsmsnhI.oranxy, Hutch. Kopp. Lau. Molinari. Pelosi. Rene. Silver.
.. . . . . . . . . . . . ........e e....... . . ............. ..... ....
Absent: Supsrvhore.. .............................
I heeby certify that the fore eing onandi wa s pasnd by the
Bord of Supiors of the City ond County of Sn Fraciaie.
Clerk
...1..pp.j e .. JA
Mh lip. Ap m ayor
@1"
PROCEDURL3 GOVERIING C OIDINUM' CONVEJRST
AND CREATIOTT OF NTE:1 CONDMTINIUES
With
Application PacketAppendix "A"l
Appendix "B"
Appendix "C"
Appendix "D"
Construction Loan Guarantee
Form
Bureau of Building Inspection
Physical Inspection Fee Schedule
Central Relocation Services
Information For Ccndominium.
Conversions
Division of Surveys and mapping
Bureau of Engineering
Departmrent of Public t:ks
July 12, 1979
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PROCEDURES GOVERNINI"G CONDOMINIUM C &NVERSI ONS
AND CREATION OF N&1 CONDCMINTUMS
A condomintum, whether conversion or neww, falls w3thin the catcgory
of a cubdivision; as such, it is governed by the Subdi vision Map Act
of the State cf California and the SubdiviSion Code, and all amend-
ments thereto, of the City and County of San Francisco.
The following are general procedures describing the requirements for
converting rental units into condominiumz, or creating a new condo-
minium. It is not the purpose of this brochure to go in details on
all the technical and legal aspects of subdividin- real properties,
including condominiums, in sche City and County of San Francisco.
They are within the realm of said Act and Code.
Principally, there are two categories of condominium subdivisicn.
One is where a project consistin g of fcur or less units. Sich a
condominium subdivision require only a parcel map and does not require
a tentative map. The other is where a project having five or more
units. The Jatuer requires both a tentative and a final map. The
major distinctions are that approval of a parcel does not require
action of the 3card of Superviscrs, nor does it require a public
hearing; whereas a regular subdivision rap usually goes thrcu1h a
public hearin orocedure, and the final riap r72st be aproved byr the
Bcard ol' Supervisors. Those 'ith four or less units need not reserve
105, of their units for lcw and moderate incom households; while those
with five- c- More units are required to reserv 1C'% of the units for
occupancy by low and moderate income households, or be subjected to
some other alternatives as sopecified in the Subdvsion Code, as
amended.
Other than the above, the follc.ing procecures generally apply to
all ccndominium conversions regardless of the number of units
involved.
I. Initial Submittal
See Appendix "A" attached
(Note: Parcel o2 Subdivision Maps r;ust be prepared by
a licensed Surveyor or a Registered Civil Engineer)
II. Referral to other City A-encies:
Upon receipt of the initial submittal package, referral will
be made to the Department of City Planni-n at 100 Larkin Street,
for their checking and review with reg;ard to ccnsistency with
the Master Plan and4 other pertinent Plannin- Co ds,
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For tlho:;e pro.Jct conrltinr of' fivc or more unit;, the Plan-
ning Departmrn1t r::y rcqui.re i-nv1ironmern1r:rta1l Impact Evaluations
on the proro;nd con-m r- on; . or uch pro.jo 1t;, therc w111
also be a public hear.n;" before the 1lanning Commission.
Where required, referrals will be made to other City agencies
for their comment and recomimendations.
III. Aporoval, Conditional Anoroval or Disanproval of Parcel or
Tentative 1cao
The surveyor or Engineer who prepared the m.ap will be notifled
by letter of the approval and conditions of such approval, or
disapproval of the parcel or tentative map.
Where a conversion involvin, five or more units, the City
Engineer may, at his discretion, hold a subdivision conference
with the subdivider or his agent prior to formally approving
or conditionally approving the tentative map.
Where' a condominium project consisting of 25 or more units, a
public hearngr may be required. Such a hearing, if required, -
may take place either jointly with the Department of City Plan-
ning or independently thereof.
IV. Submittal of Final M4ao
1. Two cooIes or sets of final map in cloth prints bearing all
required signatures and incorporating all corrections, addi-
tions or omissions as specified in the letter of approval.
Original signatures, stamps or seals must appear on said
cloth prints of the final map.
2. One copy or set of Vandyke of the final map.
3. One copy or set of tracing of the final map.
4. Where a condomi.nium project consisting of 5 or more units,
approval of the final map shall be by legislation of the
Board of Supervisors. In which case, the subdivideri must
subm.it, in addition to the above, a current Tax Certificate
issued by the Controller of the City and County, and a
certified or cashier's check of the amount as shown on 3aid
Tax Certificate. In lieu thereof, an approved bond of twi.ce
of that amount may be accepted.
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V. Actions Leadinr To Annroval By The Board of Suervisors
*The Board of Supervi1:or-s holds hearinrs on subdivisions and
other matters every Mondn-y, except when a Monaf-y fall on a
legal holiday. Cencrally :;pcakingrw, it takes about 3 weeks
from the time a final OubdiviSion map and all required
inclusions are properly zubmitted to the Advisory Agency to
the time it is heard by the Board.
After the Board has approved the final map, the Resolution
of such approval must be signed by the Mayor, who has ten
days to do so.
VI. Recordation
1. Conversions
No parcel map or final map of a condominium conversion may
be recorded until a current 3?. insoection report issued by
the Bureau of' Building Inspection of the City arid County
has been submitted by the subdivider, demonstrating that
there are no violations of' the Building; and Housing Codes.
If any such violations exist, they must be satisfactorily
corrected, as ev:Idenced by a Certificate of Completion
issued by said .Bureau, before the map can be recorded.
(See VII below for alternatives)
2. New Constructions
No parcel or afnal subdivi.sion map of a new condominium
may be recorded until a Certificate of Completion has
been issued by the Bureau of Building Inspection. (See
VII below for alternatives)
3. Updatinn Title Re.sort
When a parcel or final map is ready for recordatiron, the
title compar involved will be notified to update the title
report on, or vari-ication of, thc o-erhip cf the property
shown on the :nap as of the date of recordation.
4. The subdivider is required to submi± a copy of CC and R
(Declaration of Conditions, Covenants and Restrictions)
prior to recordation of a prcel or final condominium
subdivision map, whether conversion or new,
VII. Imp ovement Bond ,Financial Gliarantoe of CocrAletl on
1. Where time is such an essence that a dclay in the recorda-
tion of an approved parcel or final rimap will create finan-
cial hardship on the subdivider, who has deionstrated his
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intcntion in prood .aith to covr:ct a.ll code vIoations as
reported by the YO',u o U(.16lai In,.petion prior to
closing eocrow of any unit or units o" the condominium, ho
may post an improvement bond of an amount approved by the
Advisory Agrency, or deposit sufficient funds in an escrow,
as a guarantee that all necessary work wi11 be done to
correct such said code violations.
2. Funds deposited in an escrow for the aforesaid purposes
shall not be released until such tme when all c orrective
works have been completed as evidenced by a Certificate of
Completion issued by said Eureau of Building Inspection.
Under certain circumstances and upon approval by the City
Engineer, funds deposited in an escrow may be partially
released to meet progressive payments 2cr the portion or
portions of the corrective works that have been completed,
provided that the inspector who zigned the original inspec-
tion report certifies in writing that such is the case.
3. In the case of a new construction where granting- of a
construction loan by a bankinr institute hinges on the
recordation of the approved parcel or final map, or where
the subdivider has already secured -a constructicn loan of
sufficient amount, the map in question may be recorded
prior to cormle.tion of all units and improvement shown
thereon, when the banking institute involved guarantees
the City and County in writing that all such constructions
will be completed i1thin a certain time limit. Such a
letter of guarantee shall be worded as shown on the form
attached under Appendix "B".
VIII. Extension of Advicry Arency Review Time Limit
The time limit for reviewing a properly submitted tentative map
by the Advisory Agency where specified in the Subdivision Map
Act of the State of California imay be extended when necessary.
in which caze, the subdivider will be so notified; and a formal
agreement on the time extension shall be executed.
IX. IFees
1. Procesz ng fees charged by the Department of Public Wcrks
for checking-, reviewing and processin: a parcel or subd-
vision map is based on the estimated cost of doing all
such works. Such fees are not refundale regardless
whether or not the mkap in question is approved. All fees
must be settled prior to recordation of the map.
2. Recordin.g fee is computed on the bas:.is of 35 for the first
sheet of the map, and j2 for each additional shoet there-
after. Rcccrding foc is payable to the Co-inty R.corder.
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APPENI'DIX "A"
Application Packet
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CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
OFFICE OF THE 260 CITY HALL
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS July 16, 1979 SAN FRANCISCO
CALIFORNIA 94102
Application For Condominium
Subdivision (Residential)
Gentlemen:
Part II, Chapter XIII of the San Francisco 1unicip3l Ccde, commonly
kncwn as the Subdivision Code, has been aimended by Ordinance No.
337-79, adopted by the Board of Supervisor'z on July 2, 1979, and
signed by the Mayor on July 6, 1979. To implement the provisions of
the amended Code and st-.ndardi.ze all applications for residential
condominium subdivisions, whether n.ew or ccnver-icns, the attached
forms, hereinfter referred to as the Aprlication Packet, have been
developed to assist you in riaking proper'and complete submittals for
our review and processing.
The subdivider is reouired to check and complete all items on said
forms applicable to the proposed project, and attach all necessary
supporting documents and data corresponding to those items that have
been chececd.
List "A" of the Application Packet consists of th~3e itemc which are
required by the Department of Public 1cr.ks. List "B" of said Applica-
tion Packet consists of such items which must be reviewed by the De-
partment of City Planning.
Both lists and all documents related thereto, respectively, shall be
submitted at the same time to the Division of Surveys and 'apving of
the Bureau of Engineerin, Departmnent of Fublic 'orks, R-oom! 3'2, City
Hall. Items and documents belcnginn; to the separate lists shal1 be
clearly so labeled, segregated and packa::ed to assure smooth handlin-.
Any reouired item or items, document or documents, missin; from eithor
list shall be deemed incomplete submitt.%4l, causing either rojecticn oc
the submittal or delay in processing.
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July 16, 1979
Page 2
If you have further questions concornin- the zubject matter, please
call Messrs. George Woo or Raymond Wong of the Department of Public
Works at 558-4972, or Messrs. Alz-c Bash or Jim Miller of the Depart-
ment of City Planning at 558-3055 "or assistance.
Very truly yours,
Jeffrey Lee
Director of Public Works
and Advisory Agency
Enc1: Application Packet (Lists "A" and "B")
Tenant Intent to Purchase Form
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(Date)
Application for Condominium
Subdivision
Mr. Jeffrey Lee
Director of Public Works
City Hall, Room 260
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Mr. Lee:
In compliance with the Subdivision Code of the City and
County of San Francisco and all a.sncments thereto, 1,
we, the undersi.ned subdivider, or agent, hereby submit
to you for yonr review and processin-; a proposed condo-
minium u idi sicn of residential property, together
with Lists "A" and "B" of the Appication Packce t and all
applicable items, fee, documents and data checked there-
on.
Very truly yours,
Attachment: Appli.cation Packet
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?age .
APPLICATION PACKET
List "A"
(Required by Department of Public Works for all residential condo-
miniums of two or more Units)
Property Address:
Assessor's block and lot No,:
Name and Address of Subdivider:
Name and Address of firm or agent preparing the subdivision map:
Title of Map:
Number of Units in Project:
New Construction (Not Previously Occupied) Conversion
Number of Studio Units with no bedrooms
Number of Units with one bedroom
Number of Units with two bedrooms
Number of Units with three or more bedrooms
Date of Submittal:
Check the following items enclosed where applicable:
1. Six (6) Prints or Sets of Parcel Map -------------------- D
(For 4 or less Units)
2. Eight (8) Prints or Sets of Tentative I-lap-----------------
(For 5 or more Units)
3. Preliminary Title Report----------------------------------
4. Checking Fee ($ )--------------------------------
5. 3R Report ------------------------------------
6. Buildi6ng Inspection Report --------------------------------
Report No. 3H-
Date of Report
Inspector's Nam2 : (Bui ld in)
(Electrical)
(Plumbin-)
Pare 2
AP'LT(ATIOU !'AC',*:T
LIst "A" CortiUued
7. Building History -------------------------------------
8. Previous land use (For New Construction Only) -----------------
9. List of Tenants and their apartment Nos.------------------------
10. Rental History --------------------------------------------------
11. Proposed Sales Prices ----------------------------------------
12. Soils Report
For Conversion only, prepared by a Licensed Surveyor
or a Registered Civil En,;ineer ------------------------------
For new Construction or major renovations, prepared
by a Soils Engineer----------------------------------------
13. Notice to tenants of the proposed conversion--------------------F*
14. Tenant Intent to Purchase Forms (of the Department of Public
Works), properly signed, and/Cr docu.m.ntation concerning life-
time leases to the elderly c di5abled, to ether representin
fortv peren (40, or more of the occupied units.--------------
15. Is an EXCEPTION reuuested p ursuant to Section 1312 of the
Subdivision Code? Y0S NO
* Subm-,it documental evidence
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Pare 3
APPLICATInIH PACKIT
LIA t "A" Cont inuid
16. Subdivider's Affidavit.
STATE OF CALIFCP2IIA
CITY AND COUN'Y OF SAN FRANCISCO
I (We)
(Print S ubdivider's ame in. Full)
declare, under penalty of perjury, that I am (we are) the o.mner(s)
(authorized agent of the owner(s)) of the property that is the
subject of this application, that the statements herein and in the
attached exhibits present the information recuired for this appli-
cation, and the information presented is true and correct to the
best of my (our) kncwled 7e and bel-ef'.
Date: Signed:
(Applicant)
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, .. " , L t s t ' ~' B tf , " 
(Required by Department cf" :'City Plnnning . foral! residentlal condo .... 
m1n1ums of 20r more Units unless qtheI"t~ise ~ted) 
1 • . ' Addre,ss of Prosect: 
5. 
. . 
Nam~, 'address '" , a!1d telephone' numbeX' of person to be -contacte'q 
concerning, this pro~ect: . ' '. 
Name, and address · o~ subdivider: 
Name and ' a,ddre.-s.s of'ownel",,, . ff' different f::'om subdivider: , .. 
N~\,1 Construct·ion . (Net Prev!ot~sly Occ:lpied) 
~T~"--oe~ 0;' fTni t~ 'Pro'''''\,'osPo-· 
., V ... U. ... ~ U, t .... u.... 'V .. , _ • (If thenu:Jber of 
Units 
proposed ' upcr! 
,- number df ,exlst1:l[; . units, check- . th+~ 
, . ation~) 
c,onvers:t..on differs from -' the' 
bo~D ' Zlnd .a.tt,ach ,an' e~R.la-n-
" < 
7·. · .. ' If the .projsct requires 2.:1 excep'tion to, arlY o:~ the s't1=stnntive 
r_equira;!1~ntor t~e Suodi~.r!si0nGoje, . c::~.ck ~h~s r:oxO ' and 
'-! . ~atta~11 . a!) ex~la:1a t. ~or. . a·s· -'to ~~~hy- . tJ-:e e:{cep.tio!1 is re'Q.ttired. 
8," 
State' \-Thy you believe ,any s't1ch . exception to be consistent , ,t'lit~l . 
the, rliaster?lan. ' .-
A public ' '''hearin~ OCl.y· be r~quire~ in this case. p'rovi:!e . e'i6h' 'o-P 
the I~'o110"'1' l"n-' -t"th .:.. . . ~ ....... ,..., '~14·' .... -:-',~· , -, o.:.... !.1. ..... ~'1,·"'I_ ..... ·~~. n, ' onl~,T. t·· o ' CO~/_" "" __ ' , . ..'.I. 6 ' - ~ ~ • - v:l. ,.;) · d..:.-,~ __ Cc. v ... . ,U. \r1..,:Iy ... _'-'_ •. l ..... _:-, !~) " . 
. i "- . J:\ ~ , . ' L. .... ,. ~ , - - ... . 't r.n.!1 ur.: · .:'o!'~sls 'v,:.hg OJ. ::>. or, -;::C..l"'e , .... :1~y:i, axcep",~ng ·.nacu~es3 J .. d .. ~:C ~ 
unde'r (b)) -' . 
(a) 300-Fcot Rad:!.us I·!ap: A · X2.~ dra-:;·;n 0:1 tracinr; P(!PC~, 
scale ' ... 11 ~ '50-',' e'\..o· · l~- t""e ' r'IYtor'~~~·1r tna+- i~ ,"';'1,.,e J ...., l. •• . '~ i...:, . :1. . ::; _ ~ _.;.. v ',;, ·.. ·v .:> \.1.1. ~ , 
subjec t , c_~ ~J.~_iq .. , ~"~'~c~t~~~ , ~~~ ' ~~l ot~~r - ""r· o'r'lp-try , 
- , - - t..-~:, .... J..~ _""_..:: c._~~ .......... .l~ - p : ' ~",. ,J . 
within a rtdl~3 of 3do teet ; o~ the exter10r " ~ound~ 
aries of' the st~ bJect prope:-ty, the r~~ees~Q!" S block , 
nUi~ber' on ea.ch block. an:! t.SSc-S30~ I S Lot n1;nbe~ qn 
each lot: a.~d tte nur::es · 02 &11 z::-ce:s show'!:. Nap 
0:" 1ndi"ict:~1 clocks r~~y be tr,:tced .::.t ":he J\s3ess~:,ts, 
C· ~~.t ·ce ,. .. ...:; ,.. .. r~o~ - ' · l..:j~h'" - ..... r be o\..ta1-r:a- a' t tl,.,~ "'i "-,r J. ~ ,_ " ~_.~~ ~ '" ~ _ ~ \ '/ '-' v ... ~ 1; .::-.'0/ L.) , • .;; ... · l._ ,\,I _ "".' 
Ellgincel" Z of-fice; l-.cT.·/~'"c:'J . :!.. -: 13 a~viG:lbl·~ ' th3.t this 
work b0 r:or.e . b:r~n ey.perienccc d::'a.:'tcpcr:on.' 
., 
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AiTLICATION PACKE'T
List "B" Continued
In the case of new condominiums of fewer than fifty
(50) units, a public hearing is not required unless
an owner of contiuous property (at the sider, rear
or across the street) requests a bearing. The 300-
Foot Radius :*ap may be omitted, and in its place a
map showing only the contiguous property may be
substituted, provided that in the event a hearing is
ultimately required, you must then provide the 300-.
Foot Radius Map.
(b) Address List: A typed or printed list (ink) showins
the names, addresses and zi.p codes of all current
tenants of the property and showig in numberlcal
order by Block and Lot the names, addresses and ZIp
codes of the last-known owners of all properties
within the 300-foot radius shown on the map. The
names and addresses are available to the public at
the Tax Collector's Of'ice and are those shown on
the latest city-wide assessment roll. Also, include
all names and addresses of additional cwn-ers, attor-
neys, and other parties you wish notified of the
hearing.
In the case of new condominiums of fewer than fifty
(50) units, this list need show only the names and
mailing addresses of owners of con:tiguous property
and others you wish notified of the hearing, provided
that in the event a hearinr is ultimately required,
you must then provide the names and addresses of all
owners within the 300-foot radius.
(c) Envelones: Stam.ed, pre-addressed envelopes, with
Departmsnt of City Planning return addresses, to all
persons shown on the address lists.
9. If new construction of fi-e units or more is involved, an envi-
.onmental eval.uaton (negative declaration cr envircnmental
impact report) is required. If you have already submitted tho
environmental form, give the EE number: f..
If you have not submitted the environmental for:, check this
box and comolete and attach an Eironmenzal Evaluation Form
(available at the Department of City Planning) to this applica-
tion.
10. Rental History and ?r-nosed al3 Prices. Submit the rental
hi s -. rycand pnCos-o1 sae pris pusuant to Setion 138'1(
3 and 4(c) of the uivuision Code. lnfor2tion on the Unit
number, square eet, numer of bedrooms, the currenL rental
rate, the five year rentl historv, and the proposed sales
prices shall be included in one table, and be clearly set for
each unit.
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APPLICATION PAC:ET
List "B" Continued
(a) Number of vacant units
(b) Number of current households with tenants aged 62 or
older, or permanently disabled
(c) Attach a statement giving the names of all tenants
aged 62 or older or permanently disabled who have
resided in the building over the past three years.
Include the forwarding addresses and reasons for
relocation, if applicable. Check this boxF if
there were no such tenants.
11. Give the names of tenants who intent to purchase their units, and
their unit numbers, on a separate list. (Formk! of Intent to Pur-
chase shall be the standard form as designed by the Department of'
Public Wci-ks)
12. Attach the notIce to be Tailed to tenants pursuant to Section
1381(a) 6 of the Subdivision Cod-, omitting any attachments to
that notice othe.iise submitted with the Application Packet.
13. Indicate by number any applications for build in; permits that
have been filed in connection with the proposed use of this
property.
14. For conversions, indicate which cf the following additional items
are included with this application, and explain any omission.
Conversion application generally requires all the following material.
(a) Building History (Code Section 1381(a) 1 ---------
(b) 3-R Report (Sec. 1381ka) 2) ----------------------
(c) Building Inspector's Report (Sec. 1381(a) 4(a)) --
(d) Statement of Renairs and 7mprovements
(Sec. 1381(a) 4(b)) ------------------------------
(e) Summary of tenant contactz
(Sec. 1381(a) 4(d)) ------------------------------
(M) Subdivider commitment to provide to new tenants
notice of conversicn (Sec. 130l(a) 6(c)) ---------
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APPLICATION PACKET
List "B" Continued
15. Certificate of subdivider not to retain any right, title or
interest in common areas or facilities of the subdivision -----
16. For conversions consisting 5 or more Units each, OR new
construction consisting 50 or more units, indicate how you
intend to satisfy the 10% low and moderate income occupancy
(Section 1341 of the Subdivision Code):
Within the Condominium Subdivision -------------------------I
New Construction elsewhere -------------------------------
In lieu payment to Housing Development Fund --------------
17. Subdivider's Affidavit.
STATE O CALIFORNIA
CITY AND COUNITTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
I (we) (Print Subdivider's Name in i ull)
declare, under penalty of perjury, that I am (we are) the owner(s)
(authorized agent of the owner(s)) of the property that is the
subject of this application, that the statements herein and in the
attached exhibit- present the information recuired for this appli-
cation, and the information presented is true and correct to the
best of my (our) knowledge and belief.
Date: Signed
(Applicant)
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--TENANT INTENT TO PURCHASE
-__, as tenant(s) of property
-at at the time of filing of
the application for a condominium conversion subdivision of such property, do
hereby certify my/our intent to purchase my/our occupied Unit No. at
said property. I/We have seen the list of proposed sales prices to tenants, to
be filed by the subdivider with the City and.County of San Francisco, and this
list indicates the sales price for the subject unit to be $
I/We have reviewed Section 1388 of the Subdivision Code, which is printed on
-the reverse side of this form, concerning Tenant Intent to Purchase. It is
understood that signing this Intent to Purchase Form, while not creating a
contractual obligation to buy, does represent my/our bona fide current desire
which I/we have every intenti6n to pursue to completion.
It is further understood that this Intent to Purchase Form will be filed with
the City and County for the purpose of establishing the percentage of tenants
that may be expected to purchase units if the units are sold as condominiums,
pursuant to'Section 1388 of said Subdivision Code.
I/We declare, under penalty of perjury, that the statements herein are true
and correct.
Tenant(s) and Prospective Buyer(s):
Dated: -
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APPETDI "B"
Construction Loan Guarantee Form
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(Official Bank Stationery)
Date:
Department of Public Works
City and County of San Francisco
Rooma 260, City Hall
San Francisco, CA 94102
Gentlemen:
~The i(Ne of Bnk) hereby certifies that it
holds on account for (Na.e of S udivider) the sum of
f>_ by reascn of a ccnstVruc ;in loan, guaranteed
to the City and County of San Francisco by said subdivider for
the construction of subdivision improvements of (Address and
Assessor's block and lot no. , a unit condominium build-
ing.
Said bank waives notice of any revis'ion in said subdivision
improvement vhere show:n on the approved fimal subdivision map
entitled ", including extension of
time, and agrees that its obligation hereunder shall not be
affected by such revisio'ns.
This instrument shall constitute an iiprover.ent security under
the provisions of Chapter 5, Division 2, Titled 7 of the Califor-
nia Goverrent Code.
If suit is brought to enforce this guaranty, the undersigned will
pay, in additLcn to.the face amount hereof, costs and reasonable
attorney's fees incurred in successfully enforcing such obligation.
This guaranty insures to the binds the successors and assigns of
the parties.
Very truly yours,
Name of Bank
By______________
(Official Fooition)
(Must be a Senior Officer duly
authorized to sign for the bank)
The undersigrncd obligated party .under said subdivision improvcment
agreement a1 ck-%c. ges its p rimary obli7ation under said a,;rcemcnt
and hercby conser.ic to the secondary obligation of the above party
executing this guaranty. -
SUDDIVIDAERI
Datc :
156 (Subat vider ')
APPENDIX "C"
Bureau of Building Inspection
Physical Inspection Fee Schedule
157
BUREAU OF BUILDING INS'ECT10N
PHYSICAL ItISPECTION1 FEE SC1EDULE
Occupancies A,
single and two
8 and warehouses
family dwellings.
in occupancles
. . $120.00."
E-3 and F-I;
Apartment Houses:
including L units
4 units through 10 units
11 units through 20 units
21 units through 40 units
41 or more units
$140.00
180.00 plus $20 per unit over 4
320.00 plus $15 per unit over
470.00 plus
670.00 plus
11
$10 per unit over 21
$5 per unit over 41
Note Is:
Including 10 guestrooms
11 guestrooms
21 guestrooms
thru 20 guestroos
thru 40 guestrooms
$190 plus
over 11.
$7.50 per guestrcom
$265 plus $5.00 per guestrcm
over 21
guest rooms $365 plus
over 41
$2.50 per guestroom
All Other Occupancies:
$120.00 for the first 1000
plus $10.00 per each addit
fraction thereof with a to
square feet or fraction thereof
ional 1000 souare feet or
tal maximum fee of $1000.00.
* Occupancies A and B are defincd as any assembly building,
stadium, reviwing stand or amuscment park.
Occupancy E-3 is a factory or warehouse
material is manufactured or stored.
in which loose combustible
Occupancy F-I includes gasoline filling and service statlons and
factories, workshops and warehouses using or storing material
not highly fir)m bie or ccmbustible. - See Article 5; Sec. 509.1;
S.F. County Building Code.
I
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$100.00
41 or more
APPENITDTX "D"
Central Relocation Services Information
For Condoinium Conversions
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CENTRAL RELOCATION SERVICES
RELOCATION P.EQUIREMENTS-CONDOMINIUM CONVERSION
In August of 1975, the Board of Supervisors enacted an ordinance known as
the Subdivision Code of the City and County of San Francisco. The Code
regulates the conversion of rental units to condominiums. Included in the
Code are provisions for the protection of renters. Section 1385 of the
Code sets forth guidelines to be followed in providing services and benefits
to persons displaced by such conversions and, in certain instances, requires
that the subdivider shall contract with Central Relocation Services to
provide permanent relocation services.
There are certain major requirements and procedures related to relocation
that you will be expected to follow both when making your application for
condominium conversions and after approval of the tentative map.
They are as follows:
1. Before the Final Map or Parcel Map is approved, you must
submit to' the City Engineer a description of any program
you propose for relocation services (Section 1383(a)).
2. Within ten (10) working days after the approval or
conditional approval of a Tentative Map you shall notify
each tenant of "the rights established en behalf of the
tenant by Section 1385." (Section 1384(d))
3. Within ten (10) working days after approval or condi-
tional approval of the Tentative Map you are required to
notify Central Relocation Services if there are any
tenants of low or moderate income living in the
property to be converted (Section 1385(g)). A chart of
low-to-modarate income levels as defined in the Codo is
provided below for your inforMation.
4. Section 1385(g) requires that a "Subdivider shall
contract with the Central Relocation Services to
provide relocation services...." if one or more of the
units in the project are occupied by tenants of low or
moderate income. (See chart below.)
We urge you to review the Subdivision Code thoroughly as there are other
sections that relate to relocation activities and the subdivider's responsi-
bilities to tenants.
It is importt that information regarding relocation assistance be providd
to your tenants at an early date. This will neip prevent unnecessary upsets
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and misapprehensions that would interferre with the success of the
relocation process.
We suggest that when you make your application for condominium convcr-
sion you contact Central Relocation gervices to arrange a meetingr to
discuss relocaticn assistance. The office is located at 939 Ellis
Street, San Francisco. Please telephone 771-8O between the hours
of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Low- to-Mode rate Income Levels*
San Francisco
* Figures are based on median incore in San Francisco and Greatner Bay
Area, as of January 1978, and are subject to chance.
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APPENDIX 4 -- Washington, D.C.
Ordinance
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COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
NOTICE
D. C. LAW 3-53
"Condominium and Cooperative Conversion Stabilization
Act of 1979"
Pursuant to Section 412 of the District of Columbia Self-
Government and Governmental Reorganization Act, P. L. 93-198,
"the Act", the Council of the District of Columbia adopted Bill
No. 3-208, on first and second readings, November 20, 1979 and
December 4, 1979 respectively. Following the signature of the
Mayor on December 21, 1979, this legislation was assigned Act No.
3-143, published in the January 4, 1980, edition of the D.C.
Register,-(Vol. 27 page 37) and transmitted to Congress on
January 8, 1980 for a 30-day review, in accordance with
Section 602 (c)(1) of the Act.
The Council of the District of Columbia hereby gives
notice that the 30-day Congressional Review Period has expired,
and, therefore, cites this enactment as D.C. Law 3-53 efrective
February 23, 1980.
ARRINGT6N DIXON
Chairman of the Council
Dates Counted During the 30-day Congressional Review Period:
January 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29
30, 31
February 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21, 22
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D.C. LAW 3 5 3
"
T Ive FEB 2 3 1960
AN ACT
D.C. ACT 3 14 3
I4 THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
DEC 2 1 1979
To enact a measure to stabilize the conversion of rental
housinq to condominium and cooperative housing in the
District of Columbia.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
That this act may be cited as the "Condominium and
Cooperative Conversion Stabilization Act of 1979"
Sec. 2. (a) The Mayor shall not declare any housing
accommodation, as defined in section 102(f) of tne Rental
Housinq Act of 19779 effective March 16, 1978 (D.C. Law 2-
54; D.C. Code, sec. 45-1681(f)); eligible to convert to a
condominium pursuant to section 501(o)(1)(A) of the
Condominium Act of 1976. effective March 29, 1977 (D.C. Law
1-89; D.C. Code, sec. 5-12S(b)(1)(A). .
(b) The Mayor shall not issue any notice of filinq of
an application for registration of a condominium pursuant to
section 406(a) of the -Condominium Act of 1976, effective
March 29, 1977 (D.C. Law 1-89; D.C. Code, sec. 5-1266(a)) if
that housinq accommodation was declared eligible to convert
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pursuant to section 501(b)(1)(A) of the Condominium Act of
1976, effective March 29, 1977 (D.C. Law 1-89; D.C. Code,
sec. 5-1281(b)(1)(A)): EXCEPT, as provided for in section 4
of this act.
Sec. 3. (a) The Mayor shall not grant any housing
accommodation, as defined in section 102(f) of the Rental
Housing Act of 1977, effective March 16, 1978 (D.C. Law 2-
54; D.C. Code, sec. 45-1681(f)), an exemption to convert to
a cooperative pursuant to section f+(.a)(3) of.the Cooperative
Regulation Act of 1979. effective Septemoer 28. 1979 (D.C.
Law 3-19).
(b) The Recorder of Deeds shall not file -any Articles
of Incorporation pursuant to section 6 of the District of
Columbia Cooperative Association Act, approved June 19. 1940
(54 Stat. 482; D.C. Code, sec. 29-806) for a housing
accommodation exempted pursuant-to section 4(~a)(3) of the
Cooperative Requlation Act of 1979, effective September 28v
1979 (D.C. Law 3-19): EXCEPT, as provided in section .4 of
this act.
Sec. 4. (a) The Mayor is authorized to exempt from the
provisions of sections 2(b) and 3(b) of this act:
(1) any housing accommodation that was purchased
on or before May 22, 1979, in contemplation of the
conversion, by the purchaser, to condominium or coooperative
status; or
(2) any housing accommodation for which a proper
notice of intent to convert to a condominium or cooper'ative
status was served on tenants before 4ay 22, 1979; or
(3) any housing accommodation where the conversion
was agreed to by the tenants' organization acting on behalf
of the tenants pursuant to section 602(b) of the Rental
Housinq Act of 1977, effective March 169 1978 (D.C. Law 2-
54; D.C. Code, sec. 45-1699.9(m)), as amended by the Multi-
oamily Rental Housing Purchase Act of 1979, effective
Seotemoer 28, 1979 (D.C. Law 3-13); or
(4) any housing accommodation with respect to
whi.ch there was a substantial financial investment on or
before May 229 1979, in its conversion.
(b) Prior to granting any sucn exemptions, the Mayor
shall issue rules and regulations prescribing standards for
ascertaining compliance with the exemptions as set forth in
section 4(a) of this act.
(c) It is the intent of the Council of the District of
Columbia in adopting this section that declaration of a
housing acco1mmodation as eligible for condominium conversion
or exemption for cooperative conversion, standing alone.
does not constitute a substantial financial- investment.
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(d) It is also the intent of the Council of the
District of Columbia that more than the filing of an
apolication for registration for a condominium or delivery
of Articles of Incorporation for a cooperative conversion* be
considered in determining the existence of a substantial
firal"cial investment.
Sec. 6. This- act shall take effect after a thirty (30)
day Deriod of Congressional review following approval by the
Mayor (or in the event of veto by the Mayor, action by the --
Council of the District of Columbia to override the veto) as
provided in section 602(c)(1) of the District of Columbia
Self-Government and Governmental Reorganization Act.
aporoved December 24, 1973 (87 Stat. 813; D.C. Code, sec. 1-
147(c)(1), and shall remain in effect for one hundred eighty
(180) days.
ChairmanN
Council of he District of Columbia
District of Columbia
APPROVED: December 21, 1979
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AN ACT
I4 THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF CXJMSIA
AUG 3 1 1979
To amend the Condominium Act of 1975 to iicrease the
uininum rent levels to establish rental acconmodation(s)
as "niiqh rent housing" eligi'!l e for conversion to
condomi n i uns.
3E IT ENACTED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTAICT OF COLUMBIA.
That tnis act may oe cited as the "Condominium Con-version
Amendment Act of 1979".
Sec. 2. Section 501(b)(1) of the :ondominium Act of
1976. effective March 29, 1977 (D.C. Law 1-89; D.C. :ode,
sec. 5-1281 (b)(1)) is amended as follows:
(a) by deleting clause (ii) at the end thereof; and
(b) by addinq the following new clauses (ii) and (iii)
to read as follows:
(ii) total the results obtained in clause (i)
above; and
"(iii) increase the result ootained in clause (ii)
oy tne maximum percentage of any uoward rent adjustments
found to be 4arranted by the District of Colimoia lental
I
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COUNCIL OF THE DISTR:CI OF COLUMBIA
NOTICE
D. C. LAW 3-35
"Condominium Conversion Amendment Act of 1979."
Pursuant to Section 412.of the District of Columbia Self-
Government and Governmental Reorganization Act, P. L. 93-198,
"the Act", the Council of the Distri.c= of Columbia adopted Bill
No. 3-139 on first and second readings, July 17, 1979 and
-July 31, 1979 respectively. Following the signature of the
Mayor on August 31, 1979, this legislation was assigned Act No.
.3-101, published in the September 7, 1979, edition of the D.C.
Register, (Vol. 26 page 1121) and transmitted to Congress on
September 7, 1979 for a 30-day review, in accordance with Section
602 (c)(1) of the Act.
The Council of the District of Columbia hereby gives
notice. that the 30-day Congressional Review Period has
expired, and, therefore, cites this enactment as D.C. Law 3-35
effective October 20, 1979. 4
A.R1GTON DIXON
Chairman of the Council
Dates Counted During the 30-day Corgressional Review Period:
September 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24,
25, 26, 27, 28
October '1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19
1"70
. Goled Original
-2-
Accommodations Comiission oursiant to section 206(o) of
the Rental HOuSing Act of 1977 (3.2. Law 2-54)*
oeginning with the 1978 Annual Raport.".
Sec. 3. This -act shall take effact as provided for acts
of tne Council-of the District of 'olunbia in section
502(:)(1) of tne District of Colu-nia Self-Government and
Soverniental Raorqanization Act.
Cnai ruan
Council of the 3istrict of Columbia
Mayor
3istrict of Columb
APPROVED: August 31,1979.
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